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His remarks were much the same as mine
today. If it is possible to get pulls of mty
speech for the convenience of membprs, I
shall be only too pleased to procure them.
I move--

That the Bill be now read a second time.

On motion by Hon. J. A. Dimmitt, de-
bate adjourned.

ADJOURNMENT-SFEOILU

THE CHIEF SECRETARY (Hton. H.
S. W. Parker-Metropolitan-Suburban): I
move--

That the House at its rising adjourn -,ill
2.15 p.m. tomorrow.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 3.28 p.m.

Tuesday, 12th July, 1949.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
p.m. and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

EDUCATION.
As to Expenditure on Visual Instruction.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN asked the Minister
for Education:

(1) What was the expenditure on visual
education in this State during the year
1945, i.e., two years before the present Gov-
ermnent came into power?

(2) What was the expenditure during the
financial year 1946-1947?

(3) On what date was Mr. Uren first em-
ployed Lull time on visual education?

(4) On what date was his salary first
debited to visual, education?

(5) Does the figure of £278, which the
Minister informed the member for Albany
was the amount spent on visual education
in the year before the present Government
came into power, represent the actual
amount which this branch of education cost
the State 9

The MINISTER replied:

(1) to (5) The expenditure shown in the
records of the. Education Department for
the financial year 1945-46 was £278. On
close inquiry, I Band that Mr. Urea was
freed for one-half day a week for six
months and later full time in exploring the
possibilities of visual education. He was
freed for this purpose from work as manual
training instructor to which item his salary
was still charged. For the year ended the
30th June, 1947, the 'total expenditure was
£2,137, the figures for the next following
two years being as previously stated, £7,857
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and £16,522 (11 months). On the 10th
April, 1947, Mr. Uren was notified by the
Director that be had been appointed Super-
intendent of Visual Eduestion as from the
1st January, 1947.

TOBACCO.
As to Distribution Committee.

Mr. LESLIE asked the Premier:
i1) If the information sought by me re-

garding the composition of the Tobacco
Distribution Committee in Western Austra-
lia, and the address where the committee
conducts its business -was not denied to him,
as stated in his reply to my further ques-
tions dii this matter asked on the 5th July,
1049, does this indicate that the informa-
tion sought is in his possession!

(2) If the answer is in the affirmative,
why is be withholaing this information T

The PREMIER replied:

(1) Information was not given to me as
to the persofinel of the Tobacco Distribu-
tion Committee beyond a statement that the
committee is representative of the tobacco
industry in this State, and I also h~ave not
information as to the location of the office
at which the committee conducts its busi-
ness.

(2) Answered by No. (1).

COMPANIES ACT.

As to Limited and Pro prietary; Registrations.

Mr. ]REYNOLDS asked the Attorney
general:

(1) Hlow many limited companies have
become proprietary companies-

(a) during 1948;
(b) during 1949?

(2) What 'were the reasons given by
those companies for the change of titlel

The MINISTER FOIL EDUCATION (for
the Attorney General) replied:

(1) (a) 790.
(b) 40.

(2) A company is not required to give
a reason why it is changing to a proprietary
company. The Registrar. issues a certificate
that the company is a proprietary company
upon the application of the company and
upon the filing of a statutory declaration
by a director or manager of the company

that the memorandumn or articles of as-
sociation of the company conform with the
requirements of Section 37 of the Com-
panies Act, 1948-1947.

Mr. Reynolds: Fairly obvious, though.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION:
They are carrying out the law.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES.

As to Payment for Long Service Leavec.

Mr. REYNOLDS asked the Premier:
(1) Is it not a fact that payment for long

service leave is intended to cover the whole
of the wages of Government employees!

(2) Is he aware that a carpenter, named
H. L. Reynolds (in no way connected with
me), employed by the -Public Works De-
partment, was asked to refund £8 12s. 4d.
front long service leave pay, which includes
tool allowance 3s,, holiday and siok pay
and lost time allowance of 17s. 1id, per
week V

(3) Is it the policy of the Government to
deduct these amounts from long service
leave payments in view of the fact that
the worker has already spent the cost of
tool maintenance, has already been de-
ducted for holiday pay and lost timie dur-
ing his service, and, upon returning to work
after his leave, will require these accumu-
latdd margins to compensate him for
further public holidays i

The PREMIER replied:

(1) No. Allowances are not paid whilst
on long service leave.

(2) No.
(3) Under long service leave conditions,

workers do not receive days in lieu or extra
payment for public holidays falling during
their perfbd of long service leave.

No maintenance of tools is involved dur-
ing this period and tool allowance has,
therefore, never been paid.

SIGN POSTS.

As to Rq'Jacement in Country.

Mr. NEEDHAM asked the Premier:
(1) Is he aware that sign posts in many

country areas removed as -a, necessary de-
fence measure when Japan entered World
War II. have not yet been replaced, although
the war ended nearly four years ago?
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(2) Is he aware that their non-replace-
ment is causing serious inconvenience to
people travelling in these areas?

(3) What is the cause of this inordinate
delay in replacing the signposts?

The PREMIER replied:
(1) Yes.

k-(2) No.
(3) A number of signs were removed by

the Army or local authorities, some were
mislaid and some damaged or unsuitable for
re-erection. 'I am advised by the Commnis-
sioner of Main Roads that, where nain
roads are involved, replacement has been
limited owing to shortages of material and
manpower. Sign posts on other roads are
the responsibility of the individual local
authorities in the particular area.

MEAT.

-is to Output of 'Wyndham anid Broome
'Works.

Hon. A. A. M. COVERLEY askeiE the
Minister for the North-West:

Was he 'correctly reported in "The West
Australian" of the 28th June, 1949, when
addressing the tenth annual conference of

' the Australian Wool and Meat Producers'
Federation, that it was hoped to treat 35,000
tons of beef at Wyndham and 10,000 tons
of beef at the Broome Meatworka this sea-
sonI

The MINISTER replied:

"The West Australian" in my possession
correctly -reported me as having said that
it was hoped to treat 35,000 head of stock
at Wyndham and 10,000 beasts at Broome,
although I understand that the figures quoted
by the hon. member appeared in an earlier
edition.

ABYDOS RESEARCH STATION.
As to Experimental Work.

Mr. RODOREDA asked the Minister for
the North-West:-

(1) What work of an experimental nature
is now being done at Abydos Research
station?

(2) What research work, if any, has been
done at this station?

(3) If none is to be done, what is the
justification for carrying on with this enter-
prise?

The MINISTER replied:,
(1) and (2) Several small stock and

vermin-proof enclosures have been erected
to enable observation of regenerative growth.
* Active steps are being taken by the
manager to establish Birdwood and Buffel
grass.

(3) An energetic programme of research
is intended wl~en facilities and staff are
available. When the property wataken
over, fences were down, mills out of order
and builqings in disrepair. Re-establish-
ment is necessarily slow on account of the
shortage of materials, but we hope to haver
the station in order and suitably stocked by-
the time qualified research staff becomes.
available to carry out the experimental pro-
gram~me.

LAND) RESUMPTION DEMOLITIONS.

As to Eviction of Occupiers.

If.GRAHAM asked the Minister for
Transport:

(1) When is it intended to evict occupiers
or demolish the premises within the area
recently announced to be taken over for
extensions to the car barn in East Perth?

(2) Will such operations be undertaken
at one step, or will they be done at different
stages?

(3) If the latter, which area will be the-
first affectedI

The MINISTER replied:-
(1) The Government is acquiring the area

concerned in order to provide for extensions
to the car barn as and when they are re-
quired. There is no intention at' present
to interfere with any of the occupiers of
houses within the area, other than the shop
at the corner of Hay-street and Adelaide-
terrace, which it is proposed to convert into
a canteen for tramway employees at the
earliest possible moment.

(2) and (3) answered by No. (1).

COAL STRIKE.

(a) As to Abandonment of Perth !rechnticar
Classes.

Mr. GRAHAM asked the Minister for
Education:

(1) Have any classes at the Perth Tech-
nichal College been abandoned owing to the
absence of electric lightl

(2) If so, what classes?
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*(3) How many students are affected?
(4) Have steps been taken to provide else-

tric current?
(5) Does he not consider that the auxiliary

unit installed at Parliament House could be-
more usefully employed at the Technical
College if Parliament met during daylight
hoursI

The MINISTER replied:
(1) 258, including 47 self-supporting

classes, have been suspended owing to the
effects of the strike.

(2) Answered by No. 1.
(3) 4939, including 733 in the self-sup-

porting classes
(4) Yes. Some months ago authorityv was

given for the acquisition of an auxiliary
sufficient to serve at least the lighting needs
-of the college. It cannot, I am advised, be
obtained and installed within six months.
The installation of a 25 K.V.A. auxiliary is,
however, in hand and it is expected that all
classes will be re-opened on Wednesday even-
ing next.
* (5) In all the circumstances it is not so

considered. I might add that at this stage
-al

1 classes dealing with external examina-
tions are now in the open. There will be
same limitation on the others.

(b) As to Altering School Hours.

Mr. REYNOLDS (without notice) asked
the Minister for Educhtion:,

(1) During the power cuts could school
hours be altered in Central and High Schools
so that pupils would not have to use trans-
port already overloaded by People going to
work at 9 a.m.?

(2) Could the schools start at, say 8 a'm.
giving the students an opportunity to re-
turn borne early enough to do their home
lessons before dark?

The MINISTER replied:

I will have the matter investigated.

(c) As To State Government' Intervention.

Mr. GRAHAM (without notice) asked
the Premier:

(1) From where does the Government de-
rive the power or authority to intervene re-
garding the re-inclusion of the penalty
clause in the Collie Coal Miners' Award?

(2) Has the Government any legal stand-
ing before the Industrial Tribunal in this
matter?1

(3) (a) Did the Government of its own
volition make the decision to support an
application by the employers; or

(b) Was the Government responsible for
the coalowners moving in the matter; dr

(c) Hrave the coalowners requested this
action by the Government?

The PREMIER replied:

(1) and (2) The Government considers
that it is in the public interest to seek leave
to intervene in this matter. The decision
on the application will rest with the Coal
Reference Board.

(3) (a) Yes. The decision was made in
conformity with the disciplinary action
taken by the Commonwealth Government
against the strikers. It was also considered
to be in the best interests of the whole of
the Western Australian community.

(b) No. An application by the coal-
owners in June, 1048, during the horse
"Red" dispute was subsequently adjourned
sine die. Application to the Local Refer-
ence Board for re-listing this c ase for hear-
ing was lodged by the coalowners on the
first day of the present disastrous strike.

(c) Yes, as I informed the House on
Tbursday last.

WATER SUPPLIES.

As to Provision for BusinneaL,

Hon. E. NTJLSEN (for Mr. Brady) asked
the Minister for Works:

Will he call for a report on the possibi-
lity of extending a water supply to the resi-
dents of Bushmead before the coming sum-
mer to save a continuance of the great
inconvenience suffered by the residents for
many years?

The M1INISTER replied:
If the residents of Rushmead who desire

their properties to be connected with
water from the Metropolitan water under-
taking will supply the Under Secretary for
Metropolitan Water Supply, Sewerage and
Drainage Department with particulars of
the properties concerned, i.e., the name of
owner, lot number and street, the request
will be investigated.
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GREAT EASTERN-HIGHWAY.

As to Widening, East Guildford-Midland.

Hon. E. NULSEN (for Mr. Brady) asked
the Minister for Works:

In view of the great increase in road
traffic over the Great Northern-highway
due to haulage of wheat and super. by motor
transport, will early steps be taken to widen
the highway between Swan-street crossing,
East Guildford, and the Midland Junction
Town Hall to relieve the danger to all traf-
fic at present using same?

The MINISTER replied:

Plans are being prepared for widening
various roads specified in the Traffic Act
as the responsibility of the Main Roads De-
partment, including the Great Eastern-high-
way. Further sections will be widened as
funds become available and in the ordler of
relative urgency. No decision has been
made on the next section of road to bo
undertaken.

I advise the member for Guildford-Mid-
land that the roadway involved is the Great
Eastern-highway and not the Great North-
ern-highway. The latter commences at the
Midland Junction Town Hall and from that
stop runs northwards. I also advise the
member for Guildford-Midland that the
Swan-street crossing is not on the Great
Eastern-highway. It is presumed that the
b on. member refers either to the Meadow-
street crossing or to the East-street cross-
ing.

RAILWAYS.

(a) As to Material Used on Locomotives.

Hon. E. NULSEN (for Mr.-Brady) asked
the Minister for Railways:

Is it a fact that engines being overbauled
at Midland Junction Railway Workshops
are being returned to service with second-
hand brasses and original springs, necessi-
tating greater attention by running sheds
fitting staffs than would be necessary if
new brasses and springs were supplied in
the first instanceI

The MINISTER replied:

No engines overhauled at the Workcshops
are fitted with secondhand brasses for re-
issue to depots. It is not the practice to
change springs unless found necessary after
careful inspection and checking.

(b) .&s to "Auatrolind" and Busbury
Bus Service.

Mr. REYNOLDS asked the Minister for
Railways:

(1) In view of the present coal crisis,
and the fact that a moad bus from Bunbury
is due to arrive in Perth approximately an
hour later than the "Australind," would it
not he advisable to discontinue runn ing the
bus, and put it on to a metropolitan route
because it can carry 50 passengers?

(2) Would it not be advisable for the
"Australind" -to stop at all stations en route
to and from Bunburyt

The M1INISTER replied:

(1) With further cuts in rail services
the "Australind" at present is only running
twice a week. The necessity for the road
service to Bunbury is, therefore, greater
than ever.

(2) The "Australind" is run to an ex-
press table to shorten the time of the journ-
ney of passengers from or to the lower
South-West and to stop at all stations
would defeat that objective.

COALMINING.

(a) As to Stockton No. 2 Open-cut.

Mr. MAY asked the Minister represent-
ing the Minister for Mines:

(1) What is the total tonnage of over-
burden that has been removed from the
Stockton No. 2 open-cut since the date of
inception to the date for which latest
figures are available?

(2) What was the cost of removing same?

(3) From what source was this cost met!

(4) What is the to tal tonnage of coal
won from the Stockton No. 2 open-cut since
inception to the date for which the latest
figures are available?

(5) What is the total value of same?7

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING re-
plied:

(1) and (2) This information is not
available.

(3) The expenditure would be met in the
first place by the mineowner and would
normally be recovered in the price of the
coal.
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(4) The total production from Stockton
open-cuts from October 1943 to the 31st
May, 1949, was 577,420.63 tons.

(5) £648,076.

(b) As to Health Report on Mines.

Mr. MAY (without notice) asked the
[Minister representing the Minister for
Mines:

(1) It is understood that on the 16th
May, 1949, the Commissioner of Public
Health made an inspection of the various
coalmines at Collie in regard to health mat-
ters generally as affecting the men employed
in the coal industry. Did the Commissioner
submit a report of his inspection to the
[Minister for Mines?

(2) If so, will the Minister agree that
such report be laid on the Table of the
House?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING re-
plied:

(1) Yes.
(2) An excerpt containing all material

matters in the report was sent to the secre-
tary of the Collie Coal Miners' Union on
the 15th June, 1049. I have the report here
and will lay it on the Table of the House.

CO-OPERATIVE HULK HANDLING,
LTD.

As to, Facilities Agreement.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN asked the Minister
for Lands:

(1) When is it expected that the agree-
ment between Co-operative Bulk Handling
Limited and the Government in connection
with the taking over by the former of the
State's bulk-handling facilities at Bunbury
will be completed!

(2) Who is responsible for the rang delay
of over two years which has taken place
in connection with this matter?

(3) What Government Departments and
officers were consulted in connection with
the preparation and completion of the
agreement concerning the taking over of the
State's bulk-handling faeilities at Fre-
mantle?1

(4) Has Co-operative Bulk Handling
Limited yet made any payment to the Gov-
ernment in connection with the use of the
bulk-handling facilities at Fremantle and/
or Bunbury?

(5) If payments have been made, what
are the amounts and the dates of payment?

'T~he MINISTER replied:
(1) The draft agreemegt is at present

being considered by the parties concerned
and once this is done it will only be a mat-
ter of final preparltion by the Crown Law
Department, and signature.

(2) The delay was caused by certain de-
tails not being agreed to by both parties,
and certain difficulties in connection with
the site had to be overcome.

(3) Crown Law Department.
(4) Fremantle-yes; Bunbury-no.
(5) £10,159 4s. 9d.-the 8th July, 1949.

LEAVE oF ABSENCE.

On motion by Mr. Brand, leave of ab-
sence for two weeks pranted to the Honor-
ary'Minister for Supply and Shipping

(on. A. F. G. Cardell-Oliver-Subiaco) on
the round of ill-health.

BILL-SUPERAUUUATION, SICK,
DEATH, INSURANCE, GUARANTEE
AND ENDOWMENT (LOCAL GOV-
ERNING BODIES' EMPLOYEES)

]FUNDS ACT AMENDMENT.

Introduced by the Minister for Local
Government and read a first time.

BRhL-MAIIKETING or POTATOES
ACT AflrIDENT.

Read a third time and passed.

BILL-GOVERMENT EMPLOYEES
(PROMOTIONS APPEAL BOARD)

ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 7th July.

HON. A. H. PANTON (Leederville)
[5.2] : When the Minister introduced this
Bill, and -the next two on today's notice
paper, he made one speech on the three of
them, as they are complementary to each
other.

Mr. Marshall: There were three speeches,
hut they were not very long.

Hon. A. H. PANTON: The member for
Murchison can leave that to me., With
your permission, Mr. Speaker, I propose to
do the same. The measures I refer to are
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the Public Service Appeal Board Act
Amendment Bill, the Government Em.-
ployees ('Promotions Appeal Board) Act
-Amendment Bill and the Rural and Indus-
tries Bank Act Amendment Bill. These are
necessary as the Minister pointed out, to
implement an agreement, through the Arbi-
tration Court, between the employees of the
Rural Bank and the Public Service Com-
missioner. The Minister when explaining
the position did not, in my opinion, tell all
the story; or at least I nm advised that the
the whole story baa not been told.

Mr. Marshall: That is not unusual.
Ron. J. B. Sleeman: It i4 a trick of

theirs.
Hon. A. H. PANTON: Thanks for the

assistance from the cross benches.

Mr. NimmQ: You are getting some ideas.

Hon. A. H. P&LNTON: They do not help
.nc vary much from that corner. InI July
of 1947, the officers of the Rural Bank ap-
plied to the Public Service Commissioner
for an amendment of their arbitration
-agreement which had expired. In the course
of time these men naturally applied for a
further agreement, and in doing so they
made a claim for increases in salaries, and
various other things usually concerned in
such applications. Alter months of delay
the final offer made by the Public Service
.Commissioner was to pay rates. similar to
those already existing in the iPublic Service
of thc'State. Obviously that was not very
acceptable to the employees of the Rural
Bank, because we have to remember that
they work under conditions similar to those
which obtain in the trading banks and the
Commonwealth Bank, which are in compe-
tition with the Rural and Industries Bank.
They -work on Saturday mornings, which
the Civil Service does not, and consequently
the employees of the Rural Bank considlered
that they would be much better off if they
obtained salaries and conditions similar to
those appertaining to the banks with w~hich
they were in competition. The matter,
therefore, was referred to the Arbitration
Court, hut it was not dealt with until Octo-
ber, 1948.

The President of the court, after hearing
the evidence, decided, very rightly, that
these employees had one of two alternr~tives
--either to remain in the Civil Serviceewhere,
they had certain concessions, such as long
service leave, or to go over and obtain the

conditions and salaries applying in the trad-
ing banks. The President called the men
together for a conference and pointed this
out. He said they could not expect to have
it both ways-I do not know that they
really expected to-that is, they could not
have the concessions of the Civil Service
and the salaries of the trading banks, too.
Hie suggested that they take a plebiscite of
their members to see which they would
have. That was done. As the Minister has
already stated, only 18 voted against going
over to the trading banks. When the court
met again and heard the result of the
plebiscite, it decided to make an award in
accordance with that'governing the trading
banks. The essence of that decision is con-
tained in these words of the President-

That bank officers should be removed com-
pletely from relationship with the Public Ser-
vice, and sbould become bank clerks entitled to
the rights and privileges enjoyed by their
counterparts in banks with which the Rural
Bank is a business competitor.
That was a very important statement by
the President, and, having made it, and
after a further session in Chambers, he
said that as privileges granted by banks
varied, the Rural,- Bank should grant an
avenage of the other banks. It was found
when it came to implementing an agree-
ment similar to the award which applied
to the trading banks, that the trading
banks, except in certain matter, had ideas
and methods of their own. In my opinion
the decision of ibe President is the crux
of the whole question, and that is why I
am bringing forward certain statements
tonight. To obtain a working agreement,
pending an amendment of the legal status,
the officers agreed-and this is important
-to forgo long-service leave and the ap-
peal board rights. That, to a large extent,
is the Bill which is before us now.

When it came to implementing the
agreement, -which the President definitely
stated should be an average of ;vbat the
trading banks had, the employees of the
Rural and Industries Bank found that the
Commissioners were not prepared to do
anything of the sort, notwithstanding that
they had already agreed to forgo that im-
portant clause with regard to lon! -savie
leave and appeal board rights. They did
that, believing that the Commissioners
would honour the court's judgment and de-
fine the privileges on the average of those
granted by the trading banks. However,
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they were unable to get an agreement to
that effec, and it was found that the trad-
ing banks, almost without exception, paid
what is termed a bonus. I do not knouf
why it is given that name, because it is
paid monthly to al the employees, from
messenger boy to manager. It is a 10 per
cent. payment monthly, with a m naximum
of £75 per year. When it came to imple-
menting the agreement with the Commis-
sioners, the employees were unable to get
that payment. It may he said that it is
difficult for a Government institution to
pay a 10 per cemit. bonus, as that would
mean establishing an awkward precedent.
At all events, the employees found them-
selves in the position of having agreed to
forgo long service leave and their appeal
hoard rights, with rthe object of getting the
average conditions I have mentioned and
the' 10 per cent. bonus, and then being un-
able to get thon 8 conditions.

If the Government desires to have a
wptI-organiscd and efficient set-up in a
bank or any similar institution, the fret
essential is a contented state, end that is
the exact opposite of what we have in the
Rural and Industries Bank at the moment.
I am sure the Minister will agee that this
bank is a most important institution of
the State, and is expanding every day, and
I contend that we should do everything
possible to ensure contentment on the part
of members of that staff. I admit that it
will be difficult to define, for a State in-
stitution, what is the average of the con-
ditions of the trading banks, and it baa
been said that such an average cannot be
applied to -this organisation. In view of
these fadts, I have been requested by the
employees of the Rural and Industries
Bank to suggest that we might let the
measures dealing with the Government Em-
ployees (Promotions Appeal Board) Act
and the Public Service Appeal Board Act
go through, but, with regard to the Rural
and Industries Bank Act Amendment Bill,
I suggest to the inister that he take that
measure only as far as the Committee
stage, as I have some rather comprehensive
amendments to move. I have not had time
to have them placed on the notice paper
as I got them back from the Crown Law
Department only today.

Prior to the Rural and Industries Bank
Act becoming law, a large number of
these employees worked under the Agri-

cultural Bank Act. Under that legiala-
'tion, there was set up a committee that
was responsible for oathinistering the
terms and conditions contained in the Act.
That committee consisted of the chief ac-
countant, the secretary and the staff officer,
and its purpose was -to deal with all. mat-
ters covering the staff, such as--

(a) report to the Commissioners on all mat-
ters relating to the general control and man-
agement of the staff, including appointments,
transfers, leave, dismissals, retirements, com-
plaints and any other matters affecting the
the staff;

(b) receive applications from bank officers
for vacancies on the clerical or field staff and
submit recommendations to the Commissioners
for appointment to such vacancies; and

(e) receive applications for positions of mes-
sengers and submit recommendations to tbe
Commissioners for appointment to such posi-
tions, appointment Uf messengers in branch
offices to be subject to interview and approval
by branch managers, 0

It is obvious that if the branch manager
at Kununoppin, for instance, wished to
appoint a messenger, he should be given
that authority. Under the proposas eon-'
tamned in the Bill, the staff will liC left.
completely in the hands of the Commis-
sioners;, with no appeal, whatever, in com-
parison with other employees in the Public
Service who have the right of appeal as to
promotions and other matters. The Bill
would give the Commissioners datatorial
power over the staff.

Mr. Boydl: Those conditions apply to the
staffs of private banks. There, the generl
manager is in complete charge of the staff-

Hon. A. H. PANTON: That may, bt so,
but this is a Government institution and.
I contend that, as Government employees,
these people are entitled at least to the
same conditions as apply to all other Gov-
ernment employees.

Mr. Bovell: Do not those conditions apply
in the Commonwealth Bank!

Hon. A. H. PANT ON; I do not know any-
thing about what applies in the Common-
wealth Bank, but if the member for Sussex
knows more about it than I do, I will he
pleased to hea-r him. I am' speaking on be-
half of a large number of bmployces in the
Rural and Industries Bank who believe,
-rightly or wrongly, that they have been let
down. In view of all that has happened,
these officers desire provisions such as I
have outlined to he placed in this legislation.
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The three men comprising the previous com-
mittee were men from the top of the list,
and I do not see any reason why they should
not be able to make recommendations. to the
principals.

There is no doubt that these employees
were prepared to sacrifice their long -ser-
vice leave, provided they got an inerease in
salary that would be equivalent to what is
paid in the trading banks. But niow they
have been told that they are not to get i 't.
That 'would mean that they would be the
-only Government employees in the State,
as far as I can ascertain, whether salaried
or wages staff, who would not receive long
service leave. Such a state of affairs would
not make for contentment and I therefore
trust, when my amendments are placeda on
the notice paper, that they will receive the
,consideration they deserve in the interests
of these employees.

The Commonwealth Gazette of the 2nd
June, 1949, shows the deposits in the Rural
and Industries Bank to-.be £4,213,287, so it
is therefore an important State institution.
It is extending its operation in every di-
rection and I think we should do our utmost
for the employees concerned. I hope the
Minister is prepared to allow the Commit-
tee stage to be postponed until the amend-
ments can appear on the notice paper. I
have some amendments already typed out
but I realise that that is not sufficient. As
regards two of the measures, I am quite
prepared to permit them to go through
without debate, but I hope to have some-
thing further to say on the Rural and In-
dustries Bank Act Amendment Bill daring
the Committee stage.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS (Hon.
L. Thorn-Toodyny-in reply, [5.20]: As
I stated when introducing the Bill, the em-
ployees of the Rural and Industries Bank
made their own decision and they definitely
agreed to drop their Public Service rights
and privileges and accept the conditions of
-the employees of the trading banks.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Which they did not
get.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Thnugh-
out his judgment, the IPresident of the Arbi-
tration Court refers to private trading
'banks. The member for Leederville has
brought forward several points. I am quite
prepared to take the Rural and Industries

Bank Act Amendment into Committee and
then report progress, in order to give him
an opportunity of placing his amendments
on the notice paper so that members may
give consideration to them. The employees
of the Rural Bank lost certain privileges
under the Public Service Act when they
agreed to transfer to private trading bank
conditions, but on the other hand they
gained certain others.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Can you tell me one
of themI

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: Yes.
They gained an extra week's annual leave
and over a man's working life an extra
week each year mounts up.

Hon. A. H. Pan ton: And they lost three
months to get that.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS, They
have shorter working hours, as well.

Eon. A. H. Panton: I know they have.

The MINISTER FOR LANDS: It will
mean 35 hours a week instead of 37 as now
operating in the Public Service. Also their
pay has been increased.

Hon. A. H. Panton: For some of them,
but very few.

The MI1NISTER FOR LANDS: Their
salaries have been increased. They have
made sacrifices and they have made gains
and when the plebiscite of the staff was
taken, 272 throughout the State voted in
favour of a transference to private bank
conditions, and 18 dissented. That is an
overwhelming majority. I have no desire
to deprive public servants of their privi-
leges and working conditions, but I feel
-that the matter was fully examined and ven-
tilated before the court and an overwhelm-
ing majority accepted those conditions.
Now, before tiM ink is hardly dry on the
agreement, they have raised the question of
long service Jeave. Long service leave can
be considered as a privilege by the Commis-
sioners and the Government, but I am hop-
ing that the House will agree to the Bill
being passed as drafted and leave it to the
bank and the Government to discuss
further privileges to be ranted to em-
ployees of the bank and judge them oil their
merits.

The hon. member was kind enough to ring
me this morning and tell me that he had
certain amendments in view. I had already
received notice, from another source, that
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the amendments would be coming forward
and in order to give members full oppor-
tunity of considering them I am prepared
at the appropriate time to report progress
on that particular Bill.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

BILL-PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL
BOARD ACT AMENDMENT

(No. 2).

Second Reading.

Ordertof the Day read for the resumption
from the 7th July of the debate on the
second reading.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment and
the report adopted.

BILL-RURAL AND UrDUSTBES
BAK ACT AMENDMENT,

Message.

Message from the Governor received
read recommending appropriation for
purposes of the Bill.

and
the

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 7th July.

MR. LESLIE (Mt. Marshall) [5.30]:
Before this Bill enters the Committee stage
and seeing that the Minister has agreed not
to go very far with it before that stage, I
wish to submit a point of view that F would
like him to consider. I have not been
greatly impressed by the argument that the
bank officers voted on a plebiscite for this
changeover. This is one of the instances that
so very often occur where people are asked
to votA on a certain question before they
know what they are voting for, and even-
tually when they get down to details they
find they have bought a pig in a poke.

The Minister for Lands: You must think
them a lot of dumb clucks!I

Mr. LESLIE: I do not think that, but I
think the Minister would be placed in a
similar position if he were confronted with
the same situation. They were faced with
the question whether they would get some-
thing better than that which they now en-
joy. Most people in employment outside
consider that conditions within the Public
Service are better than their own, and many,
within the Public Service consider that con-
ditions outside are better than theirs. if
employees generally were given public ser-
vice conditions as well as all the privileges
which they now enjoy, that would be the
ideal set-up, but that will not and cannot
happen. So far as I have been informed,
the officers of the Rural and Industries
Bank understood they were to sacrifice some
of the privileges they now enjoy as public
servants in return for privileges which were
to come to them when they became members
of the Bank Officers' Association. One of
those sacrifices v as their long service leave,
and one of the benefits they were to re-
ceive was increased emoluments.

I know that a considerable number of
bank employees are not very happy about
the extent of these increased emoluments
or the other privileges. The week's extra
leave that they are to receive every year,
that is, they will receive three weeks instead
of two weeks, is not very attractive to quite
a number of them. I do not know whether
that extra week is to be ranted immedi-
ately or whether they will have to serve
a qualifying period of time before they
become eligible. So perhaps some of them
will not get that benefit at aUl. It is recog-
nised, too, that in the Public Service, in
return for the privileges received, such as
long service leaves, superannuation, right of
appeal to the Appeal Board, security and
permanency, the officers make sacrifices in
their remuneration. They accept a lesser
salary for doing a certain class of work
than that which would be received by pri-
vate employees doing similar work in re-
turn for those benefits. It is difficult to
define what those benefits actually are or
what they mean to civil servants. In this
Bill there is a provision that the officers
are to be given a pro rata payment if they
do not take their long service leave.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Yes, up to the 21st
November.
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Mr. LESLIE: But not all of them are
to receive that payment and that is what I
am concerned about at present. I uder-
stand that the agreement arrived at between
the Commissioners and the employees is not
yet registered as a firm agreement and is
still the subject of negotiation. Therefore,
what this Parliament does -with the two
Bills that have just been discussed and the
third Bill now before the House will have
a greet hearing on the ultimate conditiofis
which will be included in the agreement. It
is to ensure that nothing will be done by
this Parliament which will in any way limit
the opportunity of these employees obtain-
ing a fair spin when they come to negotiate
that I wish to bring this point of view be-
fore the Minister.-

The Minister fo~r Lands: As a matter of
fact, the agreement was signed on the 12th
April this year.

Hon. A. H. Panton: it is only r. tem-
porary agreement.

Mr, LESLIE: According to the informa-
tion I have, it is only a temporary agree-
ment. For one thing, the officers understand
that they are to have thib long service leave
instead of a retiring allowance, but the long
service leave position is not yet defined in
that agreement and they do not know what
is to happen regarding it. In this Bill it is
provided that any right the bank officers
had under the Public Service Act will be
abolished after the 22nd November , 1948,'
but provision is made in the Bill before us
that if they are to have long service leave
under their agreement, then that will he in
order. This Bill contains provisions which
set out the conditions under which that long
service leave can be given to those who
have been in the bank's employment suffi-
ciently long to enable them to be entitled
to long service leave or a portion of it.
However, it definitely excludes a consider-
ahle number of employees who have, since
the war, entered the bank's employment.

i&{on. A. H. Panton: Quite a number of
them.

Mr. LESLIE: Because it says that unless
they have been continually in the bank's
employment for a period of three yearj up
to the 22nd of November, 194, their term
of service prior to that date, if it. is less
than three years, shall not count when long
service leave or that which they wiE' receive

in payment made to them in lieu, is assessed.
There are 25 men concerned in this and all
of them are es-Servicemen. One man is
elderly and he is not an es-Serviceman but
the rest are and they liare less than three
years' service in the bank. Their service
ranges from two to two and a half years.
These men could not be in the hank per-
forming their duties when it was organised
in 1945 and simultaneously be doing a bigger
lob elsewhere. If the House agrees to the
Bill now before it in its present form it
will mean that all of these men will have
their period of service discounted when
long service leave, if agreed to, is calcu.
lated.

Members must not make the mistake that
the basis of agreement has yet been con-
cluded. If the Commissioners of the bank
are prepared to do the fair and proper
thing by these 25 es-Servicemen-that is
the mininlum number and the source of my
information sass that there are possibly
others-they will say, "We believe you are
entitled to your period of less than three
years' seryice being included in the long ser-
vice leave calculations." However, the next
thing- they will say is that they are very
sorry because Parliament has said that that
canniot be done. They will say, "Parliament
has tied our hands to prevent us doing what
we consider is the proper thing when that
agreement is completed." Consequently I
suggest that this is a ease which the Minis-
ter might well investigate because there is
a possibility, and even a grave suspicion
amounting almost to a certainty, that an
injustice will be done to at least 25 men
who are deserving of better treatment.
These officers, being en-Servicemen, are
comparative juniors in the Bahk and are
receiving lower salaries than other officers
working alongside them and doing precisely
similar work. It must be borne in mind that
the Rural and Industries Bank started
operations as such only in 1945.

I hope that the Minister will review the
portion of the Bill that would exclude the
service these returned men have given to
the Bank for a lesser period'ihaxf three
years, and will take into consideration the
fact that this is due to no fault of their
own. Possibly they could have joined the
Hank in 1945 and had four years' service to
their credit but for the fact that they were
needed much more urgently elsewhere. The
proper thing to do is to investigate the ser-
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vice of these men and perhaps arrive at an
average. At any rate, the Minister cannot
convince me that, when these men voted
at the plebiscite on this proposition, they
realised that the two-and-a-half years' ser-
vice they had given the Bank would be dis-
regarded. In Committee I should lie to
hear some definite proposal. from the Minis-
ter to remedy what I consider i11l impose
a hardship on and he an injustice to at
least 25 eu-Servicemen.

THE MINISTER FOR LANDS (HEn
L. Thorn-Toodyay-in reply) (5.42]: 1
give the member for Mt. Marshall an assur-
ance that I shall discuss the matter with the
Chairman of the Bank Commissioners to-
morrow morning and ascertain his point of
view.

Question put and.psssed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Mr. Perkins in the Chair; the Minister for
Lands in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1-Short Title;
Progress reported.

BILLr-SUPPLY (No. 3), C4,700,000.

Standing Orders Suspension.

On motion by the Minister for Education,
resolved:

That so much of the Standing Orders be
suspended as is necessary to enable resolutions
from the Committees of Supply and of Ways
and Means to be reporte!d and adopted on the
same day on whichb they shall have passed
those Committees, and also the passing of a
Supply Bill through all its stages in one day.

Message.

Message from the Governor received and
read recommending appropriation for the
purposes of the Bill.

In Committee of Supply.

The House resolved into Committee of

Supply, Mr. Perkins in the Chair.

THE PREMR (Hon. D). B. MeLarty-
Murray-Wellington) 15.47]: I move--

That there be granted to His Majesty on
account of the services of the year ending the
30th June; 1950, a sum not exceeding
f4,700,000. 1

The preparation of the Estimates for 1949-
50 is in hand and they will be presented to
Parliament as soon as possible. I am hope-
ful of being able to submit my Budget this
month. Meanwhile, Supply is required to
carry on the services of the State until the
Estimates have been passed. The amount
asked for under the Bill now before us is
£4,700,000 made up as follows:-

Consolidated Revenue Fund
General Loan Fund
Treasurer 'a Advance

Ta
3,700,000

700,000
300,000

The first Supply granted in 1948 was for
an amount of £3,800,000 made up as fol-
lows:

Consolidated Revenue Fund
General Loan Fund
Treasurer's Advance

£
3,000,000

500,000
300,000

Increased costs have necessitated my asking
for a larger amount this year. The finan-
cial year 1948-49 ended with a deficit of
£864,813 compared with an estimated de-
ficit of £C164,723. No application was made
to the Commonwealth Government for a
supplementary grant through the Common-
wealth Grarits Commission because the Com-
mission has intimated that it proposes to
deal with the deficits of the claimant States
when' the year in which the deficit occurs
becomes the year of review and assessment.
Both South Australia and Tasmania made
claim§ for additional ,assistanee and the
payments were approved by the Common-
wealth Parliament. In those States the cash
position was not as fluid as it is in this
State and the additional moneys were re-
quired. The fact that additional assistance
has been granted to South Australia and
Tasmania will not prejudicii4ly affect us
'when the year 1948-49 becomes the year of
review hy the Grants Commission for the
assessment of the grant payable in 1950-51.
In order to comply with the new procedure
contemplated by the Commission, the deficit
for 1946-47, that is, £47,552, was included
as expenditure last year and thus forms
part of the deficit of £E864,813. I shall ex-
plain the new procedure of the Grants Com-
mission in detail when I introduce the
Budget.

Dealing with 1948-49, the actual revenue
amounted to £C20,560,646; the estimated re-
venue was £20,327,257, the amount in excess
of the Estimates being £233,389. The re-
venue collected in excess of the Estimates

0
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was, in the main, accounted for by taxation
and departmental receipts., which provided
£397,000 more than was expected. Revenue
from public utiities--mostly railway re-
ceipts-was £25,000 below the estimate.
The actual expenditure was £21,425,469,
compared with the Budget estimate of
£C20,491,980, an excess of £933,479. Public
utilities again-mainly railways-Laccounted
for £662,000 of this excess. Payments for
subsidies for superphosphate cartage by
'road and the loss on the State Electricity
Commission and on the State Shipping Ser-
vice was responsible for most of the balance
of the increases. I shall give full particulars
of the revenue and expenditure when [ am
submitting. the Estimates for this year.

HON. IF. J. S. WISE (Gascoyne) [5.53]:
Because Parliament has met mtuch earlier
than usual, this Supply Bill is being pre-
sented to the Committee some weeks earlier
than the first Supply Bill is normally7 in-
troduced. That is so because of the an-
ticipation of an early Budget and an early
introduction of the Appropriation Bill. It
is interesting to note that the Bill now
before us, which is to bridge the gap be-
tween the spending of the last Supply and
this one, is not very mnuch larger in its re-
quest to this Committee than the first Sup-
piy Bill of last year. Indeed, it is not. very
much in excess of Supply Bills when
Budgets were not to the order of £20,000,-
000 but very much less. The presentation of
thisd Bill follows the announcement made by
-the Premier that he had incurred a deficit
of £864,813 at the end of the financial year.
His estimated deficit was slightly in ex-
cess of £164,000, so that during the finan-
cial year 1948-49 his Estimates were
E750,000 in excess of his anticipation when
he presented his Budget, although in his
Budget speech at that time he stress-ed the
fact that he had made preparation for the
increasing costs, which the, Government was
facing and had endeavoured to make due
allowance for them. Nevertheless, he went
£700,000 to the bad.

If we make a comparison with former
Budgets, we find that in tb0 financial year
just ended the Premier spent 100 per cent.
more than in the immediate pre-war years.
He had over £20,000,000 to spend and he
spent it, whereas in the year 1939-40 the
total Budget was slightly over £10,000,000.
It is interesting to follow the trend in this

connection, When our present Governor
was Premier-not so very long ago-he in-
curred a deficit of over £1,500,000 when his
total budgetary receipts -were £8,000,000.
That was the total amount spent from
revenue by Sir James Mitchell in his hat
year ats Treasurer. The trend has been
so marked thatj the Premier has closed
his financial year after having spent
£21,500,000.

The, Premier: You are not Surprised at
that, are youI

Hon. F. J. S. WISE:a Theie are some
reasons why the expenditure could have
been much less. This care-free attitude of
the Premier-I could call it profligacy-
can only lead the State ultimately into a
very serious position.

The Premier: Are you going to give me
some instances?

Hon. F. J. S. WISE: When the Pre-
mier gives members the information which
he has promised to give when presenting
his Budget, I shall analyse the figures to
show that he has been indulging in care-
less abandon so far as the finances of the
State are concerned. This abandon is
spreading from the Premier to those near-
est to him and, indeed, to all those on the
front bench. This attitude necessarily
leads to keeping taxation at a high level
and increasing it still further.

The Premier: Will you not give us a few
instances tonight?

Hon. F. J. S. WISE: The only informa-
tion before the Committee consists of the
very meagre figures which were published
in "The West Australian" a few days ago
and repeated by the Premier. I say without
fear of contradiction that this Government
had as part of its policy when it went to
the country as the Opposition in 1947 not
only opposition to high taxation but at in-
sistence on the return to the State of the
State's ta~dng rights. It found very quickly
that it was on very unsound grounds in that
connection, and that it must accept the'true
story which had been told by the previous
Government. In spite of that, this Govern-
ment, by its very attitude towards spending
and its dependence upon the Commonwealth,
supports, without. any question, high taxa-
tion. If members examine the Budgei tables
Of last year, they will find that is so.

0
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When this State had its own taxing
rights, in the good old days, the galleries of
this Chamber were filled -with members of
the Legislative Council and the general
public awaiting with almost breathless anti-
cipation the announcement of the Treasurer
as to what degree of taxation was to be inm-
posed by the Government. Those were the
days when taxation returned to Western
Australia a matter of a few hundred thou-
sand pounds compared with the almost
L5,000,000 the Premier receives frpm taxa-
tion as his share under the Uniform Taxa-
tion (Reimbursements) Act. As a matter
of fact, in the year 1939-40 without the
financial emergency tax being superimposed,
the sum of £859,617 was levied in income
tax and collected, 'the financial emergency
tax returning fl,2 63 ,7 00; and as at the year
when uniform tax was imposed, Western
Australia's claim as its share of the
£40,000,000 to be allocated between the
States was £2,546,000, Western Australia
at that time was quite satisfied that it bad
made out a very good ease in collaboration
and in conjunction with the other Premiers.

it was something of an achievement, be-
cause of the lag in collections being credited
to us, that we were able to collect for the
ensuing four years from the date of the
commencement of the uniform tax our total
collections of £2,546,000.

It was not until 1946-47 that the formula
was examined at a Premiers' Conference at
which Western Australia's case was stated
by me and from which we emerged with the
best deal of any State of the Commonwealth
in regard to per capita repayments. In
that year we succeeded in having a formula
agreed to which gave a return to this State
of £3,384,000 per annium. Since that time,
and hecause of the alteration of the formula
providing for. excess expenditure owing. -to
the sparseness of our population and he-
cause of a recognition of our losses in con-
nection -with social service costs and taxs-
tion collections--two aspects which were
specified and dealt with in the reports df
the Grants Commission-Western Australia,
tinder the new formula, now receives ap-
proximately £C4,680,000 as its recompense
under the Uniform Taxation (Reimburse-
ments) Act.

The Premier: I hope we will get consider-
ably more than that.

Hon. F. J. S. WISE: The Premier lives
on hopes of that kind.

The Premier: We will. The national in-
come is up, is it notf

Hon. F. J. S. WISE: It will be necessary
for the Premier to get that if he is to have
any opportunity at all, not of balancing his
Budget but of having a lesser deficit than
the one he incurred in the last financial
year. It is interesting to observe that in
the years when we collected our own income
tax, our own dividend duty and our own
financial emergency tax which, in the aggre-
gate, gave to us only E,500,000, we were
then the second highest taxed State. The
only State which was taxed higher than
Western Australia in the 1936-39 period was
Queensland. The Premier says he hopes to-
get much more during this year. Of course,
he cannot get as much as he had last year
if by any unfortunate circumstances he has
his taxing rights returned to him.

If the Premier has not lost entirely the
desire to have his taxing rights returned to
him, then each day's progression or retro-
gression in his budgetary figures helps, I
am sure, to cancel out that desire because
he would have no hope whatever of getting
from the people of Western Australia, hy
way of a tax superimposed upon the Com-
mnonwealth tax, anything approaching the
amount which he will need.. We are now
getting in this State more from Federal
grants per annum than was collected from
both Feaeral rants and taxation in those
days. The total sum received upon whieh
there is no tag at all, under Section 96 of
the Constitution, is in-excess of the amount
we used to get from taxation and from
grants. The Premier, last year, reeived
£ ',000,000 under Section 96 of the Constitu-
tior, from the Grants Commission. T re-
member when, in pre-war year9, we thought
we were hopeful, in claiming for £C1,000,000
recompense under Section 06 for disabilities
experienced in this State because of the
tariff, and other disabilities brought about
by Federation, if -we could get £750,000 to
£000,000 paid to us- Since then, as the con-
tinuing reports of the Grants Commission
show, the methods of calculating the disabil-
ties of the States have been altered by the
Commission.

During the war years, when the stress
was on every State Treasurer to endeavour
to accede to the definite requesi of the
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Commonwealth Government to balance the
budgets, the Grants Commission made it
very clear that no allowance would be made
for any extravagance whatever on the part
of the States. It is only two and a half
years since the Grants Commission decided
thai the State grants 4 ould be considered
on an annual budgetary position. Since that
time we have, in the 12th report of the
Commission, from which I will quote at a
later stage, an analysis ot what it requires
of the States to ensure that they are not
imposing on it in their claims under Section
96.

If we look at the trend in tax receipts,
from a Commonwealth as well as a State
angle, we find that some States, including
Western Australia, are much more profligate
in their attitude than is the Commonwealth
Government itself. How often do we hear
that it is the extravagance of the Common-
wealth that is keeping taxation at a high
level? If members bf this Committee will
take the trouble to look at the Common-
wealth Year Book tables, and our own bud-
get tables through the years, they will find
that whereas the Commonwealth, pm-war,
had from taxation a collection of approni-
.mately £C70,000,000, it is now dispersing
amongst the States over £50,000,000. The
total collection from taxation, in the Chifle'y
budget of 1948-49 was £C161,000,000.

The Minister for Housing: That was
direct taxation.

Hon. F. J. S. WISE: Yes. From the
sum of t161,000s000, discarding for the
time being the social service payments, the
amount reimbursed to the States was 53.68
millionis. So, all those people who insist
on criticising the Commonwealth as the Gov-
ernment anxious to maintain a high level of
taxation, must hear in mind that States
which are careless in their administration,
in a financial sense, have not a regard for
what might happen in the future, and are
by their very attitude and actions not only
fostering the need for high taxation, but,
indeed, rendering it absolutely necessary
that the Commonwealth Government does
not further reduce taxation.

I sound that as a definite note of warning
to the Premier. ,It is vital that he realises
that his opinion of 1947 is 100 per cent.
fallacious, and that' if he wishes to insist
on having his taxing right restored to him,
he must of his own volition, to carry on the

services which this State now requires, in-
crease taxation to a substantially higher rate
than has been paid at any time by Western,
Australian residents. It is interesting to
look at the peak years when this nation
was not only girded for war but had 75 per
cent. of its expenditure with a war bias, and
see what were the requirements then of the.
Commonwealth from taxation sources.

Sittin g suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Hon. P. J. S. WISE: I was dealing
with the fact that we are now getting more
through direct Commonwealth grants than
we received, ten years ago, through taxa-
tion collections in this State plus Com-
monwealth grants. Superimposed on that,
we are getting £4.8 millions through reim-
bursemnents under the uniform taxation
scheme. I am sure the Premier must have
many unhappy moments when he recalls
his attitude of former years and his desire
to insist that State taxing rights should
be restored to him. I believe ho has now
discovered how fallacious his then beliefs
were and how undesirable he would find the
responsibility of State taxing rights today.
I have mentioned also how unfavourably
the increases in State expenditure compare
with Commonwealth receipts and expendi-
ture through taxation.

The peak year of Commonwealth taxa-
tion was 1945-46, the total sum collected
under the uniform taxation scheme in that
period being f215,534,000. That was
before the social services taxation was im-
posed, and I think it could safely be said
that the absolute maximum capacity for
taxation was reached in that year. It
would have been undesirable, from the
poilit of view of the internal economy of
the, country, that such a high rate of taxa-
tion should be continued. If we shear from
the taxation returns the amounts that
were definitely war-caused, and take from
the Commonwealth revenues today the sum
that is the post-war responsibilitj of
the States, we find that of a total of
L161,000,000 collected by 'the CommoOt-
wealth the States are now receiving back
L53,500,000, and can therefore not con-
tinue to be careless of the expenditure
they incur.

An analysis of deficits in the years from
1900 until the present will show that Gov-
ernments of the political colour of the pre-
sent Government have been responsible for
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the majority of our deficits. Looking more
closely at the figures, it can readily be seen
that the reckless abandon that charac-
tenises the present Treasurer animated his
predecessors, in office also.

The Premier: Are you not thinking of
the depression years now?

Ron. F. J. S. WISE: We can exclude
the depression years and still find that a
deficit of £864,000, such as the present Pre.
mien is faced with, was something that did
not worry previous administrations of the
same Volitiea1 outlook. It is obvious that
when the Budget is presented we will be
given details, some of which we have not
yet received, bordering on the desperate in
connection with the Premier's methods of
financing the State's Treasury. One in-
teresting item to which he has referred is
the amouint of hospital repayments which,
I understand, has drifted from £C30,000 per
year, in the days when the member for
Leederville was Minister for Health, to0
about £170,000 today.

The Premier: And more free patients are
coming in every week.

IHan. F. J. S. WISE: There is a
reimbursement of 8s. per head now and the
institution is suggested to be one of the most
modern of its kind, both as to economy and
service. Quite apart from servicing the
debt associated with it, I noticed, tucked
away in the Premier's statement, the fact
that the hospital fund repayments last year
amounted to about £170,000. Things of that
kind will doubtless be revealed to the House
in full and bold relief when complete details
of the Budget are made known.

I was interested in the Premier's explana-
tion of why he has not yet approached the
Grants. Commission for a repayment of his
revenue deficit. It was a most unsatisfac-
tory explanation. I feel that his is rather
a coqsure attitude; that the Grants Com-
mission must refund the deficit, because
this State is in no different position from
that of Tasmania or South Australia, in
making a claim during the financial year-
As to the Budget trend-on the Grants Com-
mission for a repayment of the deficit. In-
deed, those two -States succeeded in that
regard, And I am wondering what informa-
tion the Premier has that he has not yet
given to the Committee. Either he is very
hopeful or he has some information other

than that given by the Grants Commission
in its twelfth report as to the method by
which it will deal, in different years, with
the losses and Budget assessments, and as
to how the assessments are to be repaid.

The position, I think, is very insecure
when this State at the end of its financial
yearj with a deficit of £864,000, has so far
made no claim on the Grants Commission
for a. reimbursement of that sum. It means
that the Premier is anticipating at least
£3,600,000 as a general grant; once mere
a record figure. It is a figure more than
three times, that which any of his pre-
decessors received from the same soufee,
either directly from Commonwealth re-
venues or in taxation. We therefore reach
this position, that the Treasurer of West-
ern Australia has in the last financial year
received about £8,000,000 from Common-
wealth sources, quite apart from revenues
through petrol taxation. How hopeless
would be the outlook of the Premier if he
had his wish of 1947 and bad his taxing
rights restored to him! Also, how hopeless
it would be for the people of this State, and
will be for them, when prices, in connec-
tion with our primary products, fall I It ii
a very serious matter to think, in the years~
of the most buoyant revenue in the Com-
monwealth, in the years when money is flow-
ing freely, that without any regard for what
might be the responsibility of this State in a
few years, we expect and receive over
£8,000,000 a year from Commonwpealth
sources.

If the Premier is able to convince the
Grants Commission that it should finance,
in its grant for this year, the deficit for
1M4-49, the Premier will expect the Com-
mission to finance his 19419-50 deficit. I can-
not anticipate what that will be, hut with
the present trend it will be half a million
pounds more, at least, than what the Pre-
mier budgets for, if his showing in the pest
two years can be taken as a guide. That
will mean that for 1949-0 his Budget will
finish on the expenditure side at approxi-
mately £23,000,000 to £24,000,000. Where
is he going to get the money? He must get
40 per cent. of it from Commonwealth
sources-the much-maligned Commonwealth
Government-anmd from taxation which he
pretended in 1947 he 'was so anxious to
reduce. Of course it will not bear examina-
tion. The Premier, and those associated
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with him, on their own action;, are sup-
porters of high taxation and there is no
avoidance of it in their present attitude in
the conduct of this country's finances.

It would be interesting to have a peep at
the condition of the trust funds of this
State. I am. sure the Premier could find
no levity in any contemplation of thei: con-
dition. If members will look at the last
volume of the public accounts presented to
this House with the Auditor General's re-
port, they will find the multitude of ac-
counts represented in the trust funds of this
State. I would hazard a guess and say,
because the Premier has neither claimed for
nor received any reimbursements, that the
position in that conneotion must steadily
become worse.

The Premier: Did you ever dip into trust
funds?

Hon. F. J. S. WISE: Yes. I had to
finance a deficit on them but I suggest that
we will reach a period in this State's history
which we reached in the depression years.
I have never used the depression years as a
criticism in this House, nor have I used
them as -an- illustration against a Govern-
ment, but we will reach the position when
trust funds will be seriously depleted and
when the Treasurer might even have a gap
in the payments to public servants of this
State. As members know, the trust funds,
in their two sections of private and public
trust accounts, include all sorts of things,
even to the petty cash that is owed to the
prisoners in the Fremantle gaol or the Old
Men's Home library fund. I hope that the
Premier does not go so far as to threaten
those meagre resources, but I repeat that
the drift may be very serious and the pass-
ing of this Supply Bill will not obviate the
extremely hard-up condition-not in a per-
sonal sense--in which the Premier finds him-
self.

The passing of this Bill will only over-
come the situation for the time being by
using unspent loan funds which this 4Iov-
erment has enjoyed and of which no
former Government has ever had the experi-
ence. Therefore, there is reason for some
smugness, perhaps, because of the state of
finances inherited by this Government and
because of the increases it has enjoyed under
the Uniform Taxation (Reimbursement) Act,
in view of the ease presented by its pre-
decessors, and also because of the tre-

mendous sumn of loan funds available to the
Government and which, it is unable to use
because it'says there are no materials and
no labour. It has had an unprecedented
experience.

The Premier: A-nd no coal at present,
either.

Hon. F. J. S. WISE: I repeat the Gov-
ernment has had an unprecedented experi-
ence in the finances available to it from
all sources, I hope the Premier will be
sufficiently generous to concede that point
because it is an experience that is most un-
deserving. That being the position this com-
munity has the right to expect from the
Government service in excess of those the
Government finds itself able to perform as
well as a responsibility to the future com-
munity of this State,

We cannot expect that the present wool
and wheat cheques will continue for very
long. He would be a foolish person who
would say that the almost fantastic price of
wool will continue indefinitely. When the
Australian wool cheque returns to some-
where near the £100,000,000 mark it will be
quite inappropriate and impossible for addi-
tional taxation to be raised to service the
Budgets of the States under the uniform
taxation system. Therefore, where does the
trend get us-the trend of this joy-riding
in which the Premier is indulging? It will
land us very close to unification and it is
one of the smartest moves towards unifica-
tion that one could contemplate. There will
come a day of reckoning when the Common-
wealth will give to this State no ready
answer that funds are available, but a very
definite refusal that to continue on the basis
of £8,000,000 to £10,000,000 a year is qluite
impracticable and impossible. One aced not
be pessimistic to anticipate in the near
future something which could -very quicly
mean that this State would become unified
with the Commonwealth instead of one of
the federated States.

I sound that as a note of warning to the
Premier and he will see my point if be
analyses what he promised would happen
and what he has achieved in regard to ex-
penditure. Hie will see that the trend is a
very dangerous one. I think that not one
member on the front bench could examine
the formula now being applied wider the
uniform taxation sytem and say that it is
not a generous one as it applies to Western
Australian conditions. I think, too, that the
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Premier would grant that the formula is
-definitely weighted in Western Australia's
favour. So it should be and, that being so,
there can he no anticipation of much more
generous treatment in that regard. From
the other source from which the Premier
gets his money-from the Grants Commis-
mson-we can expect that the ifhrinkage of
Commonwealth revenues, not only with the
reduced taxing capacity because of the fall
an commodity prices, but because of the

need for taxation to be still further reduced,
there must be, in the very near future, a
serious day of embarrassment for this State
Government at least.

In this Bill we have no information as
to what the Premier's anticipations of his
expenditure.s for 1949-50 may be, but we do
know, from the taxation side, what he will
Continue to receive. He will continue to
receive 8.36 per cent. of £53,680,000. That
is what he will get on a statistician's
figure ot the formula under uniform taxa-
tion as applying to Western Australia. He
will gret slightly less, than South Australia.
-An examination of that figu're will show
that on a per capita basis this State i5 not
getting quite the same proportion as it got
in 1046-47 when £40,000,000 was the con-
tribution to the States. But I hope -that noth-

*ing will happen insofar as concerns the Corn-
nmonwealtl's capacity to continue to pay
at least £C4,489,000 to this State, which is
the figuare the Premier received this year.
However, if anything does happen to Aus-
tralia 's taxing capaiciMk, or the Common-
wealth lacks the desire- to continue with
that formula, the Premier or his succes-
sors wvill find themselves in very serious
straits.

The capacity to levy further taxation on
-the residents of Western Australia, super-
imposed on Commonwealth taxation, as in
'former years is a very remote prospect.
'It would he en exceedingly unfair prospect.
This is the State, particularly in the out-
lying parts of it which, in my view, should
be tax free up to £500 of income, end it is
quite idle for either Commonwealth or
State Treasurers to suggest that sectional
taxation is not fair or equitable. There is
extremely little that can recompense some
of the people living in the outlying parts
of Western Australia, insofar as taxation
reimbursement is concerned, for the
methods and conditions under which they
live. As a deliberate statement I would

*say that there are miay parts, which I
would be prepared to designate, which
should he tax free up to the first £500 of
income. That being so, one can see where
careless handling of finance can lead this
State in the future. The Premier when
he says his prayers every night must say,
"Thank God for Section 96 of the Con-
stitution.''

The Minister for Housing: That has been
said for many years; it is an old prayer.

* Hon. F. J. S. WISE: As the Minister
for Housing pays, it may have been said
over many years brut I would remind him
that in 1937-38 the grant was £595,000. It
did not get to the million pound mark until
well into the war years and only then,
when I and others had raised our voices
for the, inclusion of disabilities as apply-
ing to this State. I can say quite humbly
that having heen responsible for the pre-
sentation of the ease to the Grants Com-
mission over many years, I know of many
disabilities associated with Western Aus-;
tralia's financial position, and I know too
how hard the Grants. Commission was in
previous years in measuring -this State's,
disabilities. However, it seems to mue that
we have entered a new "era, but I would
say it is one where we would be very foolish
to continue to test either the good natu re
or the willingness of the Grants Commis-
sion, or the soundness of Australia's
finances to continue to Provide three or
four million pounds direct as payment
under Section 96 of the Constitution.

I must perforce await the introduction
of the Budget before making any criticism
of itemised matters, but one can see in the
figures already published many commit-
ments of this State which will need to be
closely and seriously examined in the
future. Under the authority of the M1in-
ister for Lands it will be noticed that one
of his anticipated responsibilities is the
loss to be sustained under soldier settle-
me~nt and already the impact of the agree-
ment is being felt in this State. The neces-
sity for this State to share with the Com-
monwealth the loss incurred could be an
increasing liability for a number of years.
We have only made one payment so far,
but it will and must increase because of
the difference of cost between undeveloped
land in Western Australia and the value of
land when it is developed. We must face
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that prospect and, since the majority of
thte areas upon which returned mnen will
be settled lli embrace repurehased proper-
ties, it shows what this State gave to those
fortunate people who bold vast areas of
Crown land now with a freehold title that
was almost given to them in past years.

It s.hows how unfair it is when the
State from its resources and borrowed
money has to repurchase from people land
which has been made valuable by the ex-
penditure of public money. We reach,
therefore, a very important point in the
future development of Western Australia
and that is, that there should be incessant
pressure upon people, who hold undeveloped
land adjacent to amenities and serices
which hav'e been provided by the Crown,
to sell that land at reasonable rates. U~ntil
we face that position, as we endeavoured to
face it when on the other side of the House,
by amending certain land laws to sub-
divide and to provide for compulsory re-
sumption, we can never expect to develop
this land and cater for the population which
must follow its development.

Mr, Fox: Did I hear somebody say, "Con-
fiscation"?I

Hon. F. J. S. WISE: There would be
even on argument not to pay market values
to people -who have received unearned mecre-

nent and given very little of themselves in
return for that wealth. So I hope that there
will be, in this Chamber, a continuous argu-
ment raised against those people who are
grazing a few stock of any kind 6m a-reas
where even a family or more should be sup-
ported. I hope that there will hts again an
attempt to introduce, through both Houses
of Parliament, legislation to provide all
that is ncn'ssary for the proper use of land
in Western Australia. It is not a case of
soldier settlement alone or civilian -settle-
ment; it is R question of better land -use.
What part of Australia. has a better op-
portunity for that than Western Australia
in the area lying between Geraldton, Esper-
ance and the Lecuwin? We have the
Closer Settlement Act, and if members read
it they will find therein a certain section
dealing with improvements that rendlers it
almost incapable of proper administration
by the Minister for Lands and impossible to
g-ive effect to what we desire. I hope there
will again emanate from this Chamber an
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insistence upon our land laws being brought
more into line with the -requirements of
Western Australia.

I want to deal with only one or two
other subjects before I conclude. One of
them is not the unfortunate trend of publie
finance in Western Australia, to which I
have' already referred, but to the unfortun-
ate trend, in a world sense, associated with
communistic influences. All of Europe has,
ever since hostilities ceased, been in the
th-roes of an attempt to have countries re-
stored, reconstructed or rehabilitated in
spite of communistic influences, and not be-
cause of any co-operation on the part of a
former Ally. In my opinion, it is a very
important matter for the future of civilisa-
tion generally to understand the ramifica-
tions sponsored by Russia, which are being
felt in every part of the civilised world sad
particularly in the British Commonwealth
of Nations. No matter of what colour
people may he or what creed they may pro-
fess, no matter in what part of the world
their respective countries may be situated,
there is not one that is free today of the
influence emanating from Russia to spread
the doctrines of communism as against any
teaching or desire that can be associated
with British traditions or those of any of
her colonies. The basis of those influences
is in the main irreligious.

The desire is to undermine and break
down ordered society. The basis of their
desire is to prevent reconstruction of any
country the people of which take pleasure
in expressing their belief in the democratic
way of life. Today we find in Australia
generally that we are suffering under that
influence, We know how we are dominated
by heavily populated countries to the North
that are being infiltrated and overcome by
those who desire to foster their communis-
tic ideals, We find in the present turmoil
and conflict in Australia not merely a coal
strike but what I would rather call the re-
action of communistic treason. It is, in my
view, a brazen attempt to smash Australian
Governments, especially Labour Govern-
ments. It is an attempt to disrupt
the Australian economy, and this so-called
miners' strike is merely camouiflage, the
main purpose of which is to smash particu-
larly the Commonwealth Labour Govern-
ment, I say to the Committee that Western
Australian Labour has no illusions about
communists and has uncompromisingly
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fought them. We believe that hardship and
distress breed communism and therefore the
pctivities and ideals of Labour are anathema
to the communist party. Anything the mem-
bers of that body can do to prevent the
implementation of Labour's policy and
ideals is something that, if it can be
achieved, would, in their view, he a pro-
nobneed success.

In Australia, the communists began with
white-anting attempts to undermine Labour
p~rinciples and policies by getting into our
organisations, and in that way accomplish
whai they could from within. Immediately
th~at fact was recognised, steps wvere taken
to thwart their purposes. Then they came
into the open directly in attacks upon Labour
leaders, whether they were in union spheres,

tin public life or prominent in political or
private affairs. As soon as they wcre dis-
covered from within and were exposed and
expelled from the Labour movement, the
communists recognised that their tactics had
to he altered. Thus they now quite openly
villify, attack and try to destroy the leaders
in Australia's public life, especially Labour
leaders, whenever they get the opportunity.
I think it can be said that the worth-while
reforms effected by the Labour Party destroy
the very foundations of the communistic
philosophy.

The very basis upon which the Labour
Party rests is one that gives them no oppor-
tunity for progress, because, instead of de-
stroying and keeping the people submerged,
Labour's ideals seek' to promote their in-
terests and raise the people up. Therefore,
they regard, over the years, successful
Labour Governments as the greatest oh-
stackes to their progress. The opportunity
has now come for them to do their utmost
Dot merely* to attempt to destroy them but
to disrupt Australian life, to the extent that
it will lireed. msery and despair and create
desperate circumstances everywhere. They
aire the only sort of conditions upon which
the communists rely for success. I believe
that there wvill emerge from this struggle
a stand for the continuance of the progress
that has 'been made by, and through, Aus-
tralian unionists, and the creation of in-
dustrial anarchy by undermining and at-
tempting to destroy Governments is, on this
occasion, camouflaged by what is called the
coalmininz strike. It is a mere pretence,
because the communists are oat to destroy
something each Australian has learned wholly

to believe in-the principle of arbitration
and conciliation in solving difficulties asso-
ciated with industrial working, conditions.

am hoping that from this upheaval will
emerge an absolute desire on the part of
all decent-thinking and acting unionists, who
are in their hundreds of thousands in Aus-
tralia, to preserve our way of life, as well
as an anxiety to keep out of their organisa-
tions every sinister factor that has been in
the forefront of the communistic ideal.
When the present difficulty is over, Aus-
tralian unionists will make certain that there
shall he no opportunity for communists to
pull down the Australian flag. That is what
their attempts really mean. That is what
their offensive behaviour aims at.

I am certain that the vast majority of
Australians, irrespective of their politics but
particularly those of the polities to which I
subscribe,' are of my opinion, and I say
pointedly of the attitude to the present
struggle of those who sit with mne on this
side of the Chamber that we give unswerv-
ing support to the Prime Minister in his
stand against communism and for constitu-
tional and orderly conduct respecting the
coal strike. We believe that the Miners'
Federation should immediately submit its
case to the coal industry tribunal for settle-
mn t.

Arbitration and Conciliation are among
the foundation stones of the Labour move-
ment. I think it may be said that the whole
structure of the Party rests on that founda-
tion; and that foundation was well and truly
laid by heroes, men who were prepared to
sacrifice anything and even give their lives
in furtherance of the erection of the edifice
that has since been built, Ndither the com-
munist party nor any other party can de-
feat what has been so truly laid by Labour.
Af ter all I have said in the last 10 minutes,
I would conclude with the statement that
we stand without any equivocation on the
side of the Chifley Government in this
matter.

RON. J. T. TONKIN (North-East Fre-
mantle) [8.12]: When the Government
decided to show a preference for one long
session of two years rather than hold two
separate sessions, the Premier stated that,
despite the fact that the Address-in-reply
debate would not be available to members,
there would be ample opportunity for
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them to deal with various matters that re-
quired discussion. No doubt the Premier
had in mind the debate on the Supply Bill
as presenting the first opportunity. As he
intended it for that purpose, I propose to
avail myself of this as well as any other
opportunity that the Premier may so kindly
make available.

The Premier: I should prefer you to save
it for the Budget debate.a

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I have something
saved up for the Budget debate.

Mr, Marshall: We are not short of am-
munition.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: There are three
matters to which I desire to give some at-
tention on this occasion and all of them
are financial matters. When the Leader of
the Opposition was so ably demonstiating
to the Premier how faulty his judgment had
been in forecasting the State's revenue and
expenditure, the Premier asked that speci-
fic instances be given as to where the Gov-
ernment might have been more economical.
I propose to give some instances. Before
doing so, I wish to quote a very felicitous
sentence used in this Chamber some time
ago and I hope members will keep it well' in
mind. It was-

We might expect perspicacity in decision
and all the other factors which mark a really
successful. Government.

That very nicely phrased sentence was used
by the present iNnister for Housing wvhen
referring to the fact that the previous Gov-
ernment had carried on for 15 months ob-
taining coal from Amal'gamated Collieries
without an agreement. The hon. member
was very critical of the Government for bar-
carried on for :15 months without an agree-
ment, and that led hirnt to say that we maight
expect perspicacity in decision and all the
other factors which mark a really succss-
ful (loycrument. With his obsorvaticn, I
agree. We ought to expect perspicacity in
decision.

Let ns see how this Government has car-
ried it out. For some time I have been very-,
curious to ascertain what progress is being

*made regarding the bulk-handling installa-
tion at North Fremantle, -which was taken

*over by Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd.
on the 20th May, 1947. This afternoonL the
Minister for Lands informed me that no

agreement had then been completed regard-
ing the installation at Bun bury. This after
all that time! I wanted to know what were
the reasons for the delay and the Minister
answered-

The delay was caused by certain details not
being agreed to by both parties-

Mr. Marshall: What else could have
caused it?

Hon. J. T, TONKIN: &nd the Minister
added-
-and certain difficulties in connection with the
site:

Where is this perspicacity in decision? In
this case the Government owned an asset.
It was bestowing a favour on Co-operative
Bulk Handling Ltd.

Mr. Marshall: A gift.

Hon. J. 72 TONKIN. The Government
could have said to Co-operative Bulk Hand-
ling Ltd., "These are the terms upon which
you can have this installation. If you do
not accept it on these terms, we are not
anxious to do business." Had the Govern-
ment done that, would it have taken two
years? Hence the only conclusion to which
I can come is that the company has been
endeavouring to enforce its terms upon an
unwilling Government.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: Not too uziwilling.

Hon. J. T. TO'NKIN: So, with regard
to Bunbury, there is no agreement Yet, des-
pite this perspicacity in decision which we
should hare a -right to expect. As to the
Fremantle installation, according to the
Minister, the agreement was signed by the
company on the 22nd December, 1948, and
it was not finally completed until the 27th
April, 1949. So it took from the 29th May,
1947, till the 27th April, 1949, to conclude
an agreement under which a State. asset
worth more than £100,000 was handed over
to the company.

IF was curious to k-now who had had a
hand in this agreement, what officers had
been consulted ,and so I asked the Minister
what Government departments and officers
were consulted in connection with the pre-
paration and completion of the agreement
concerning the taking over of the State's
bulk-handling facilities at Fremantle. And
what was the answer? "The Crown Law
Department." Surely, this was a Treasury
matter in the first instance. What does the
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Crown Law Department know about the
financial cost to -the State or the financial
aspect of this transactidni

There are four lawyers in the Cabinet,
anyhow, and they could have dealt with
the legal aspect without referring it to the
Crown Law Department, which took two
years to deal with the matter. So it seems
that the Treasurer was not consulted at
all. No wonder the Premier has incurred
a deficit if that is the way in which the
business of the State is being carried on!
What is worth U100,000 and wore, is banded
over without reference to the Treasury.
Agreements are concluded by the Crown
Law officers. What sort of a deal have
we made?! In the public accounts for the
financial year ended the 30th June, 1948,
at page 140, we find this--

The Frenmantle Harbour Trust operated the
installation from the 4th March, 1947, until
it was handed over to the control of Co-opera-
tive Bulk Handling Ltd., as from the 29th
Mlay, 1947.

So we have the whole of M1arch, April and
May-three months. What was the finan-
cial result during those three months
whilst the Harbour Trust was operating
this installation? I quote from the same
p)age-

For that period, the Trust paid to the
Treasury a surplus of £1,633 17s. 6d. after
meeting working expenses. Interest att 41 per
cent. and Siaking Fund contributions at 10s.
per cent, during the period, as computed by
the Treasury, would amount to £1,177 7s. 6id.,
whic-h leaves a net surplus of £456 10s.

During the three months that the Harbour
Trust operated the installation it paid in-
terest at four and a half per cent. and sink-
ing fund contribution of 10s. per cent., yet
it still made a surplus of £4-56. Not had!
But the Government gave the installation
away without reference to the Treasury at
all. -No wonder we are drifting into a mess
financially, if transactions of this nature
are left to Crown Law officers and the in-
terested companies to conclude the agree-
mieat. That is one instance in which the
Treasurer could have saved himself some
money. Now, what have we obtained from
Co-operative Bulk Handling?9 According
to the 'Minister, we obtained £10,159 4s. 9d.,
on the 8th July, 1l949. We therefore had
to wait two years for our money. We have
nothing yet with regard to Bunbury, not
even an agreement. With regard to the

State's asset at Fremantle, after waiting
two years we got £10,000. Had the instal-'
lation remained with the Harbour Trust
during that period we would have had con-
siderably more. The Government regards
that as quite good business.

Mr. Ackland: How much did the Govern-
mient lose over Bunbury?

lon. J. r. TONKIN: We do not know,
because there is no agreement yet, and Co-
operative Bulk Handling might insist on
having the installation for nothing, for all
I know.

Mr. Marshall: If the company insists on
it, it .is hound to get it from this Govern-
me nt.,

lon. J. T. TO-NKIN-\: Apparently there
is some diffculty, as there is no agreement
yet.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: The member for
Irwin-Moore knows that.

Hlon. J. T. TONKIN: What the Govern-
ment ought to have done, because it owned
the asset, was to say to Co-operative Bulk
Handling, "If you want the use of this
installation you can have it on these
terms." Surely the Government knows its
own terms. It is bestowing at favour upon
Co-operative Bulk Handling and so it has
no need to haggle over an agreement.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: They believe in
lookinlg after their friends!

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: If some poor un-
fortunate cannot pay his water rates, a

smosis issued ag-ainist himn and the
water is cut off. ]Hut here is a wealthy
company which has owed the State R12,000
for two years! Had the money been paid
in the first instance the State at least
wvould have had the advantage of i~tere-st
on it, hut of course the State did not get
it, and with regard to Bunbury we have.
not yet received anything. I ask you, M1r.
Chairman, whether that is the way to deal
with State assets;. Has the Government
any right to do that -with State assets? I
sayv definitely not. That is one -way in which
the Premnier could have improved his finan-
cial position.

Mr. M1arshall: Where he could have dis-
played some statesmanship.

lion. J. T. TONKINX: This perspicacity
and decision! I amt still waiting to see it I
Another matter is the amount being paid
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out-a very large amount-for the carr-iage
of super. This story, when it is told in its
eatirity--as it probably will be on the
Budget-will make very good reading.
Here is a sketch outline of the Govern-
ment 's policy in connection with this mat-
ter. It first of all pays a subsidy to the
farmers if they transport their super, by
rail, the argument being that it will induce
them to use the railways and so save road.
tranziporr. That is how the Government
started off. That did not work too well
and about £C48,000 still had to be paid last
year for subsidy on the transport of super.
by road.

When the Estimates were introduced last
year, I questioned the Premier about an
amount-a very small amount of £500-
which he was providing for the carriage of
super. by road. That was his estimate.
He has not yet told us what it cost
the State this year; we will get that in-
formation later. I therefore asked -the Pre-
mijer, how was it possible to make an esti-
mate of that nature? Did he propose to
carryv a lot moore by rail? He replied "Yes."
And the 'Minister for Education chimed in,
"We have a plan. We have had a confer-
ence and we are quite sure that we can
transport 90,000 tons by rail before Christ-
mas:' I asked who had told him that, and
he replied "The Railways.' I said "Do you
believe it?" 'and he said be did.

The Minister for Railways: And they did
it.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Did they?
The M1inister for Railways: Yes.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN; Ninety thousand
tons before Christmas? What is the reason
for the tremendous- increase in the subsidy?

The 'Minister for Railways: The break-
dlown in the power house aind the strike on
the wharf.

Hon. J. T, TONKIN: If the super.
were transported by rail the break-
dlown in the power house would not wake
any differenze. Tt has cost the State con-
sideratbly more than £500, or £E5,000, but
the Premier'.s estimate was £1500 and it was
nly going to cost £500 if 'we transported
90,000 tons before Christmas!l So we pay
a subsidy for transport of super. by rail
and a subsidy for its transport by road.
I do not know how the Government will re-
set to the latest request, hut I notice that
the Government is going to be asked to

make up the difference between the cost
of transporting super. by rail and& transport-
ig it by road, if it has to go by road, There
is an example of where the State might be
saved some money.

The third one is in connection with the
Milk Board. Under the Act, the Govern-
ment has to advance to the Milk Board any
deficiency in the Cattle Compensation Fund
so that the board can carry on and pay corn-
pensation due for animals that have been
destroyed. According to the Auditor Gen-
eral's report there are several very large
firms that have refused to pay the money
they owe to the compensation fund. They
just will not pay it. Not that they cannot
afford to pay; they just will -not, the reason
being that they have been advised there is
no legal power to enforce payment. They
are not concerned about their moral obliga-
tion. -They are not concerned about the fact
that other plecII have paid it and that some
have paid it twice. Because there is no,
legal obligation on them; because accord-
ing to the Act it cannot be enforced, they
just refuse to pay.

Some are also in arrear with regard to'
money they owe for administration. That
debt can be enforced by the board, hut the
hoard does not take any action with regard
to that debt lest it might prejudice its
chances of getting the other money. Re-
cently T asked the Minister whether it was
not possible for the Milk Board to use some
method of matking these companies pay what
they awe. The Minister took evasive action;
he never answered the question at all. Ho
neiv very well that the boardl could take

some action-it need not be legal action-
in regard, to recovering the money. It could
simply tell a company that if it did not
meet its obligation the same as everybody
else, it would have some difficulty over its
license; it would not get any favours.

I think that would soon bring such at com-
pany into line. But no!I These companies
continue owing this money, and I have no
doubt the compensation fund is very sub-
stantially in arrear. I hare no figures to
prove that because they have not yet been
supplied. I can only go on the trend which
was evident last year. The balance at the
310th June, 1048, was reduced to £14,84.
During that year £20,497 was expended
from The compensation fund in excess of
the income. I have reason to believe that
more cattle have been destroyed this year
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than last. Therefore it is reasonable to
suppose tat thd compensation fund has
been heavily o~verdrawn, *eing 'that it
started with a balance of less than £C15,000.
The Treasurer will have to find the money
for that and the amount he will have to find
could be reduceed if the board insisted on
the payment of the amount owing to it. I
have here the Auditor General's report and
balance sheet for the year ended the 30th
June, 1948, of the Milk Board of Western
Ausitralia. It was laid on the Table of the
Assembly this year. On page 3 there
appears this item-

Sundry Debtors.-A scrutiny of the contri.
tbutions. due under Sections 40 and 60 of the
Act, revealed that a number of contributors
were in arrears at the 30th June, 1948, and
that the position in each case had farther
deteriorated at the date of inspection. The
following examples illustrate the position.

He does not give all the items but just
examples. I will quote some of them.

Na me.
TI. Y. Mounsey
IV. Della.

Name.
TI, 31. Mounsey
W. lDella .

Administration
outstanding.

80/6/48 25/2/49
E s. d. 9 a. ci.

104 18 4 303 7 0
235 4 2 227 5 5

Compensation
outstanding.

30/6/48 25/2/49
Y s. d. £ 8.d1

237 2 8 1,044 0 1
699 13 7 1,368 8 n

Those are two I have selected and that is
.iomec indication of the position. It inch-
cates money owing both on account of ad-
ministration and comup'cnsation. The Act
gives power to enforce payment with re-
gard to outstanding administration, but ap-
parently it does not give power to take
legal action for the enforcement of amounts
owing to the compensation fund. So the
board does not take action in either ease.

Is the_ position to be allowed to remain
there I If it is, it virtually means that those
fl-ims which are not paying the contributions
due have hgen receiving a higher price for
their milk than have those people who paid
their debts. That is not reasonable. The
Government knows this and does nothing
about it. Instead of answering a question
on the matter, the Minister takes evasive
action and runs away from it. But the
Treasurer will have to find the deficiency in
the compensation fund. The Act provides
for that. The Milk Board will not be able

to say to those persons who have had cattle
destroyed, "We are sorry. There is no
money and we cannot pay you." The board
will have to turn to the Treasurer for the
money and he will have to find it out of
money appropriated by Parliament for the
purpose-

Surely Parliament has a right to expect
that the Government will take adieu to see,
that those people who owe mone~y to the
Milk Board pay it! If it is not possible
to take legal action, the hoard should take
some other course. I think there must he
a way uhidcr which the board can make it
very plain to these debtors that they are
morally bound to pay the money; that other
people have paid it; and that by taking ad-
vantage of a loop-hole in the Act the de-
faulters are not playing the game and there-
fore should not expect any advantages which
the -Milk Act definitely confers on those
persons fortunate enough to obtain a license.
A license under the Act is worth a cAsider-
able amount of money and these firms have
that advantage. It should be. made pretty
plain to them that they are expected to do
what the others have done and pay up in-
stead of forcing the Government to pay up.
How will this money be recouped to the
Government if the board is unable to collect
what is duel

Those are some of the instauiceg that the
Premier was seeking. I expect-perhaps I
do not, hut I have a right to do so-to see
this perspicacity in decisioni of which the
Mlinister for Housing thinks so much, and
of which we have had so few examples since
this Government has been in office. So, when
the 'Minister criticises. the previous Govern-
ment because it had been obtaining coal
for 15 months without an agreement, he had
very few grounds for so doing when we
consider what has happened with regard to
the bulk handling installation, hecause there
can be no comparison between the difficulties
in each ease. In the bulk handling- installa-
tion we had an asset which we could have
continued to keep ourselves, but it was
eagerly sought by a company. The Govern-
ment could have said, "If you want this
asset, we can offer you what we think are
fair terms, and if you are prepared to agree
to them you can have it, but if not, we are
quite content to carry on as we are." That
should not take two years. The agreement
for coal was a far more intricate business.
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Mtr. Marshall: We did not own the coal.
THou. J. T. TONKIN: I hope the Govern-

merit will give some attention to these mat-
tens. Let us expedite this agreement with
regard to Bunbury so that before the ses-
sion ends we will know just where we stand
in connection with that financial comrmit-
ment, The way things are going, this Par%
liament will rise before the agreement is
conluded. What justification can be had
for such a state of affairs! So far as the
other matters are concerned,' it is pretty
clear that the Government is in deep water,
and I arn watching- pretty closely to see
-what its. decision will be on the request for
the carriage of super. I trust we shall lave
some information about thafr in time to
discuss it prior to the rising of the House
for the end of this session and this Parlia-
ment. Finally, I say to the Minister for
Housing, let us have some of this perspi-
cacity.

MR. KELLY (Yilgaru - Coolgardie)
[8.43]: I do not usually enter into the de-
bate on the Supply Bill, but like the mem-
ber for North-East Fremantle,, I feel that,
having been deprived of the opportunity of
voicing some of may opinions early in the
session, and with the prospect of having
quite a lot to 0say on the Estimates, I de-
sire to deal rather briefly with one or two
aspects. The position indicated by the Bill
is much the same as it was last session -when
we had presented to us the record Budget
for the 1948-49 period. I have made sonmc
comparisons between the 1L948-49 Budget
and that of 1938-39. It is interesting- to
note that the Budget today is almost double
that of ten years ago. Even so, with all
its increases;, we find that the present reve-
nue is insufficient. for the Treasurer to
maintain anything like a balanced Budget.
In 1948-49 t he expenditure was £21,425,459,
showing a deficit of £864,813.

I suppose we could be excused for think-
muz that this deficit was necessary in order,
in some small measure, that the present GJov-
erment might live up to sonmc of its prne-
election promises. I find, too, that, on an
analysis of the figures of 20 years of Labour.
Government, fromn 1916, there was an ae-
cumulated deficit of £2,500,000. I have also
found that in 11 years. of coalition Govern-
ment the accumulated deficit has reached
the astounding figure of £9,837,965. I
think we are entitled to regard this drift

in the finances of the State as alarming.
The main deficit ha8 been incurred by our
railways. It could be termned a e0assical
example of finance gone wild. This tre-
mendous deficit for 1948-49 eannot no mat-
ter what circumstances are brought into the
picture, be justified. Particularly is this
apparent when we -realise that the service
to the public is deteriorating very fast.

There was a time-not very far distant
either-when the lat'e arrival of trains from
the Goldields area was the exception rather
than the rule. But today, and for the past
12 or 18 months, it has been the -,ule -rather
than the exception for trains not to be on
time. The public is now receiving a greatly
diminished service at a greatly increased
cost. Again, even the meals in the dining
coach have deteriorated. Why is it neces-
sary to eheesepare in this way? On every
hand we find that there is a shortage of food
in the dining ears.

The Minister for Railways: Have youm
ever brought that under my notice?

MAr. KELLY: I know that it has been
hbrought under the notice of the Minister,
although Perhaps not by me personally, so
that it is nothing new for him to he toldl
that this is the position.

The Minister for Railways: Has there not
been any action taken?

INr. KELLY: There does not appear to
have been any alteration up to the present.
When does the Government intend to give
some real service in return for the extra
money it is receiving in respect of Governa-
ment instrumentalities? The time has ar-
rived when money now going into, extrava-
grant railway expenditure could he put t0
far better use. Included in the extralvagant
railway expenditure there is the unjusti-
fiable outlay on road transport indulged in
by the Government over the past two years.
In reply to questions recently, the ina-
ister admitted that the loss on super.
alone in the past 12 months-or nearly
12 months-was roughily £E320,000. The
Railway Estimates of receipts as againset
expenditure have this year again gone hay-
wire, just as Was the case with last year's
Budget. The estimated revenue wan
£5,500,000, while actual revenue was
£C5,161,218, £338,782 below the estimate.
Railway expenditure for 1947-48 was esti-
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ninled. at £6G,275,000, and actually amouuced
to £6,787,000, £512,000 odd above the esti-
mate.

Hon. E. H. H. Hall: Everything is going

Mr. KELLY: Yes, but not by such leaps
and bounds as is the case in the Railway
Department. In the 1948-49 period, 125,000
tons of super. -was carted by road, and
the 'Minister has told us that that repre-
sented a loss of £320,000 to the State. It
would appear that there has been no effort
at all to grapple with the railway finances.
It is useless trotting out the bogey of short-
age of engines and rollingstoek on every
occasion when railway finance is referred
to. In the face of figures giving the opera-
tion of the State railways over the last four
or fire years, I do not think there is any
less convineing argument than that. For
the 1945 year, the normal road deliveries
of super. without subsidy totalled 24,100
tons. In 1946, the total rose slightly and
uinsubsidised road deliveries came to 28,754
tons. From that time onwards, in 1047,
1948 and 1949, there was a huge drift. In
1047 the normal road deliveries were 27,453
tons. The %ubsidiqod rad deliveries were
604147 tons and the subsidy payment
£56,310. Normal unqnhaidised road rleliverieS
in 194 were 33,601 tons and subsidised
deliveries 49.362 tons, at a total cost of
£184316 to the taxpayers of the State. In
10149, normal unsubsidised road deliveries
ro !i' to 30,134 tons, and subsidised road
deliveries to 108,538 tons; at the colossal
tutsidy eost of £127,000.

The 'Minister for Railways: What was
The total quantity of super. transported in
those years?7

7Mr. KELLY: As far as I can make out,
it was just over .358,000 tons.

The M1inister for Railways:- And in the
I1Irs4 two years?

M1r. KELLY: I have not the figures.

The 'Minister for Ettilways: It was about
150,000 tons less.

Mr. KELLY: We must take into account
that in 1944 and 1045 the State was still
suffering extensively from the aftermath of
war.

The Minister for Railways: Of course, you
do -no think we are suffering from it still!

Mr. KELLY:- Portion of that time wast.
still in the war period. The same sorry
Picture can be seen in relation to the cart-
age of wheat by road in those years.
In 1944-45 and 1945-46, the last two years
of Labour's regime, 2,672,910 bushels of
wheat were carted by road at a cost to the
State of £114,328, but during the first two
years of the non-Labour Oovernm cut, 1947-
48 and 1048-4.9, the %fgure jumped from
2,000,000 odd bushels to 15,891,946 bushels,
atn ast to the taxpayer of £593,511.

The Minister tar Railways: What tax-
payer paid that?9

Mr. KELLY: We arc all* being asked
to pay our sJare of it, due to the mal-
administration of this department.

The Minister for Railways: No taxpayer
paid It It was paid by the wheatgrower,4
and the purchasers.

Mr. KELLY: Is not a wheatgrower a
taxpayer7

The CHAIRMAN: Order! The hon.
member miust ignore interjections and ad-
dress, the Chair.

'Mr. KELLY: These most unruly inter-
jections are designed simply to lpnt me nit
my trend of thought. In the years 1945
and 1.946, the last two years, of office of the
Labour Government, there was a total of
1,836,758 tons of super. and wheat carted
by the railways. In the years 1946-47 and
104 7-48, the total of wiheat and super carted
was 1,523,359, a decrease in that ,hort period
of 313,399. From those figures it will he
seen that deterioration in engines and roll-
ing stock could not account for the great
depreciation in the value of services renid-
ered. As a further cvomparision, the total
tonnage of goods carted ina the years 10451
and 1946 -on all lines of the railways was
6,632,133 tons, and in the first two years
after Labour went out of office, the total
tonnage carted was 5,435,509, representing
.a decrease of about 200,000 tons com-
pared with the previous two years.

The Minister f or Railways: And yet they
carried 40 million ton miles more of pay-
able traffic last year than the previous record.

Mr. KELLY: These figures do not show
that.

The MI inister for Railways: But the annual
report of the Railway Department does.
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Mr. KELLY: The annual report of the
Railway Departmenf does not show that at
all.

The CHAIRMAN: Order I

Mr. KELLY: The fact that this Govern-
ment has seen fit to encourage the cartage
of super. by road to such a large extent
has not met with the satisfaction of the
general farming community. Everywhere
one goes there is decided dissatisfaction at
the method of delivery and at the delay.
That dissatisfaction is general right through-
out the wheatgrowing areas. I feel that the
farmers are justified in taking exception to
this method. of delivery and to the extra
eost to whichi a number of them are being
subjected. Some have received their de-
liveries by road without any subsidy what-
ever. Quite a number, too, have received the
full subsidy whereas others have received
a portion of their deliveries without sub-
sidy, some with subsidy and some by rail.
In every instance it has been at a different
cost and in no way is a mean average of
that cost comparable to the cost of the
super. carted by rail transport. The posi-
tion has deteriorated and it is not bD the
benefit of the farmers themselves that this
drift has taken place. I intend, during the
debate on the Estimates, to analyse ful.y the
the position regarding the agricultural side
and the delivery of super.

MR. GRAHAM (East Perth) [9.2]: Be-
cause it is almost invariably fashionable,'
and certainly appropriate owing to the
circumstances of the day, it is my intention
not to discuss monetary matters as affecting#
the State but rather to offer a short homily
to the Government on the question of' com-
munism. It'has always been a wonder to
me how the communist party in Aus3tralia
-and that is the only section of walieh I
have alny knowledge-has *been able to ac-
quire the funds that it has in order to
carry out its -various activities. For in-
stance, we are aware that in Sydney a valu-
able city property, now known as MR=
House, was purchased by these people. Here
in Perth, and I believe in other capital cities,
it is possible for the communiists to run ex-
pensive city offices. They seem to experi-
ence no difficulty whatsoever in travelling
to various parts of the State for the pur-
pose of conducting their'business nor does

there seem to be any limitation when it is;
necessary for them to visit other States in
the Commonwealth.

It is remarkable that they are ale to
publish newspapers, I believe in every State,
without any paid advertisemients. That in-
deed is remarkable so far as newspapers
generally are concerned. These people seem
to be able to issue unlimited pamphlets from
time to time especially when there is any-
thing approaching a crisis. At present Collic,
is practically flooded with paper i.3sued on
behalf of the communist party.

Hon. E. H. HT. Hall: Would you support
a baa on the communist party?

MUr. GRAHAM1: I would prefer to rnakr
my own remarks but I intend to say some-
thing about that matter if' the member for
Geraldton ean be patient for a moment

Member: He won't be here.

Mr. GRAHAM: No, it is possible that
true to his usual form-the clock has just
struck nine-the member for Geraldton wiUl
proceed to go home to bed and leave it to
other members to conduct the business of
the State.

Hon. E. H. Hf. Hall: I was just -wonder-
ing whether you would support a ban-

Mr. GRAHAM: As a matter of fact I
have in my pocket at the moment a pamph-
let that I chanced to pick up in my elec-
torate of East Perth. Apparently the propa-
ganda, which is against the Commonwealth
Government, against this State Government,
and against certain sections of the Labour
movement, is being distributed in parts
other than Collie which, of course, isslosest
to the scene of the trouble at present. These
same people seem to be able, up till re-
cently at any rate, to advertise their meetings;
and gatherings. They are able to hire public
halls for the purpose of addressing, if not
the public, then their own followers regard-
ing their viewpoints on various matters
both local and international.

From time to time members of the com-
munist party are involved in litigation and
it seems to be possible for them to hire
counsel to submit a defence. All these
various items entail a considerable ex-
penditure on the part of any organisation
and on top of this they have their normaTi
activities and direct expenses, because I
presume they have certain wages commit-
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mneats. Recently I read about the appoint-
ment of an organiser and they have a sec-
retarial staff and all the expenses involved
in the condnet of an office. As well as that
the communists periodically conduct elee-
tion campaigns but so far, with one excep-
tion, in the Commonwealth of Australia,
they have been without siccess. We all
know from personal experience that it costs
a considerable sum of money to wage an
election campaign. Naturally we ask our-
selvres, in an endeavour to solve the -riddle,
qmep~tions as to the sources of this money
because it must run into very many
thousands of pounds.

In reflecting on the matter I have come
ito the conclusion, notwithstanding their pro-
bstations to the contrary, that it is not
coming from subscriptions of their mem-
bers and supporters and it certainly would
not be from the ordinary humble working
man. In the main be contributes to the
L~abour movement and from the amount that
the Australian Labour Party reeives from
these people the majority goes to the anion
organisations. Therefore I think it lends
some colour to the suggestion often made
that for their own reasons certain wealthy
vcnservative interests ini Australia finance
lbe communist party. They do not neces-
sarily accept or believe in the doctrines
espoussd by that organisation, but they do
so because of the way the communists and
the communist party can be used against
the Labour movement.

There is no gainsaying the fact that the
communists are a constant source of worry
and annoyance to the Australian Labour
Party. One might liken them to fleas on a
dog'si hack. The Labour Party, whenever
it has been able on reasonable grounds for
suspicion or proof to sustain a charge, has
always been anxious and has invariably pro-
ceeded to *takc precipitate action against
those who signed a pledge of loyalty to the
Labour Party but who, nevertheless, are
traitors. Personally, as an ordinary mem-
ber of the Labour movement, and for a
period the oecupier of an important office
in the Labour Party, I have played a part
in expellingr these persons who have been
false to Labour in every respect. I am forti-
fied in my belief that there arc certain in-
terests, and I repeat wealthy, conservative
interests, who are probably ranged behind
and support the Liberal Party under its
various names and titles throughout the

length and breadth of the Commonwealth,
but are supporters of the reactionary
element in the community.

I aiake that statement because, as is well,
knowa, the Lcader of the Federal Liberal
Party, Mr. Menzies, and the Leader of the
Federal Country Party, have both stated
that they are in favour of banning the com-
munist party in Australia and if returned
to office at the aext election-which God
forbid-they will take action accordingly.
I am wondering whether the Liberal Party
really believes in such a course, because as
I see the situation there is nothing whatso-
ever to prevent the Liberal-Country Party
Government in this State, as in Victoria or
South Australia, from introducing legislation
to ban the communist party in the States,
which they govern. But no action such as
that has been taken nor, so far as I can as-
certain, has been contemplated. Surely, if
the Liberal-Country Party Government re-
garded the communists as being the menace
they are over the air and through public
advertisement represented to be, then one,
of the first pieces of major legislation this
Government would have introduced would
have been that designed to thwart the activi-
ties of that party.

Mr. Grayden: who banned the communist
party at the beginning of the war.

Mr. GRAHAM: We all know the answer
to that question. What I am suggesting is
that those on the other side of the House
who talk so much tripe about communists
and what should be done about them should
show some sincerity and take effective
action.

Mr. Oraydeni: Who supported the Eureka
SYouth League when it first became estab-
lished in this State7

Mr. 1GRAHAM1: It is impossible, as T
have found through years of experience, to
drive any sense into the member for Middlle
Swan.

The CHAIR MAN: Order! The member for
East Perth must not make any reflections
on any other member.

M1r. GRAHAM: Well, Mr. Chairman, I
would ask yon to restrain the member for
Middle Swan in his remarks.

The CHAIRMAN:- Order!1 The member for
East Perth will continue with his speech
and discontinue making disparaging state-
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Mr. GRAHAM: I say it is in the hands
of this Government and its supporters, if
they really believe whet they say so freely,
to give effect to their assertions tomorrow
by bringing down appropriate legislation.

Mr. Styants: Pass the buck to the Com-
monwealth!I

Mr, GRAHAM3: Perhaps the member for
Middle Swan or some other supporters of
the Government can tell us why legiflation
towards that end has not been introduced.
We read in the Press early last May, that
the ho 'mes. of a dozen people bad been
raided. From a meagre Press report it qap-
pears that these persons -were communists. I
have no xloubt whatsoever as to that, because
as the Premier knows, I understand four of
them were residents of cast Perth, and they
wrote to me as their member. I forwarded
their complaint to the Pr emier for his comn-
mnent, which I passed to the people concerned.
However, so far as I am aware, there have
been no charges -whatsoever preferred
against these people and if the communists
are the threat to our way of life, if they are
harbouring Ponspiracy and hatching plots,
then surely we would have expected that an
early morning raid would have produced
some results.

I do not know whether the Government
has taken any action to return eertain~papers
and property to those people, taken from
them by the police. If it is not intended
to) do anything, and if there is insufficient
evidence to sustain a charge, then I think
those people ought to be regarded as citi-
zens with equal rights and not treated as
pariahs. I say this so that there will he
no misunderstanding with regard to it. As
indicated to the Premier, if there are rea-
sonable grounds for suspecting any con-
templated action against the State, or if in
fact. there are any incriminating documents
or activities actually undertaken, then I
will support this or any other Government
to the hilt to ensure that the offenders. are
brought before the courts of justice. But
I think it wrong in the extreme if thosc
raidls hy the police are to be merely heresy
hunts or fishing expeditions. They are
something foreign to Australia.

I am aware that raids have, within re-
cent days, bee 'n conducted in the Eastern
portion of this Commonwealth, but appar-
ently incriminating' documents have been
seized and almost immediately some action

has heen taken at least against the prin-
cipals of the communist party. As a mat-
ter of fact, I think 22 of them are being'
arraigned before the court tomorrow. AU
there hats been so much talk by the mem-
bers of the Liberal and the Country Party
about communism, I want, and I invite,
them to display their sincerity by doing,
something about it in this House, otherwise
I am entitled to make the charge, which I
do , that the communist party is too con-
venient to the Libreral-Country Party for
extreme action to he taken against it.

Ron. E. H. H.. Hall: You are always mak-
ing charges.

Mr. GRAHAM: Yes, I am always mak-
ing charges and I am able to sustain them.

Hon. E. IL. HE. fll: The Royal Commis-
sioner did not think so.

Mr. GRAHAM1: 'Mr. Chairman, I am aI7r
most being- provoked into saying certain
things which I had no desire to say under
-what might be called the cloak of parlia-
mentary privilege, but I do say, for the
benefit of my sceptical friend from Gerald-
ton, that there were two people-and this
is the first time 1 have mentioned this in
this Chamber-who were prepared to attend
the Royal Commission on Housing to give
evidence that bribery did exist, and the
Royal Commissioner refused to call them.
I have made that statement from a public
platform, and I will make it any-where.
Had those two witnesses been called, I am'
certain that the whole racket would have
been exposed and opened up completely.
Becanse the Royal Commissioner on H7ous-
ing submitted his report on the 6th April
and Parliament did not meet until the end
of July, I thought too much time hadT
passed, and therefore I would not further
raise the matter. But enough of that ques-
tion.

I repeat that I am entitled to suggest tbhaf
the Liheral and -Country Party interes
are merely playing up to the pubylic with
regard to this mnatter and are taking no,
acetion -whatsoever. In Victoria the Gov-
ernment has appointed a Royal Commis-
sion, apparently with the object of finding-
out for the Government what it thinks
about communists and the communrist
party. There is no doubt what the Labour
movement thinks about them. There are
specific provisions in its constitution and
a definite pledge'which all of us mast sign.
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As I said earlier, any person found to have
transgressed that pledge in any way what-
soe~ver has to suffer the dire penalty of ex-
pulsion from the Australian Labour Party.

Mr. Grayden: You would lose half your
members if you enforced that pledge!

Mr. Reynolds: You are speaking through
your neck. You have no knowledge of the
subject.

The CHAIRMAN: Order!

Mr. GRAHAM: It is easy for a member
to make a trite interjection that may ap-
pear to be clever. Every' member of this
Committee must realise that this is a most
serious and important matter. If the niem-
her for 'Middle Swan thinks that the com-
maunist party is a menace to Australia,' as
apparently ho does-it is evidently the
only question upon which lhe and I agree-
then, in the name of all that is honest and
decent, why does hep not whip up his Gov-
ernment and its supporters to take some
action about itI He does not do that, nor
-does anyone else.

Hon. A. IR. G. 1lawke: He does his best.

Mr, GRAHAM:- Nor do the sponsors of
tie advertisemnents we see in the Press or
of certain feature progranunes we hear
from the commercial broadcasting stations-.
With nil the seriousnmess I can command,
may I issue a warning to the Liberal and
Country Party interests, that if they are
really sincere in this; matter, they cease
this lbusiness of endeavouring to capitalise
the scouirge of communism for the purpose
of (leteating the Labour Party at the polls?
We all know perfectly well that the terms
"Labour' ... .Socialism "and "' Commiun-

ism" are linked as though they meant the
samne tlhin,,, There is no honest member of
the Liberal Party that can say he sincerely
believes K.ueh a statement, hut, because this
sort of thing has been so oft repeated, I
fear tiat they have cried "'Wolf" a few
times too many. Because of that fact, there
is a tendeiicy for the miners-and to a very
great extent, for other -workers as well-
when they are told by their own Federal
leader that they are being misled by com-
inunists for political reasons and that the
present trouble is no industrial dispute, to
Place that advice in tm "ame category as
the eheapiack type of advertisements and
propaganda that emanated from the Liberal
Party for political reasons.

Mr. Bovell: The Prime Minister should
have said that two years ago.

'Mr, GRAHAM: Said what?
Mr. Bovell: What he is saying today in

the Press.

Mr. GRAHAM: The Prime Minister has
been most consistent with regard to this
mnatter all through.

Mr. Reynolds: He would not know that!

Mir. GRAHAM: There has been a con-
stant cry, for political purposes, urging the
Commonwealth Government to place a ban
uppn the communist parry. I think that
request is a little foolish and ridiculous. be-
cause, as we know from experience, not-
withstanding that the Menzies Government
adopted that coarse in the early stages of
the recent -war, the communist party con-
tinued to exist. There was the Budget Pro-
test Committee; there were defence com-
mittees and a hundred and one other
organisations, all of which were communist-
inspired.

Mr. Styants: They have as many aliases
as the Liberal Party!

Mr. GRAHAM: They have quite a num-
ber.

Mr. Marshall: But they have not caught
up with the Liberals yet!I

Mr. G11AIIAM: Everyone must admit
that the banning of the communist party
had no practical effect, and the only han
was upon the use of the name. If a cer-
tain individual is a subscriber to the prin-
ciples of conununism and believes in his
heart in theni, legislation forbidding the
existence of the communist party will have
no effect on his mind, his thoughts, his
outlook or his beliefs. Ile will, together
with others who think with him, either form
a new organisation or organisations, or else
ast'ocmate themselves with other bodies al-
ready existent. We are aware from letters
we received in our mail recently from a
certain organisation seeking to do some-
thing for the natives of this, State, that
at least seve-ral of the signatories or amf-
cials of that organisation are members of
the communist party. As pointed out by
the Prime Minister, Mr. Chifley, and men-
tioned by the Leader of the Opposition this
afternoon, the greatest obstacle to corn-
inonism is the potting into operation of
the policy and platform of the Australian
Labour Party.
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All communists know full well that they
are only able to secure converts and sow
the seeds of disaffection in the minds of
the public if the country is in a state of
chaos and people are suffering from eco-
nomic insecurity, or if there is unicertaipty
;vitb reg&ard to international affairs. When
people are happy and contented, as the
Commonwealth Labour Govbrnmeut has en-
deavoured to make them, by regarding full
employment as the first plank in its policy
-what more fertile round could there be
for the communists to- sow their seeds of
disaffectioni in than if a vast number Of
our people are unemployed.?-and by pro-
viding its scheme of social benefits and set-
ting afoot a long list of national under-
takings, with a view to seeing that never
again will the people of Australia be a prey
to individuals of the type of which I am
speaking, there is no such opportunity.

Members know that, if the matter of com-
munism is discussed dispassionately and
without attempts to capitalise it for propa-
ganda purposes, the adherents of the com-
munist party are a dwindling force. They
reached their peak about the time of the
conclusion of the recent war. Of course
there is this to be said for them, that they
are kpcn, enthusiastic workers. for their
cause and have, by various means, engincered
themselves into key positions. Beca'ise of
that, the Commonwealth and its people are
suffering at present.

It is well known that the Labour Party
has no time for communists. It is equally
well-known that, whenever a communist has
been located within its ranks, action las im-
mediately been taken to expel him. Mem-
bers may recall that an industrial crisis-
a most unhappy affair-occurred in this
State two and a half years ago. As I was
chairman of the State 1Disputes Committee
at the time, I had certain functions to per-
form that were not in all quarters as popu-
larly and enthusiastically received as I had
'hoped they would be.

For this reason, the communist party ran
a candidate against me at the last election.
I can say that the Liberal Party did not
,endorse a candidate against me, but the
communist party did. The communist can-
didate received fewer than 400 votes out of
about 7,000, so its strength in an industrial
area like East Perth is not considerable.
'However, the communists indulged in abuse'

and vilificatlion, representing me as one
recreant to my trust as a responsible officer
of the Labour movement charged with the
duty of safeguarding the interests of the
workers. I have been informed by one of
them that I san to be opposed by the com-
munist party at the forthcoming election,
but that is causing me no particular worry.

Following on my earlier statement that
one is-entitled to wonder where these many
thousands of pounds come from to enable
the coimnunist party to continue its activi-
ties, it seems significant that almost invari-
ably the persons that the communists seek
to defeat at election time are Labour men.
Without turning up the records, I should
say that the Premier's electorate has been
represented by a conservative member ever
since it has been an electorate.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: Certainly by a
conservative over the last few years.

Mr. GRAHAM: I think I am right in
saying that never has a communist stood
for that constituency, but Labour men have
been opposed by communists in districts
such as Boulder, Guildford-Midland, East
Perth at the last election and Murehison
on a previous occasion. There are also many

*instances in the Federal sphere--the Federal
Labour member for Perth, the Federal
Labour member for Kalgoorlie, to mention
two that occur to my mind. In all those
instances communists stood against Labour
candidates. Why'does not the communist
party endeavour to overthrow some of the
conservative members or oppose some of
the conservative candidates? I am wonder-
ing whether this immunity is a sort of quid
pro quo for the consideration extended to
the communist party by conservative in-
terests-

lion. F. .1. S. Wise- Perhaps the quid
without the quo.

Mr. GRAHAMI: -because the communist
party has a suite of rooms in London Court
facing St. George's terrace, and that pro-
perty is owned by interests alien to the
Labour Party. I say definitely that the Com-
munist party could not secure rooms for
offices, for meetings, or for any other pur-
pose from the Australian Labour Party.

Mr. Styants: What about Marx House,
George-street, Sydney
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Mr. GRAHAM: That is an illustration
of the same thing. Perhaps I could plead
guilty to some extent to having, in -ay re-
marks,, made soimething of a political foot-
ball of the important question of com-
munism as it is affecting Australia today.

The Premier: I was wondering how it
its in with th~e Supply Bill.

Ron. F. J. S. Wise: Everything fits in
-with the Supply Bill.

Mr. GRAHAM: These arc -remarks that
could end should have been made in the
Address-in-reply debate, but that oppor-
tunity was denied us, and therefore other
opportunities, have to be availed of when-
ever they offer. Parliament sits for a period
(of tive mniths or so in the year and certain
inmportant matters occur soon after the r-
in': of Parliament, and those matters he-
come stale news by the time the House re-
assembles three or four months later, but
we dlo endeavour to cover them in the
kldress-in-reply debate. However, we have
been denied an opportunity of speaking on
an Address-in-reply this year and so I shall
take advantage of other opportunities'I to
express myself on matters appropriate to
the time And circumstances.

I want the Government to demonstrate s
its, earnestness regarding this matter. If it
is not prepared, in accordance with the
terms enunciated by its Federal Leader, to
ban the communist party and take action
against communists, let it stop pretending
and eliminate the propaganda that it is put-
ting over in ever-increasing quantity. Let
it cease the* fishing expeditions amongst
the homes of people against whom apparent-
ly a charge cannot he sustained. If the
people of the State and the Commonwealth
are told all sorts of bogus stories about the
menace of communism, we shall find, if not
in the present crisis, then at some future
time, that when an honest and sincere ap-
peal is made to them, they will be sceptical
and will regtard it as merely another instal-
ment of that bolony, of which so much eman-
ates from the Liberal Party.

MR. HOAR (Nelson) [ 14] do not
want the P~remier to get away with the
expenditure of such a large sum of mnoney
without having something to say in regard
to the Government's activities. I think he
has tried to get away with a fair amount
in recent months, some of it successfully,

some unsuccessfully; but I would not like
to miss this opportunity of saying a few
words because I well remember wvhat hap-
pened towards the end of last year with
respect to the Estimates Quite a number of
members wanted and sought an opportunity
to express themselves on a number of mat-
ters affecting their electorates, but were un-
able to do so becaiise of the hurried alosure
of the debate. We have already witnessed
an almost unprecedented method of con-
ducting Parliament this session without an
Address-in-reply, and I think every meat-
ber is -fully justified in airing any grievance
lie may have at this stage. What concerns
me most at the moment is wvhat the Minis-
ter for Lands intends to do about the 1,500
returned soldiers who arc still seeking
farms. I do not suppose there is a itore
important local problem than that today.
For the past two or two and a half years
the Government has had nothing at all, in
my opinion, to he proud of in regard to its
soldier land settlement scheme and the man-
ner in which it has shaped up to the p-rob-
len).

Mr. Reynolds Mo-.lre -cobwebs!

Mr. HOAR: Wle all remember at the lagt
election and during the closing session of
tha previous Parliament, the attitude the
Government Parties, who were then in Op-
position, adopted with respect to soldier
settlement, and how they pointed the finger
of scorn at the Labour Government be-
cause at that time-some 18 monthis after
the close of the war-not one soldier had
been placed on the land. In spite of all
the difficulties which resulted from the pro-
secution of the war-difficulties of which
the then Opposition were fully aware-
they wenct on the hustings full of promises
to the people, particularly soldier sJtlers.
They said, ''Give us the job to do and we
will secure farms for you at a very rapid
rate." I want to tell the Committee that
the Government has -received 3,215 applica-
tions for farms. The farms that have been
allotted number 281; 337 applications bare
been withdrawn and 853 soldier settlers
cancelled out. The last named were so dis-
gusted with the Government's delay in find-
ing farms for th em. that most of them failed
to reply to the departmental letters they re-
ceived, They had found other employment
in the meantime.
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At present, there are 1,565 soldiers wait-
ing, of whom 456 require practical train-
ing, but no provision, so far as I can see,
has been made to accommodate them. What
does the Government propose to do about
them ? Not too many of the 281 farms
allotted are dairy farms; most of them are
wheat farms. I remember that in about
September of last year the Min ister gave
figures in respect of dairy farms allocated.
At that time the number was 75.

Mr. Marshall called attention to the state
of the Committee.

Bells rung and a quorum formed,

Mr. HOAR:- One effect of the iinging of
the bells has been to bring the Minister
back to the Chamber. I particularly wanted
him to hear what I have to say onl this
subject.

Mr. Marshall: He won't understand.

Mr. HOAR: I was saying that the figures
supplied by the Minister in respect of dairy
farms last September showed that 75 of
these farms had been allocated. When the
Labour Government left offie, it was cer-
tainly true that not one man had
been placed on the land, but 50 farms were
almost ready for allocation; and all that
the Minister has done from that day until
September of last year and almost up to
date-because these figures have not been
materially altered since September last-
'has been to place another 25 soldier settlers
on dairy farms. I am of the opinion that,
regardless of what has been done :Lu the
wheatbelt, the dairying industry has been
sadly neglected by the Government so far
as soldier settlement is concerned. The
Government has mainly proceeded with a
policy of purchasing farmns and making
them available to soldiers according to their
fitness. I contend that this does not solve
the problem at all, particularly as it affects
the dairying industry, because if the Gov-
ernm~ent purchases a farm and the seller
vacates it for the sole purpose of another
tun taking it, nothing whatever has byeen
done to increase production of butterfat.
With the exeeptioa of the abandoned hold-
ings on the group settlements that ulti-
mately fell under the jurisdiction of the
Rural and Industries Bank, very few
other farms in the dairying districts have
been allocated that were not previously oc-
cupied by some other persons.

The Minister for Lands: You will agree
that where we purchase a property and
,put four soldiers on it, there are four men
making a living where previously there was
only one.

Mr, HOAR: Quite often the number is
not increased.

The Minister for Lands: Quite often it

Mr. HOAR: No, not of ten at all. The
tendency under this scheme of land settle-
mecnt, owing to the agreement between the
State and the Commonwealth, is to get
farms as near as possible! to 250 or 300
acres each. Most of the dairy farms in
existence prior to the war, particularly in
the lower South-West under closer settle-
ment, were far less in extent than 200
acres. Consequently, the Government had
to join two farms in order to find a living
for one man.

The Minister for Lands: What abmout the
CascadesT

Mr. HOAR: We nearly had that bought
when the M1inister took office.

The Minister for Lands: But you did
nothing with it.

The CHAIRMAN: Order!

Mr. HIOAR. I have no argument against
the policy of purchasing estates or farms,
but I desire to make it quite clear that there
is not necessarily an increase in butterfat
producetion as A result of the Government's
present policy. Something I mentioned
before the Minister came in and to which
I would like to make reference now con-
cerns his statement to the R.S.II. land con-
ference on the3 27th September to the effect
that the shortage of materials and the un-
expected delay in recovery after the war
wvere the main -reasons why the progres of
the land settlement scheme was so slow.
This Government, in painting a very pretty
picture to the electors in March, 19147, that
ultimately persuaded the people to put a
Liberal-Country Party Goverrnent on the
Treasury bench, would not accept the war
and war-caused shortages as a reason for
the slowness of land settlement up to 18
months after the war. Bot nearly four
years afterwards, when it has had two and
a half years in office, this Government is pre-
pared to accept war-caused shortages and
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other disabilities associated therewith as
reasons why it has been so lax and has
placed so few people on farms.

The M1inister for Lands: You will be able
to quote from the picture I paint this time,
too.

Mr. HOAR: Instead of a policy of ex-
changing persons on farms-which is all it
amounts to, this buying of a 'farm on a
walk-in-walk-out basis and putting another
man on it-the Government would do bet-
ter to make a elo.5,e investigation of large
parts; of our agricultural areas to see whether
they ale fully occuipied and being developed
to the best advantage. I am quite certain
that itf there were a suitable amendment
to the C'loser 8iettlement Act that would
strengthen the Minister's hands in regard
to resuming land, we could increase our but-
ter production considerably in the South-
West. Much land today is not being suitably
or properly used and could most certainly
be employed to better advantage. In M1ay
of thi s year we had very serious criticism
from a party of people from New Zealand
--students I think-who came to this State
and adversely criticised our farming meth-
ods. They stated that the owners of the
prolperties themselves were not getting the
best res9ults of which the forms were capable
and that N.\ew Zealand had a snperiorl
method of development and improve-
ment to ours. Those were very serious
charges to be levelled against this State and
it surprised me to know that such a com-
parison could be offered.

The P~remier:- They were here for a few
days and posed as authorities.

The Minister for Lands: They were here
for five minutes; l

Mr. HOAR: I do not care bow long they
were here. I have with me the reply of the
Honorary M1inister for Agriculture pub-
lishedl in "The West Australian" the follow-
ing day in which he stated that he was
amazed at what had been said, and that had
the members of the delegation taken the
trouble to inquire they would have been
more than amazed at the amnount of research
which had been carde~d out in Western Aus-
tralia during 'the past 20 years. He also
referred to the increase in cattle over the
past 20 years.

M.Nr. Reynolds: All in Labour's time!

Mr. HOAR: Those two statements-one
by the delegation from New Zealand and
the other by the Honorary M1inister for
AgrieutItu re-interested me so much that I
took the trouble to look back over the years
and to obtain certain figures in regard to
butterfat production to see what improve-
nient had been made in that period. I found
that in 1929 the dairy cattle in this State
totalled 74,223 and thev butterfat production
amounted to 6,17q,499 lb. The last Year
Boqtk wre have is that of 1948, which gives
the'dairy cattle as; totalling 223,552 and the
butterfat production as 1.3,404,331 lbs.
What I wish to emphiasise is that over this
period dairy cattle have trebled and our
bntterfat production has onl 'y doubled. That

shudgive the Mfinister and the Govern-
meat food for very serious thought. If the
production of hutterfat per head of' stock
wvere the same today as; in 1929 our produc-
tion would be' 18,538,467 lhs. or 5,000,000
lbs. of butter more than we are receiving-
today from our stock.

The Premier: To whet do you attribute
the decline?

Mr. HOAR: I do not attribute the de-
cline to the present G11overnment. I am not
saying that, but I do say this Government
has~ not assessed the position properly. Nor
has its interest and activities in reg"ard to
soldier settlement in the lower South-West
for dlairying contributed in any way to the
improvement of the situation.

The P remier: Have we not carried on with
herd testings That is one of the ways of
improving production per cow.

Mr. Reynolds: There is a shortage of bran
and pollard.

Mr. HOAR: In my opinion the Govern-
meat is carrying on in the same old ways as
in the~past. I do not believe there is any
such thing as inspiration in the Government
so far as the agricultural industries are
concerned.

The Premier: What do you mean 'iy "in
the past?" Do you ref er to some of the pre-
vious Governments?

M1r, HOAR: I am talking about the last
20 years.

The Minister for Lands: Fourteen years
of Labour Government!l
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Mr. HOAR: I am quoting the same years
as the Honorary Minister for Agriculture
quoted.

The Premier: That is good stuff!

Mr. HOAR: The number of dairy cattle
has trebled and butterfat production has
only doubled, and that is a serious situation.
It is no good the Premier saying to me,
"Are we not still working on research 9"
There is plenty of room in the lower South-
West for further research into pasture de-
velopment. We do not know yet which are
the best grasses. I know, that the Agricul-
tural Department has a system of small
plots for experimental purposes and is do-
ing reasonably good work in that respect.
But there is something that should be taken
into account and that is the incidence of
animal diseases, which are far more preva-
lent than was the case 20 years ago, and
which may have a more serious influence on
the lowering of butter production per head
than anything else. There is plenty' of room
for further research in the lower South-West
today.

The Premier: And throughout the State.
I agree.

Mr. HOAR: Yes, throughout the State.
Things have got to such a stage that there
should be a research station established
somewhere in the lower South-West-

Mr. Reynolds: Manjimup I

Mr. HOAR: -to go most fully and in
the greatest detail into all the problems as-
sociated with pasture development and ani-
mal diseases. I would go further and say
that it would not matter where the station
was established or whether it was mobile or
stationary so long as we got away from cen-
tralisation, and from the idea that as soon
as a disease occurs in an animal in the
South-West some part of it must be sent to
Perth for analysis. We must get away from
this very remote control which exists in
Perth where those in charge are out of touch
completely with things happening in the
dairying industry in the lower South-West.
What is required more than anything else
to he provided out of this large sum of
money we are voting to the Premier is the
stationing of a man in the lower South-
West, whose full-time work would be to look
into problems associated with pasture de-
velopment and animal diseases. This is such
an important matter that the whole industry
in this State may be affected for very many

years-probably another 20 years-unless
something of that nature is done in the
near future.

We are in the happy position that the
dairying industry is more or less secure--
or we feel it is--as a result of our trade
with Great Britain. But tbat has a limited
life. In the paper only the other day we
saw. the announcement that a trade agree-
ment to the extent of some E211,000,000 to
£30,000,000 has just been signed by Eng-
land and Denmark for the servicing of kng-
land with butter from Denmark. That will
start in a few years' time. The time the
agreement will come into operation will ap-
proximate the date that our agreement with
Great Britain ceases. I am wondering'
whether we shall receive the -anle favour-
able treatment, from Great Britain, after
Denmark gets into the market, ns we have
had up to now. I think that unles the Gov-
ernment looks seriously into this matter and
realises it full responsibilities in regard to
the dairying industry, and so to increase
production, we might find ourselves cutting
a very sorry figure within the next ten years.

I had an opportunity some months ago
of talking with the commissioner-designate
who came from Ceylon to Australia. I
asked him then what the opportunities mere
in his country and India for a butter
market, and he said they were excellent. If
we ever reach a time, as we may do, when
we shall not continue to receive the same
treatment from Britain as we do today, it
would pay us handsomely-it- might even
pay us today-to make app~roaches9 to 'both
Ceylon and India to see what could be done
to establish markets there. Whether we look
at this question from the point of view of
putting soldiers on the land, or as a problem
affecting the State, some action must be
taken other than what is being taken by
the Government. As I said before, it does
not matter what the previous Government
was or how hing- this Government has been
in office, the time has come when we must
break away completely from the old ideas
and make ourselves up-to-date in every re-
spect.

I was surprised to see the criticism lev-
elled at the state of our agricultural indus-
tries by those people from New Zealand,
hut I think they had something. Rather than
that the Minister should fob it off and try to
explain what a lovely State we live in, and
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how many more cattle we have running on
our pastures today compared with 20 years
ago, he should tackle the problem from a
butter production point of view, and he
would see, as I have, that our butter pro-
duction per head of stock is sadly on the
down grade; and it is solely as a result of
Dot properly understanding the situation re-
garding the matters I have mentioned,
particularly animal diseases. That is some-
thing for the Minister to think about, and
if he will do so I will have achieved some
good.

M. GRAYDEN (Middle Swan) [10.3]:
I did not intend to speak on this debate,
particularly on the subject of communism,
hut we have, tonight, listened in this Cham-
her to some as'toaisbingly foolish statements
by the member for East Perth, and there-
fore I feel that at least one member on this
side should reply. I would like to have had
some time in which to prepare a reply. The
bion, member endeavoured to establih,
firsqtly, that because the communists in this
country were able to obtain offices and have
their printing and that sort of thing done,
there necessarily existed some relationship
between them and the Liberal Party.

The Minister for Lands: He is a mischief
maker.

IMr. GRAYDEN: As the member for
East Perth knows, that is uitter rot. If that
argument were sound, it would also mean
that because the Labour Party is able to
obtain offices and have its printing donc,
thert must exist some relationship between
it and the Liberal Party. We are, I think,
in agreement at the present time, to some
extent at any rate, that the communist party
in this country is nothing more nor less than
an insidious core of disruption and sedition.
I would 1 ioint out that for many years the
Labour Partyv has nurtured commOnlists in
this country.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: That'is not true.

Mr. GRAYDEN: It is true.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: You know it is not
true.

Mr. GRAYDEN: We hiow wvhat the posi-
tion is in the country districts. If a farmer
fails to take steps to eradicate rabbits from
his property, the rabbits are nurtured there
and ultimately spread to the properties of
the surrounding farmers. In exactly tht

same way the Labour Party has nurtured
the communists in this country, and now we
are, unfortunately, reaping the benefits--

Mr. Triat: That is the idea.

Mr. GRAYDEN :- or rather, the effects
of the Labour Party's policy. I think all
members were recently circularised with a
small lpamphlet from a particular church.
That p~amphlet dealt with socialism and corn-
munisnm. Per-haps I should read the defini-
tions it gives lbecause I think members will
agree that thei church concerned would not
be biassed.

Hon. J. D. Sleeman: Is that Pig-iron
Bob's statement?

Mr. GRAYDEN: The definition given in
the pamphlet is as follows-

Communism is a political Philosophy which
is based on materialism. Its economic aim is
the ,eomplcto control and operation of all the
economic resources of the nation by the Gov-
ernnment and its agencies. Its political objc.
tire is the dictatorship of one party, achieved
by the use of revolutionary violence, the de-
struction of all other parties, and the sup-
pression of all other political opinions. Corn-
'aunism is completely opposed to Christianity
and between the two there can be no compro-
mise.

It goes on to give the definition of socialism
as follows:-

Socialism, ia its strict sense, is a theory
which advocates that the State should take
over and operfte the entire machinery of-pro-
duetion, distribution and exchange. It differs

from communism in that its adherents gener-
ally believe tliat socialismi can be achieved by
peaceful rather than by violent means. Social-
ism, in this strict sense, has a Marxist basis
and is repuignant to christian social principles.

TMr. Reynolds: Who is your authority?

Mr. GRAYDEN: This pamphlet was
issued by a leading church, and all members
were circularised. The hon. umember would
have received a Popy. I am not going to
name the church for it to be made a political
football of by members of the Opposition. T
think members opposite wvill agree that as
the pamphlet emanated from a leading
church its views would] not be biassed. it is

obvious that the only difference between
communism and socialism is in the means of
attainin- the ultimate objectives.

Mr. Reynolds: You do not know what you
are talking about.

Mr. GRAYDEN: The socialists in Aus-
tralia are striving for the Russian system,
or way of life, but they are attempting to
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implement that system by peaceful rather
than by violent means. That is the sole
difference between socialism, as represented
by the Labotir Party, and the communist
party. No member opposite can deny it,
and I do not think anyone, with the pos-
sible exception of the member for East
Perth, -would attempt to do so. I feel 21
have established clearly that ther4 is no dif-
ferenee between communism and -socialism,
except in the means by which the ultimate
objective is to be attained. Socialism iii not
new to the Labour Party. It -was included
in Labour's platform as far back as 1921.
As recently as September last delegates from
various trade unions attended a federal con-
ference of the Atistralian Labour Party and
affirmed their adherence to the 'No. 1 plank
in Labour's platform , which is the socialisa-
tion of industry, production, distribution
and exchange.

Mr. Reynolds: What does it miean?

Mr. GRAYDEN: The point is that the
vote was unanimously in support of that.
plank, although it was taken immediately
after the bank nationalisation issue had been
decided and the people of Australia had
shown clearly that they were against
nationalisation. We have had plenty of op-
portunity of gauging the feeling of mem-
bers opposite, and we know exactly where
they stand, in spite of anything they say
and in spite of statements of the type made
periodically by the member for East Perth.
They are out for socialism, wholly and
solely; every single one of them. They have
all signed a pledge, pledging themnselves to
the sopialisation. of industry, production,
distribution and exchange.

Mr. Graham: No one is arguing -with you.

Mr. GRAYDEN: The second part of the
pledge taken by every member opposite, in-
cluding the Leader of the Opposition, is as
follows-

I also pledge myself tu actively support and
advocate at all times the Party's objictive,
the socialisation of industry, production, dlis-
tribution and exchange.

That is the pledge, as taken in New South
Wales and it has been signed by every
member opposite, though it is in alightly
differcnt form in this Stp~te Members of
the Labour Party realise that the great bulk
of the people of Australi are against
socialism, and they have therefore made a
snide move aind have deleted the s~econid

pledge, in this State. In its stead they say,
"I pledge myself to support the constitu-
tion of the Labour Party.", What is that
constitution, in this State! The No. 1 plank
is the socialisation of industry, production1
distribution and exchange. Before any man
can become a Labour candidate for par-
liamentary honours he must sign the pledge
that he will support the socialisation of in-
dustr~y, production, distribution and ex-
change. All members opposite have signed
it and yet they tell the House they are
against communism.

Mr. Reynolds: Of course we are.

Mr. GRAYDEN: Socialism is commun-
ism, except that the objectiWe is to be
achieved by slightly different means.

Mr. Reynolds: You must have very poor
instructors in the Liberal Party.

Mr.. GRAYI)EN: I would like to know~
how communism differs from socialism.
Perhaps one day some member of the Op-
position will tell us, but he will have to be
extremely convincing, because there is no
difference at all. Every member opposite has
taken that pledge.

Hon. A. Ri. G. Hawke: You have given
the Minister for Housing a head-ache.

mr. GRAYDEN: We know that in
Russia there are possibly 15,000,000 men
-working under slave conditions in mines and
so on, and that is exactly what members
opposite are striving for in this country..

Mr. Reynolds: Rot!

Mr. GRAYDEN: We have had from the
Prime Minister himself the statement that
Under socialism manpower legislation will
be introduced in this country. Certainly full
employment could be achieved by means of
directing men into the mines, for instance,
-whether they wanted to go there or not, but
that is the Russian conception of the way
in which the individual's life should be led.
It is not the Australian way, but unfortu-
nately it is the Labour way. I sinerely be-
lieve that the Labour Party is basically un-'
sound because, in all the years it has bean
in or out of office, it has never exerted it-
self to do anything for the working man.
There is no member opposite who can say
sincerely that he could not have done more
for the worker than he has done during the
-vears Labour has been in or out of office.
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Mr. Reynolds: You have never soiled
your hands in your life.

Mr. GRAYDEN: The Labour Party is
afraid to assist the working man, because
immediately it does so, he becomes con-
tented-and is no longer an active and mili-
tant memher of the Party.

Mr. Reynolds: You have never produced
anything in your life!

Mr, TriaL: What a mind!
Mr. Reynolds: It goes round like a tin

of worms.

Mr. GRAYDEN: The Labour Party put
the socialism plank in its platform in 1921,
hut for good reasons has not bothered to
implement it. The Labour Party has been
drifting along, flourishing on the poor
conditions that exist in this country, but
knowing that one day prog-ress -would over-
take those conditions. That has happened
at the present juncture and members of the
Labour Party now know that they must
make the ehange to eam plete socialism so
that they Any direct men jnto jobs and hota
then down. Failing that, Labour will lose
it, strength as a Party. The war provided
a golden opportunity for making the
change. We all became more or less eda-
vatei to putting up with controls and the
Labour Party has decided that the time is
now opportune to switch over to socialism.
There is no alternative, Labour members
have done as little as they possibly could
in the pa4t and progress has now caught up
with them. We have had plenty Of State-
ments from, members opposite and from the
Federal leaders of the Labour Party to sup-
port my contention. Mr. Dedman saiSl-

The ('onmonwen-lth Government 'is not can-
cerned wit], making the workers into little capi-
talists. If there i,4 any criticism that could be
directedl ngriinet the policies of past Govern-
ments suppoirtedl hy the present Opposition it
is that too much of their legislative pro-
grankilv4liaR deliberately designed to place
the workerR in a position in which they would
have a vested interest in the continunce of
ca1pitalism. This is a policy which will not
have my support.

Mr. Iledmann made that statement in the
House of Representatives on the 2nd of Oc-
tober, 1045, during the debate on the Comn-
mnonwealth and State Housing Agreement
Bill, in reply to a question by *Dr. Gaha
with regard to the sale of houses. Naturally
the Labour Party does not want to do any-

thing for the working man because, if his
conditions are improved, he will lose his
militancy and become unprogressive. We do
not have to rely on M1r. Dedman alone. He
was supported in his contention by "Mr. E.
W. Bulner, State President of the Build-
ing Workers' Industrial Union of New
South Wales. At Wollongong, on the 22nd
June, 1047, he said-

We feel that rented homes are the solution
of the workers' problems. It has been estab-
lished in the trade union movement that a
worker owning his own home is prepared to
sacrifice the struggle for better conditions in
order to hold on to his home. His wife and
family are constant reminders to him that he
must continue the payments oni his home. He
loses his militancy and become unaprogressive.

Again, we have "an instance of a Federal
Labour man getting up and saying that we
cannot assist the working people because if
we do they lose their militancy and
no longer actively support the Labour Party.

Mr. Reynolds: What piffle!1

M r. ORAYDEN: Will the hion. member
produce a logical argument to refute it? He
cannot do so and that is obvious. We all
know what the members of the Labour Party
think about putting men into different in-
dlustries. The party's delegates from the
Railway Union and the Seamen's Union and
other unions go to some Federal conference
and put this plank in the platform in order
to force individuals in this country into jobs
which some civil servant decides they must
do.

Mr. Graham: When was that decision
made!

Mr. GRAYDEN: It was made when the
Labour people put the socialisation of in-
dustry, production, distribution and ex-
change ats at No. 1 plank in their platform.

M1r. Graham: Twventy-eight years ago.

Mr. GRAYDEN: That was the deisioni
made and there is not one member opposite
who can stand up and say that he does not
honestly believe in the direction of man-
power into avenues of employment. Not
one, because it is impossible to have socialism
without that direction and members opposite
know it. They Ynowv that we cannot have
socialisation without the power to direct men
into certain employment.

Hon. A. IT. Panton: You are doing a
great job, lad; keep it up.
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M1r. GRAYDEN: Let us have one or two
more statements by Federal Labour Party
leadens on that particular score and see
whether members opposite agree with them.

Mx. Graham: You are not game to criti-
cise the conmnunists.

M1r. Triat: He leaves them alone.

Mr. GRAYDEN: Both parties are striv-
ing for the same thing but the Labour Party
is endeavouring to achieve it by peaceful
rather than violent means.

Mr. Reynolds: You do not know what you
want.

Mir. 0-HAYDEN: I have here a statement
made by Mr. McAlpine the Federal Presi-
dent of the Australian Labour Paity.
Surely members oppiasite would not dis-
count what he has to say to them. He
states-

We can't have full employment unless we
6anve a balanced econoifly. It is necessary to
have manpower control in the interests of
working people especially. Employers vill not
release mn they don't need for the time being,
fearing they will not be able to get them
later. If workers were directed elsewhere to
continuous and greater output, national pros-
perity will be increased,

There is the Federal President of the party
going all out for the direction of manpower
into certain avenues of employment. It is
all very 'well for unionists to visit Can-
berra and decide that they are going to
direct every free Australian into a certain
avenue of employment. Should a man who
ehoo.Nvs the railways, for instance, as a
career, and who is prepared to stay there
for the rest of his life have the aulhority
to dire-t the rest of the community intoc cer-
tain rhannels of employintl Of co)urse
be should not.

Mr. Reynolds: Did you not direct it dur-
ing the war'

Mr. 0-HAYDEN: Yes. We were prepared
to accept that state of affairs during the
war, but not during tines of pec. Hlow-
ever, the Labour Party is prepared to do
so and 'Mr. Chificy is not attempting to de-
lude anyone in this respect, although ap-
parentlj- members opposite are. Mr. Chifley,
the Leader of the Labour Party, aud the
present Prime Minister is not attempting
to delude anybody, because he said on the
3rd Mfarch, 1949, at a meeting of the Federal
parliamentary Labour Party in Canberra-

If necessary an organisation similar to the
Wartime Allied Works Council would be
created.

We had manpower control during the war
and we were prepared to accept it then,
hut the great bulk of people in Australia
are not prepared to accept it'now. If the
Labour Party has its way it will feisC such
a policy on to Australians who cherish their
freedom.

Mr. Graham: What about the period at
Blackboy Camp 'when men were on Is. a
day' I t

Mr. GRAYDEN: Most of those who were
there welcomed the opportunity of serving;
their country at 7s. a day. I

Mr. Triat: It was not serving their coun-
try. It was receiving charity.

Mr. 0-HAYDEN: We know the position
on that - score and we also know of the
Labour Party's opposition to universal train-
ing at the outbreak of war. Therefore, I
would not raise that point if I were the
member for East Perth.

Mr. Graham: I wa~s talking about the dole,
not the 'war.

Mr. 0-HAYDEN: On the 16th and 17th
October, 1948, Mr. Chifley called a con-
ference of trade unionists at the Sydney
Trades Hall to discuss the need for greater
production.

Mr. May: Is there anything wrong with
that?

Mr. GRAYDEN: At that conference Mtr.
R.. Day, representative of the Rubber Work-
ers' Union, asked the following:-

When production reachies the stage where
there arc surpluses, how will the Government
take up any unemployment?

Mr. Chifley's reply 'was as follows-
No guarantee ran be given to anybody that

they eon stay put in a particular industry, hut
there will bie work for all. It is realised that
there will have to be transfers of worker-;, and
in 'a:'uy eases, transfers of whole c-ommuni-
ties4 to other forms of work. The most that
any Goverament can do is to See thant there
is work for everybudy. I am quite certain
that everybody 'will not be able to stay, at
)1llw, because there will have to be transfers
of labour if there is going to he expansion. I
am not going to fool anyone in that regard.
lIt may even involve a, plan of movable towns
to provide reasonable living conditions and
amenities while big projects are in progress.

Mr. May: Your- Minister for Railways
is doing that every day.
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-Mr. GRAYDEN: Yes, people are pre-
pared to accept that when they join the
Civil Sen'iee, but others are not. Members
opposite get up and attempt to delude the
people of Western Australia into believing
that they are not in favour of the control
of manpower which is in direct conflict with
'what their own Prime Minister, Ben Chifley,
has already stated. Ben Chifley-

M1r. May: Mr. Chifley to you.

lion. A. H. Panton: The Right Honour-
able Mn Chifley.

Mr. GRAYDEN: -stated before the last
referendum that he would abolish subsidies.
Afterwards he said, "I warned you." If
the Prime Minister is returned at the next
election-or if he ever is returned-we twill
have no redress and be will be able to turn
round and say, in regard to the control of
manpower, "I warned you." He -will be
able to do that in just the same way as he
did on the subject of subsidies. I would
like to know exactly where members op-
posite stand in connection with the matter
of the control of manpower. Does any one
of them not support the remarks of Mr.
Chifley 9 Let him speak and we -will know
where hc,stands. There is not one of them.
We will be able to go out at the next Pederal
election and tell the people that members
opposite, in the State Parliament, are whole-
heartedly in favour of conseniptioni of
labour.

Hon. A. W. Panton: We will not need to
listen to your pre-eleetion speedh. We are
having itpnow.

H1on. A. R. G. Hawke: It is all bull-dust.

Mr. GRAYDEN: The member for East
Perth asked what is the Liberal Party doing
to comnbat communism? What is the Labour
Party doing to combat communism?

Mr. Graham: Do Dot pass the buck.

Mr. (IRAYDEN: The Menzies Govern-
ment banned the communist party and as
soon as the Labour Party assumed office
it lifted the ban. Now the member for
East Perth wants this State Government
to ban the communist party knowing full
well that immediately this is achieved the
communist-controlled Waterside Workers'
Union will refuse to handle goods for this
State.-

M1r. Triat: Have they got you bluffed7

Mr. GRAYDEIN: We have a vast organi-
sation in the Australian Labour Party, hut
it has not much substance because it cannot
control these two unions.

Mr. Graham: You cannot control the
Country Party.

Mr. GRAYDEN: We have the miners',
the seamen's, the waterside workers' and
other unions controlled by labour fellow-
travellers, yet labour mnembers turn around
and tell us that no members of the Labour
Party can be communists whilst knowing
full well that if they expelled all the com-
munist members from the Labour unions
their strength would be reduced by,
I should imagine, at least one-third and
possibly somne of the members of the 9p-
position would be included in that third.
Last year -we had the instance of the miem-
ber for East Perth rising and launching a
venomous attack upon this Government be-
cause it objected to the inclusion of the
E0ureka Youth League, obviously a eoinmu-
nistic body, in a certain youth organisa-
tion in this State, and now he criticises
this Government, obviously with his tongue
in hia ceek, becaus-e it has not taken a
stand against cornmu nism., still knowing
full well that we have done e:verything pos-
sible to combat it.

If the Liberal Party were returned to
office in the Commonwealth Parliament, it
would ban communists immediately. We
would also make provision for secret bal-
lots to be conducted in union elections to
prevent Labour and communistic indivi-
duals from *orking in collusion to rig
union ballots. Why have we had this op-
posit ion to the provision of see ret ballots
from the Labour Party thro ugh out the
countryI For what reason? The .secret
ballot is good enough for the election of
members of Parliament in this country. It
is a democratic way of election and yet it
is not good enough for the Labour people
in their union elections.

ML~r. Fox: It does not elect Liberal can-
didates.

M3r. GRAYDEN: It is not good enough
for one reason; it would prevent Labour
men,'kin collusion with communists, from
rigging union ballots. Labour can set an
example in this present dispute which is
paralysing industry throughout this coun-
try. They can attend their Federal confer-
ences and leave convinced of the necessity
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of making -a clean sweep of communists
from paid and unpaid union positions. If
they do that, then we will achieve an era
,of industrial peace fa this counxtry that
we have never before experienced. In con-
elusion, I want to apologise for detaining
the Committee for so long, but I do con-
sider it is a farcical position when a mem-
ber of the Australian Labour Party, having
views similar to those of the member for
East Perth, can get uip, with htis tongue
in his cheek, and make an attack ona the
Liberal Government on its stand against
communism.

HON. A. R. G. HAWRE (Northam)
[10.34)]: I listened with as much interest as
my being-was capable of generating to the
rambling rigmarole front the member for
Middle Swan, and all the time I was trying
to fathom why he would deliver an outburst
-of the kind to which I was listening. I was
4quite at a loss to know why, so I th~uight
I would take a walk. I went outside and
looked up into the glorious blue sky and
saw a full moon. Every communist has a
peculiar type of mind and a most peculiar
outlook, and the member for Middle Swan
is, perfectly fitted on those two grounds to
be a -leading member of the commullist
party of -any country.

Mr. Grayden; You cannot offer a logical
atrgumezt; you must concentrate on abuse.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE : He hias all the
mental characteristics which go to make a
communist. There is not a shadow of doubt
about that. He is reckless, irresponsible,
unbalanced and illogical to the utmost de-
gree. I think the member for 'Middle Swan
would be advantaging- himself consider-
ably if lie could, but I doubt if he could,
in future try to justify his own position
in public life as a member of the 'Party
to which be belongs, and as a guardian of
the sys3tem of capitalism which the Liberal
Party exists to protect and advance.
Primarily and fundamentally, that is the
responsibility upon the shoulders of the
member for Middle Swan. But he has that
destructive mental twist which, as I sug-
gested a few moments Wg, is the very
thing which makes every communist a com-
munist. If the material circumstances of
the life of the member for Middle Swani
had been unfavourable instead of being ex-
tremely favourable, he might today have

been the.Williams, of the Coal Miners Fed-
eration or the Thornton of the Ironworkers
Union, or the Healy of the Federated Sea-
men's Union, or one of the other leading
communist vermin of Australia.

Mr. Kelly:- Instead of that, be is a
fellow-traveller of the Premier.

Hon. A. H. Pahton: Which is worse!

Ron. A. Rt. G. HAWKE: I now want to
say a few words about one of the systems
of capitalistic exploitation which has been
operating in this State for some time, which
this present Government has been encourag-
inga and abetting, and which the member
for Middle Swan, by supporting and help-
ing it to remain in office, has also been aid-
ing and abetting. I refer~ to the Black
Diamond coalmining leases and the Black
Diamond open-cut coal deposit. It will be
remembered that this matter was exhaus-
tively debated in this House last year when
it was shown beyond any shadow of doubt
that the Government had sabotaged the
activities of the State Electricity Comnris-
sion, and had shown extreme generosity to-
wards this private company which has
flourished under the system of capitalism
operating in this State in common with the
rest of Australia. Evidently the exposure
made in this House last year of the Gov-
ernment's dealings with this company bad
a rather disturbing effect upon the mind of
the Premier, and also upon the minds of a
majority of the members of his Cabinet,
because, on the 15th November, 1948, which
was a few days after the debate had taken
place in this House, the Premier initialled
the following Cabinet minute addressed to
the Minister for Mines and which is at p.
85 of Crown Law Department File No.
4640-46:-

Cabinet agrees that Mr. Lord (geologist)
and Mr. Foxall, (Mining Engineer) be
despatched at once to Collie to examine and
report upon what is being dlone on the Black
Diamond open-cut and to advise whether
methods and places most suitable for the early
extraction of coal are teineg used; if their
report is to the contrary, consideration to be
given to the Government's refusing to pay the
cost of removing overburden in excess of what
would be required if most suitable methods and
places were used.

It is very clear from the contents of that
Cabinet minute that members of the Gov-
ernment bad been severely rattled by the ex-
posures made in the House last Ottober by
Opposition members-~in connection with the
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development, tp that date, of the Black
Diamond open-cuts by Amalgamated Col-
lieries Ltd. Messrs. Lord and Foxall visited
Collie and made their report as required by
the Government. That report seems to me
very largely neither one thing nor the other.
It is not congratulatory to the company in
reslpect of the methods it had used nor was
it in condemnation of those methods. Ap-
parently the Government was not satisfied,
and it arranged for a coalmining engineer,
Mr. J. Johnstone of Sydney, to visit Collie
for the purpose of mnhking a detailed exam-
ination in order that he might report to the
Government what he considered about the
matter.

Before 'Mr, Johnstone's report is reached
on the file, we come to another very import-
ant matter that should appeal to the mncm-
1)er for Middlfe Swan and should cause him,
in exactly one month's time, to get up and
make a violent speech in condemnation of
his own Government-if the welfare of the
people is his prime consideration, as he lea
us to believe it was tonight. The informa-
tion on the file, to which I allude, is to the
effect that Mr. Johnson of Amalgamated
Collieries Ltd., stated that assistance to the
total of £90,000 was required by his com-
pany for the purchase of equipment to de-
Velop) the Black Diamond open-cut leases.

Mr, MNay: That would he for the over-
burden, would it not?

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE:- Mr. Johnson
claimed that the net value of the assets of
his, company was £300,000, but that the last
financial statement and balance sheet of the
concern were for the year ended the 30th
June, 1945. He pointed out that none had
been prepared since as the price of coal had
not been finalised with the Railway Depart-
ment. When this same M1r. Johnson of Amal-
gamated Collieries Ltd. goes to the Govern-
ment, it always says "Yes" to him and to
M.Nr. Downing. So here we have Mr. Johnson
saying to the Government that the company
requires £00,000 from it to enable his com-
pany to purchase the necessary equipment to
assist in developing the open-cut dii the
Black Diamond leases, and telling the Gov-
ernment that there was no financial state-
ment or balance sheet covering the com-
pany's operations beyond the 30th June,
1945. On page 90b of the file--I do not
know why there is any "b" needed in the
numbering of the pages-there is noted a

minute from the Premier to the Minister
for Mines and marked "urgent."1 It reads-

II agree' to a guarantee to support purchase
of equipment specified in statement given to
Treasury on 15th December, 1948, to a limit
of £90,000.

Hon. A. H. Panton:- Ye gods!I

Ron. A. R. G. HAWKE: So we see that,
with little or no trouble and with very little.-
hesitation, the Government again says "4Yes"y
to 1Mi Downing and Mr. Johnson, of Amal-
gamated Collieries Ltd., and in effect seeks
to take practically the whole of the financial
risk associated with this development in
order that this private company, this
capitalistic concern, might he able to go
ahead smoothly and without taking any
financial risks of its own and for the par-
pose of making its profits through be-
ing, in effect, the agent of the Government
in the production of coal from the open-
cuts. On pagec 97a of the file the followingll
app'ears:

Mr. Johnson mentioned that in nll his deal-
ings with the Government lie bad anticipated
a guarantee at the Hank of New South Wales3.
We ask-

This is the manag-er of the Perth office of
the Rural and Indulstries Bank writing-
-that he take whatever he required and the
Government be prepared to give, from us, and
if his board be not agreeable it will make a
further approach to the Government.

Here again we have the statement by M1r.
Johnson that in all his dealings with the,
Government in Connection with the Black
Diamond coal leases, he anticipated that the
Government would give the company a
guarantee at the Bank of New South Wales-
On page 97b we find that the Assistant
tinder Treasurer, on the 14th January, notes
that the company had verbally advised the
Premier that the consent of the preference
shareholders of the company had been oh-
tamned for the horrowing of a further
£C90,000. I should think so, too, under the
conditions of that gtuarantee hy the Govern-
m ent.

The Minister for Housing: The company
had to surrender its first charges to the
Government, and that is -whby the consent,
was given.

Hon. A. R. G. HIAWKE:* There is noth-
ing on the file to that effect.

The Premier: Yes, a first charge over all
their assets.
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Hon. A. II. G. HAWKE:- Then the papers
-were sent to the Minister for Housing for
his perusal.

Mr. Marshall: That is the end of it.

The Minister for Housing: They were
right then.

Hon. A. R. 0. HAWKE: And apparently
the Minister sent them back without com-
ment.

34r. Marsholl: Of icourse. Hle was dis-
gusted with the lot of it!

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE. Proceedings In
connection with the guarantee for £00,000
went along and were finalised. The Bank
of New South Wales was to have priority
over the Government -with regard to the
securities it held over the company's assets.
The point I am mostly concerned about in
this regard is this: Why could not this
transaction have been handled completely
by the Government's own banking institu-
tion, the Rural and Industries Bank? Here
we have the Government giving Amalga-
mated Collieries Ltd. a guarantee to the
company's own bank for £90,000, against
which the company could draw from the
Bank of New South Wales. What a won-
dei'ful proposition that was for the Bank of
New South Wales! It had Amalgamated
Collieries drawing on its funds to the maxi-
mum of £00,000 and the Government's own
Rural and Industries Bank guaranteeing a
private bank, in respect of every penny of
that expenditure.

The Rank of New South Wales could not
lose in any circumstances because, if for
any reason anything went wrong- with the
company's operations on the Black Dia-
mond leases, the Government, through the
Rural and Industries Bank, was bound to
guarantee the Bank of N_ ew South Wales
and meet any losses incurred. So my prime
interest in this matter is to know why the
Rural and Industries' Bank could not have
financed the complete operation without go-
ing to a private hank. I think the M1inister
for Uousinr will agree that that is a perti-
nent question.

I wish to quote the report of Mr. Jaie"
Johnstone. the coal mining engineer from
New Sout4 Wales, because I consider that
his report justified completely the doubts
and tears which the debate in this House
last year created in the minds of the
Premier and at least some other me-fibers

of the Ministry. Mr. Johnstone's report
consists of three page.% and the vital sec-
tions Arc on the third page. He said-

There is no doubt some sound reason, un-
known to me, why operations were commenced
at the extreme end of the area held by the
compiany instead of near Westralia holding,
where the grade is less, the operational area
greater and where the railway is only a few
chains away, Also as to why they extended
their stripping operations over such a big area
before commencing coal extraction.

I cannot agree with the set-up of carting
the coal an extra two miles to the Co-operative
Colliery screens, where the existing facilities
of screening and cleaning have not the con-
venience or capacity to handle a much in-
creased output.

There is a splendid site available at Allan-
son Siding near the old Westralia Colliery,'
where facilities for handling this open-cut coal
and where special screening and cleaning
facilities of a semi-portable nature could have
been erected, which would have not only re-
duced the cost of carting, but would have
enabled this coal to be given special treat-
ment, independent of labour and industrial
reactions of another colliery.

The following are Mr. Johnstone 's conclu-
rdonc.-l

34r. Sweeney (Superintendent at Collie for
Amalgamated Collieries Ltd.) was very reluc-
tant to discuss the subject-matter, but fromt
my observations and impressions there sem
to have been a lack of technical data and an
extreme haste to get into operation, which in-
flueuccd the company to commence at the fur-
thest-sway point and to erect screeniing fascili-
ties at the other extreme end.

T suggest that an operat ional area should be
fully proven and then opened near Westralia.
in the No. I seam, this area to be worked
simultaneously with the Black Diamond area
so as to balance costs and increase output.

Even at this stage I wvould reommend fo-
your consideration that the coal loading and
screening point for open-cut coal should be at
or near Allanson Siding.

The third page of M3r. Johnstone 's report
occurs at page 97 of the file. I should like
to kinow from the Premier, in view of the
very clear-cut declarations by Mr. 3obn-
stone, whvether the Government has decided
to Parry out the threat contained in the
Premier's minute of the 15th November,
1948, wherein he stated that if it were
found on expert investigation that the comn-
pany's methods had been uneconomical
and extravagant, the Government would
pay the company only for the removal of
such overburden as the Government con-
sidered was necessary to enable the coal to
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be obtained from the open-out on a reason-
able basis. This is what the Premier's
minute of the 15th November said:

If their report is to the contrary, considera-
tion to be given by the Government to refusing
to pay the cost of removing overburden in ex-
cess of what would be required if most suitable
methods and places were used.
Mr. Johinstone proved beyond any shadow
of doubt in his report that the company
hiad not developed the open-cut in the best
positions, had covered a much wider area
'of country and consequently had handled a
much greater quantity of overburden than
was necessary. Thus the Premier has, in
the report from Mr. Johnstone, all the
expert evidence he requires, I imagine, to
enlable the Government to take a stand
bhpon the minute. of the 15th November,
1948.

Beading through the file after that date,
I find it abundantly dlear that the Govern-
ment would take no action of any sort
against the company. Mr. Johnstone's re-
port to the Government was dated the 20th
December, 1948. Six and a half months
have elapsed since then, end there is not a
word to be found anywhere on the Mfe of
the report having impressed the Govern-
ment to any worthwhile extent and cer-
tainly not to the extent of causing
it to take any action against Amalgam-
ated Collieries to the end of refusing to
pay the company money that the Govern-
ment would only be called upon to pay be-
cause of the inexcusable mistakes or ex-
travagance of the company in causing such
a huge quantity of overburden to be re-
moved in the early stages.

Evidently Mr. Johnstone expected that
his report would cause some unfavourable
or nasty reaction on the part of the com-
pany because, in a letter dated tbe'4th Feb.
ruary, 1949, addressed to Mr. Foxall, State
Mining Engineer, and written fromn New-
castle, New South Wales, Mr. Johnstone
stated-

You will have noticed my report on the
Black Diamond sant ndjoinihvr lcnseq on the
open-cut proposition, which was really a strong
endorsement of the Mines Department view-
point.
Evidently Mr. Johnstone's findings and
criticism of the methods adopted to develop
the open-cut on the Black Diamond leases
are a strong endorsement of the views ex-
pressed by the experts of the State Mines
Department. The letter proceeded:-

I anticipated there would be some reaction
from vested interests--

I should think he would.
-but I felt in duty bound to make my report
factual and completely neutral.
So it is very ohvious that Amalgamated Col-
lieries Ltd. did, in its development of open-
cuts on the Black Diamond leases, employ
methods which were most inefficient and ex-
travagant and which imposed on the Gov-
ernment and the people of the State a fnan-
cial charge that was ever so much headier
than it should have been. I read through
the succeeding pages of this file to ascertain
,whether the Minister f or Mines or the Gov-
ernment, or any member of it, had ex-
pressed any strong opinion on the file about
this report from Mr. Johnstone of New-
castle, and particularly to find out whether
the Government had taken any action
against the company in the matter. Evi-
dently, the minute of the Premier of the
15th November, 1948, was not tvoktl the
paper it was written on. It was a second-
hand piece of paper and so was not -worth
anything. Plainly, the Premier and his
Ministers had some strong stirrings; of con-
science at that time because of the Complete
exposure of the company and the Govern-
ment which took Place in this Chamber a
Ynonth or so previously, or they evidently
thought they should make some effort to
straighbten up Amalgamated Collieries in this
matter. They therefore obtained these re-
ports, which gave them ample round and
justification for action, yet no action of
any kind was taken.

If one reads through this fie, one will
find nothing at all subsequent to page 100
indicating that action of any kind was taken
by the Government. So presumably the
Govrnment has gone ahead making full pay-
ment to Amalgamated Collieries for every
ton and every hundredweight of overburden
which the company removed, irrespective of
whether it was necessary for the overburden
to be removed. There are. some further in-
teresting pages on the file after page 100,
but I do niot propose to read them all. I
should like, however, to refer to another one
or t~vo. Evidently the owners of Bell Bros.!
transportation equipment considered that it
would be uneconomical to operate the equip-
ment in this open-cut during the winter
months. They put forward some sugges-
tions to the effect that the open-cut on the
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Black Diamond coal leases ought to be closed
down for the winter months, or the worst
of them, and their transportation machinery
removed to one 'of the other open-cuts on
the Collie field.

This proposal was strangly urged by Bell
Bros. and strongly supported by the expert
officers of the Mines Department; and pos-
sibly the Government was on the point Of
doing something about adopting it, when
Mr. Downing came info the picture. He
stated-I quote from his statement at page
110 of the file--

Blick Diamond is opening up very satisfac-
torily.

Mr. Marshall: At the taxpayers' expense.
Hon. A. RI. G. HAWKE: The statement

continues-
The coal is of good quality. It is living up

to expectations and Amalgamated Collieries
are satisfied that the amount of coal available
will exceed their estimate' Amalgamated Col-
lieries are taking steps to ensure that the cut
can be worked through the wet weather and
the company is satisfied that the difwiuties
envisaged by Bell are exaggerated and th~at
production of 300 tons per day can be main-
tained.

Mr. May: An interested party!
Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: At page 112

there is a minute from the State Mining
EngiRneer, '1r. FoxalI, addressed to the
Under Secretary for Mines, in which he
comments on Mr. Downing's statement, por-
tion of which T have just read. Mr. Foxall's
minute states-

Despite the letter hereunder I still feel that
the Black Diamond open-cut cannot inijiutain
ain output of anything like 300 tons pier day
during, the wet weather. ' Bell Bros. a re the
people operating the removal of overanrden
and their statements in this regard must have
some force. Their desire to have the wear
and tear on their vehicles reduced is very
understandable and .a ceonsiderably increased
cost 'will he incurred. I do not think that
doubling tine output from the Stockton open-
cut during the winter months would exhaust
the coal from that area as is suggested.

Suggested, of course, by Mr. Downing! I
thought that after reading that minute there
would be somewhere on a later page of the
file a decision or direction by the Mlinister
for Mlines, or by the Government, but I
have read through the file from that date,
which was the 22nd 'March of thir year,
to the latest page on the file, which is dated
the 17th June, 1949, and I find nothing there
at all on that proposal either from the

Minister or from the Government, So ap-
parently and obviously the Government in
tbis matter, as in all its negotiations with
Amalgamated Collieries, is _allowing that
company to have its own way, irrespective'
of the effect upon the operations of
Bell Bros. and irrespective, too, ap-
parently, of the effect upon the pro-
duction of coal at Collie. It might be, of
course, that some Minister did decide some-
thing or that the Government did; hut if so
there is no record of it upon the file, which,
as I have pointed out, is made up to the
19th June of this year. If something has
been done since then there is no record of
it in these papers. The evidence available
on the Aile only goes to prove still further
how much this Government is a "Yes"
Government to Amalgamated Collieries.

Mir. Marshall: And all other vested inter-,
ests, too.

Hfon, A. Rt. 0. HAWEE: Instead of the
Government directing the development of
the coal fields, instead of its running Amal-
gamated Collieries if anybody is to run any-
body, we find the reverse is the position,
that Amalgamated Collieries, Ltd., is run-
ning the Government in regard to coal-
mnining propositions in which it has a finan-

il interest.

The Minister for lI niwing: There is not
the sliZhtest foundaticn for that statement.
In fact, We are the unDpopular poop1" with
Amalgamated Collieries.

Hon. A. Ri. G. HAWKE: Yes, we know
how unpopular the, Government is with
Amalgamated Collieries! I would not he at
all surprised, knowving the company as I
do, if it were at the Government day after
day and week after week for wore conces-
sions, more privileges, more advantages,
more money for nothing! As a matter of
fact, the company would be justified in
making such approaches continually to the
Government because of the Government's
attitude and policy ever since it has been
in office and because of its saying "Yes,''
to almost everything which the company,
and especially Mr. flowning, put up
to it. It stands to reason that if
you are negotiating with someone or some-
one is negotiating with you end you say
"Yes" to everything that is put up to yohi,
no matter how uinreasonable the proposi-
tions are from time to time, that person
will get the idea that he has you where
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he wants you and will continue to make
requests, exorbitant and unreasonable re-
quests, believing that you are unable to say
."No" to what be puts forward.

The Minister for Housing: They are
just the ones who do not ask for something
for nothing.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: We all remem-
ber very vividly and with great interest
the speech made by the Minister for Hous-
ing in reply to the motion of no confidence
in the Governmient which was moved last
year in connection with this matter. We
all remembrer how the Minister stood up as
the first speaker to reply for the Govern-
ment and how he skilfully, to some extent,
and certainly carefully and comvpletely
evaded. every issue.

The Minister for Housing: Completely
met every issue.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: Avoided every
issue. So mnuch so that the member for
Victoria Park, when he spokii, felt bound
to say that the Minister for Housing in
his reply had put up the greatest smoke-
screen ever developed in this Parliament.
So I amn not in the position of having to
put forward my- point of view in regard
to the attitude of the Minister on this mat-
ter, but I rely on the point of view of an
Independent member of the House who has
no axe to grind and no political party to
serve; and the spontaneous opinion of the
Independent member for Victoria Park
was at that time, and still is, that the
speech of the Minister for Housing consti-
tuted the greatest smoke-screen ever de-
veloped in this Parliament.

The Minister for Housing: He has
changed his opinion since then, I am sure.

Hon. A. H. 0. HAWKE: We all know
the Minister very well. We all have a very
great respect for his ability. W e know
the capacity he possesses, to put forward a
case when he has onie.

Mr. Marshall: When he has none.
Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: There is not the

slightest shaow of doubt that the Minister
for Housing, if he had had a case when
the Government 'a handling of this mattos
-was attacked in this House somle seven or,
eight months, ago, would have submitted
bhat ease and would have dealt with essen-
tint issues. But the Minister did not do
that because he dlid not have a eAse to pre-
sent in respect of the essential issues. So,

ats suggested by the member for Murchisos,
the Minister for Housing is also capable
of putting up a case when he has not *got
one and on that occasion he did put up a
case when he did not have one-

The Minister for Housing: The member
for Murchbison was making a mischievous
reniark; that is all,

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: -by developing
the greatest smoke-screen ever developed
in this Parliament in connection with any
matter. Earlier today the Premier, wh 'en
the Leader of the Opposition was speaking,
wanted to know where the Government bad
expended any money that was not justifi-
ably and wisely espended. In respect of
this matter I would say that the Premier
is a financial hep-eat, which I understand
means that he is a Treasurer who dances
and jumps and contorts himself in all the
most extravagant and weird ways possible;
and there is no doubt that as Treasurer
of thiis State he has certainly contorted
hitaselt in the most weird and wonderful
ways in connection with the relationships
of his Government and Amalgamated Col-
lieries Ltd., particularly with regard to the
Black Diamond coal leases.

THE INISTER FOR HOUSING (Hon.
R. R. Mcflonald-West Perth) J[11.15i]. I
have sat for a long time and felt that I
would like to stand up for a few minutes
and have a little enjoyment in this debate
by saying a few words about the references
made h-r the member for, Nor tham. The hon.
member tins a singular capatcity for finding
diffiulties in the most simple and obvious
mnatters.

The Minister for Education: Hear, hear!

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Some
day he, may bring along something '-which
will require an answer, but so far they are
Just too easy.

Mr.* May: No smoke- ;crecns now!

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: It is
all a very simple story.

Mr. Reynolds:- All stories are simple.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: And
a very true story. It is resolved in one cir-
cumstane, namely that this Government
didl not intendI to open a State coalmine; and
that determiapmtion was due to no more than
the ohiscrvane~ of the p~olicy on which the
Government had been elected, which was
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that it did not intend to engage in socialistic
objectives. That involved the withdrawal
of an idea that had been carried out by an
Executive Council minute passed the day
before the preceding Government left office
or the day prior to the election at which it
was defeated. The project towards the State
coahmine hadl got that far. It took legal
shape by the resumption the day, I think,
before the election on' the 15th March, 1947,
of certain Black Diamond leases which were
owned by the company. It could hardly
bp said to have been born at that stage; but
whatever simile we may take there, it did
not grow tip any further.

Mr. Hoar: It was conceived but not de-
livered.

The -i11N(STE3R FOR HOUSING: Those
leases which had belonged to Amalgamated
Collieries and were their property, and in
respect of which they would have bad a
claim to he paid by the State the value
thereof, were returned to the company
to which the State had ranted the leases
many years previously.

2Mr. May: Nobody would have opened an
open-cut where they did.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSIING: I will
come to that in a moment. Thereupon, in
view of a threatened serious shortage in coal
supplies, especially at Christmastime of that
year-a circumstance which had occurred
periodically at that time f or years before
with the preceding Government-the com-
pany proceeded to open an o1pen-cnt on the
Black Diamon4d lease-s in response to a re-
quest from the Government for it to do so
at the earliest moment.

Mr. Mar: It took the company eight
months to get coal.

The -MINISTER FOR HOUSIG: Tile
company did it, and it got coal before the
end of that year.

11on. A. ft. G. Hlawke: How much?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Only
A small amount.

Hon, A. R. 0. Hnwke: It was one ewt.

The -MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
Electricity Commission, in giving evidence
before the Royal Commissioner who in-
quired into the Collie field, if my milmory
i-4 right--I have not looked into these things
for some time-expressed the opinion that
coal would ha obtained from the Black

Diamond leases in 1950. I do not want to
be bound regarding that date, but I believe
it is what was said. This company which
was asked to try to get coal by the end of
the year, or early in the New Year, 'when the
miners went on holiday, opened the open-
cut and obtained coal, certainly in only
small quantities, before the end of the year.
That was a performance for which it is
entitled to credit from every impartial per-
son.

Mr. May: The amount was 103 tons, was
it not?

Hon. A. Rt. G. Hawke: One cwt.
The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: It

has been the policy in the coalmining, indus-
try for, shall I say, 25 years, based on re-
ports made by expert people like Dr. Her-
man and Mr. Justice Davidson, that coal
shall be paid for by the Government, which
takes some So per cent. or more of the pro-
duction of the Collie field, at a price which
is settled from time to time, 021( which re-
imburses the company with the cost of pro-
duction, including the removal of over-
burden from open-cuts, and allows the
company a eertgiin hitherto fixed profit on
the coal taken by the Crown, or Crown in-
strumentalitic;, of approximatel-y £18,500
a year.

The terms on which the Black Diamond
was to he operated were, in principle and
in substance, the saime as had been deter-
mined at the end of 1946 when the Wailsend
op 'en-cut was started, in the time of the
member for MYirehison. Speaking from
memory-I have not seen the papers since
last year and I do not want to be tied down
too completely-there was laced in the
agreement regarding the Black Diamond, in
order to get vway from one of the weak-
nesses of the old agreement under which the
company got no more when it increased
production than when it had a imall pro-
duction, a provision hy which it got paid
certain lump sumns according to the amount
of coal produced, these lumpj sums being
arrived at, substantially, on the basis of the
remuneration laid down in the Wallsend
agreement of 1946.

Hon. A. R. 0. Hawke: Has any agree-
ment yet been fin alised and signed!

The MINISTER. FOR HOU'SING: Yes.
Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: 'Where is it?

The MINISTER FOR ROUSING: I
could not say that.
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Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: It should be on the
file.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: It
may be on another file.

Hon. A. R. -. Hawke: We asked for all
the papers to be tabled.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I am
not acquainted with that. I can ask the
Minister. It may be a Crown Law aile.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: This is a Crown
Law file.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: It
may be a Mines Department file. In con-
nection with the major task of opening up
a new mine, or even an open-mit, especially
when it is developed, as is necessary now,
by modern machinery, a large capital ex-
Penditure is involved. It has been the prac-
tice of past Governments to render financial
assidstance to enterprises which it is con-
sidered are for the good of the State. If I
remember rightly, past Governments have
given financial assistance to the Griffin
Company to enable it to proceed with more
modern plant for its entefprise. Allow. me
to s 0y that that was a most wise and pru-
dent action on the part of the Government
as an encouragement to the company to de-
velop its mine on modern methods with
modern equipment. Regarding the Black
Diamond, there was the necessity for extra
miodern equipment to deal with the open-
cut.

What I want to say with regard to Amad-
gamated Collieries Ltd. is that, as I under-
standl the transaction, that company has
always been prepared, it it has received any
advances, to pledge all its assets by way of
mortgage. It, theref ore, takes the financial
liability and the State, in respect of any
money it advances, has first charge on the
company's assets, in priority to any claim
by the shareholders in the event of its be-
ing necessary to realise on the claim. It
may well be that, in the interests of the
State, further advances should be made to
this company to enable it to carry out its
mnechanisation programme so that it can
produce the quantity of coal which Western.
Australia, as a developing State, will re-
quire in the future. But as far as the
£90,000, which has-been involved in the pur-
chase of modern equipment, especially for
the Black Diamond lease, is concerned, let

me remind the member for Northeam of ad-
vances made, to which I take no exception,
to other enterprises from which the State
hopes to obtain some benefit. Allow me to
think of Chamberlain Industries.

When that finance was agreed upon, Amal-
gamated Collieries Ltd. had been dealing
with the Bank of New South Wales and it
had, I think, two or three accounts. It
is a common thing for a company to
have two or three accounts which are kept
tinder different headings and relate to dif-
ferent aspects of its business. One Account
may be ini debit and another in credit in the
one financial institution. In such a ease, the
company can make an arrangement-a com-
mon one-by which the credit balance of
one account can be set off against the debit
of another account, and that is a very con-
veonient thing to do. In this case it was, I
think, the most convenient arrangement.
The Rural and Industries Bank could make
no representations to the contrary. The most
convenient thing was that the company
should carry on with its existing bankingj
arrangements by which an account which
was in credit with the Bank of New South
Wales could be set off against a debit, and
that the bank should be allowed to make
Any necessary advances, subject to control
by the Rural and Industries Bank and with
the support of that bank's guarantee; and
as I understand the position, the preference
shareholders gave their consent to this
grunartee. Any mone-y advanced and the
position of the Rural and Industries Bank
wvould be secured by a legal charge over the
assets of the company.

Hon. A. R. G-. Hawke: Secondary to the
c harge of the Bank of New South Wales.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
think any charge to that bank would be
nominal. As far as I know, the company's
operations by way of overdraft to the
flank of New South Wales would reach a
comnparativply small figure only. If I re-
member rightly-subject to the shortness of
one's recollection-an arrangemert was
made precisely similar to that in respect of
Chamberlain Indusfries, a firm which deals
with the E.S. and A. Bank, its position
beingm supported by a guarantee from the
Rural and Industries Bank.

Hon. A. R. G-. Hawke: The position
there is not parallel at all.
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Th e MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
think it bears a very close resemblance, and
it is an interesting opportunity for com-
parison. There are reasons, not always the
same in different cases, why the Rural and
Industries Bank should, on behalf of the
State, support an industry by a guarantee
to a trading bank that does the work of
passing out the money and keeping the ac-
counts, Any talk about Ean anticipated
guarantee, which seemed to disturb the
member for Northam so much, is without
any substance at all. Everyone knew that
when the open-cut on the Black Diamond
leases was opened up it would cost money.
From my recollection of the correspondence
I think it was well known that any finance
necessary to implement the project would
receive the consideration of the Government.
TC we are to stand back and not get people
to undertake large finaucing in order to
make rapid increases in our coal produc-
tion, we will go without a lot of coal that
could otherwise be got.

Mr. Mhy: I will bet you had a shock
when you found out what the expense was.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I had
no shock at all. That enterprise has been
run with extraordinary success. In spite
of the dismal prognostications that I lis-
tened to last year, that open-cut was
opened and produced coal before the end of
that year-even though only a small quan-
tity. It has been producing coal at the rate
of from 200 to 250 tons per day.

Mr. May: And the~ Stockton produced
1,000 tons per day!

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: One
thousand tons per week.

Mr. May: I am referring to the open-cut.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: That
is a different proposition. The Black Dia-
mond open-cut was the subject of dismal
prognostications last year, but it has in fact
been opened up and has produced adii-
ably. In fairness to the company I must
say that it has done a good job and has
lived up to the full ex.pectations and to the
promises made regarding the production to
he obtained from the Black Diamond open-
cut. Not only that, but that open-cut, while
it has been a steady, valuable and suibstan-
tial producer will, I believe, before lotg be
producing on a still larger scale. We may
say what we like in this House, and the
member for Northam may entertain any

illusions he desires with regard to Amal-
gamated Collieries Ltd., but I think we
should be fair and realise that when a good
job has been done according to promise and
schedule, the people concerned should re-
ceive credit for it.

lHon. A. H. G. Hawke: The Government
provides all the money.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: It
has put the Black Diamond on the same
basis as under the arrangement made by the
hon. member's Governiiient in the past.
We are continuing the same arrTungement.
It is a bad arrangement, and io one wishes
to continue it as it obtained in the time
of the hon. members Government. Neither
the Electricity Commission, the ]Railway
Department nor the country wants it.

Ron. A, R. G. Hawke: The Electricity'
Commission wants to produce its own coal,
but your Government will not allow that.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: We
(10 not intend to undertake. the setting up
of a State coahnine, and no-one who has
read the history of State eoalinine8 would
differ from the view taken by the Govern-
ment.

Hon. A. H. Panton: In England they
made £24,000,000 profit this year.

The 'MINISTER FOR HOUSING: What
we are trying to do is for the first time
to put coal production at Collie on some-
thing- like a worthwhile basis that will com-
mand the support of all parties and provide
an incentive to production, instead of being,
as the past agreement has been, a dead hand
on production. The hon. member also raised
the old question of .whether the Black
Diamond open-cut is in the right place. On
such miatters opinionsdaiffer. The op~inion;S of
doctors, lawyers and even Parliamentarians
differ. Otherwise we would not have our
famous Party system. When the Black
Diamond site was opened up, it was done by
people who knew something shout the Collie
field, I will not for one moment disparage
-)r, Johnstone but I do say he was a new-
comer to the field.

Hon. A. H. Panton: WhIy did you bring.
him over?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: He
was over here and we got him to look at
the Collie field. I do not wish to disparage
his attainments, but he was a newcomer and
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the people in the company were also en-
titled to have some value given to their
opinions, as they knew something about the
field. They selected that site after inspect-
ing the bores put down by the Electricity
Commission and after they had made a con-
siderable number of bores themselves. When
the matter was raised in this House--

Hon. A. R., G. Hawke: They were very
late in getting the Electricity Commission's
bores and logs.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: They
were in plenty of time to obtain any in-
formation whi'eh those bores could give them.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: No, they were not.
Mr, May: They had already put down the

open-eut before they went to the Commis-
sion for the logs.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: They
could have got the logs if there bad been
any need for them to do so, but what does
appear on the file is that the Government
was fully alive to any question whether
there had been any want of care in the
selection of the situation of the Black Dia-
mond open-cut. Whether there had been
a want of care on which there may bave
been a difference of opinion, 'is another
thing. I would not like to take many law
suits where the mere basis is a difference of
opinion into courts of law. Ia view of some
references being made to the possibility that
the Black Diamond open-cut may not have
been on thne best site-although we know
it is on a good site because they have mined
the coal and will keep on mining it--it was
derided to ask the Mines Department engi-
neprs-

Mr. May: Provided it does not rain.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: -as
an ordinary matter of business practice, to
have a look at the site. Their report appears
on the file and they do not condemn the site
of the Black Diamond open-cut. They say
quitpecandidly that while it might appear
that the bes~t place to start open-cutting
operations would have been in the vicinity
of the old Westralian workings, the present
site was selected, after the geological sur-
vey, as one of the suitable open-cut sites
and the easy access to the main road is a
point in its favour. There was nothing
in the report of the Mines Department ex-
perts which would give any basis for sub-

stantiating a claim that a gross error had
been made in the selection of the open-cut
site.

Mr. Triat: What about reading the re-
port of the Mines Department engineer, Xr.
Foxall, which was read out some time ago?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I am
quoting from his report. It is signed
by M1r. Foxall and Mr. Lowe, of the Geo-
logical Department, and there was nothing
whatever in their report which would justify
the claim that a serious error had been
made in the selection of the open-cut site.

Mfr, May: I think they were very generous
towards you.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: That
maLy or may not he. However, I have not
heard from the company's new engineer any
condemnation of the open-cut site and he is, I
believe, a man of very great experience and
an authority on coalmining matters. There-
fore I do not want members to tell me that
there is any evidence whatsoever, of any
value or substance, to support a claim that
a serious error has been made in the selec-
tion of the site for the open-cut. That will
always be a matter of opinion in almost
every ease.

Hon. A. R. 0. Hawke: Will you read
page 3 of Mr. Johnstone's report?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
will leave that to the hon. member. Per-
s;onally I have no objection.

Hon. A. R, G. Hawke: The Government
paid him £132 for it.

'The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: And
nirher things, too.

lion. A. R. G. lIawkc: 'No.

The M1NISTER FOR HOUSING: Ys .

lion. A. R. G. Hawke: 'No.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Those
arc the facts regarding the Black TDiamond
open-cut, and I have had sufficient experi-
ence of coalmining in the last two years as
the representative of the portfolio of Mine.,
in this Chamber, to know that there is
hardly any side of it upon which people
do not differ. The member for Murehison
himself knows that people differ about where
a mine should be opened up, how it should
he opened up and about all sorts of details,
and one opinion may he as good as another.
In view of the expert report obtsin~d in
response to the Premier's minute on the
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file, surely there is nothing to suggest or
justify an implication that any serious error
has been made in the selection of the site.

The member for Northam made refer-
enice, in an apologetic manner, to whether
the opinion of Bell Bros., that coal could
not be obtained in the winter months, or
that of the company-and no doubt that
of its engineer, who stated that coal
could be obtained--should prevail. I
have a great respect for Bell Bros. They
are very enterprising people and I know
the company's engineer, Mr. Rowe, is a
competent man. Last December I was in-
formed by, the chairman of the Joint Coal
Board, in Sydney, that Mr. Rowe is one
of the best coal engineers in Australia. He
is a man who has just returned f romn
America where he went for the purpose of
becoming right up-to-date in the latest
technology on coalmining.

Mr. May: He had nothing to do with the
opening of the Black Diamond open-cut.

The M1INISTER FOR HOUSING: I am
not saying he did, hut I am stating that he
probably had a word or two to say whether
coal could be obtained from the Black
Diamond in winter. Again, that -is a mat-
ter of opinion, but the fact remains that
so far, up to this stoppage, coal has been
obtained during the -winter, although I will
admit, it has not been a very heavy winter.

Hon. A. U. G. Hawke: It is not winter
at all.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: How-
ever, I am prepared, without being dog-
matic, to see what takes place during this
winter, and I would not be surprised if
all the coal required, or all that can be oh-
tained, is obtained from the Black Dia-
mond without any interference of ma-
terial nature from winter conditions. That
postscript of the hon. member we can leave
on one side.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke- Has a deeition
been made upon the point? That is what
I wanted to know., Anyhow, it does not
matter.

The MiNISTER FOR HOUSING: I can-
not sit in the office of the Minister for
Mines and also in the office of the Minis-
ter for Housing at the same time. I suffer
from that limitation and I do not want to
say more than I know about coal, although
I have no doubt that the matter has been
dealt with in the ordinary way by the Min-

ister, That, I think, is all I need to say
as regards my old friend, the Black Dia-
mond, which has turned out to be a black
diamond as far as this State, and the in-
terests of this State, are concerned.

Hon. 3. B. Sleeman:- I thought it was
a white elephant.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
Black Diamond has lived up to expectations
and has delivered the goods.

Hon. A. ft. G. Hawke: Up to the com-
pany's expectations.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Up to
the expectations of the State.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke:- The company'I
expectations.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
bon. member should not let that be-
come an obsession with him. The com-
pany has delivered the goods and as a
transaction there is nothing in the Black
Diamond leases that is otherwise than can
appear, on a reasonable examination, to be
the kind of deal which should be done in
the interests of coal production in this
State. So I think I can leave the Black
Diamond controversy on that basis.

Hon. A, R. G. Hawke: I think you had
better.

The MINTSTER FOR HOUSING: Do
not, Mr. Chairman, let me hear the hon.
member adopting an old debating device
of making an assumption which he is not
able to prove. I have no claim whatever
to equal the hon. member for North am as
a debater, I am not in his class. However,
since my early days I have been interested in
this debating game; I know something of
the technique but I am not disparaging it-

Hon, A. R. . Hawke: You should not.
The MINISTER FOR HOUSING:

-when used by those who know it, like
the hon, member. But one knows that one
attempts to prove what one is trying to
prove, so we hear the hon. member talking
about disclosures and all sorts of things of
that nature which have not a fraction of
substance to support them.

Hon. A. II. 0. Hawke. Would you quote
page 3 of Mr. Johnstone's report?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Not
at this hour. I have not the slightest ob-
jection to quoting it-

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: That reprt is not
an assumption or a conjecture.
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The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: Did
the hon. member not quote it?

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: Jhat is not you
quoting it.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
thought the hon. member quoted it and I
gave him the credit of quoting it, and as-
sumed he would quote anything of value
to his case.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke; I quoted every-
thing.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: As
much as the hon. member thought worth-
while.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: I quoted Mr.
Fossil's and Mr. Lord's report.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
hon. member did not refer to it.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: Yes, I did. I said
it was neither condemnatory nor commen-
datory. It was strictly neutral.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: The
remark of the bon. member is just about
sufficient to destroy any case that he might
have tried to put up on the situation of
the open-cut. I cannot understand why a
transaction which has been natural and
simple, is in line with what has been done
previously; and will, I hope, be carried out
very much more in the future if we are to
have coal, has become such an obsession
with the hon. member, but I supp9se he
will not admit to that being so.

.MR. TRIAT (Mt. Magnet) [11.54]: It
was not my intention to speak on the Supply
Hill debate tonight, but after listening to
the member for Middle Swan I felt it was
incumbent upon me to do so. I have been
a member of the Labour Party for more
years than the hon. member is of agea at
present and when I heard his remarks to-
night I was absolutely dumbfounded. To
meet the member for Middle Swan in the
corridor and to hear him speaking from his
place in this Chamber is to see two different
men. His utterances this evening were with-
out foundation or without anything at all
to commend them to anybody. By some
strange coincidence the Minister for Housing
before he finished his statement, made the
very same remarks. Many men when holster-
ing up their statements create suspicion by
saying that this is to be 'lone and that is to

be done hut cannot prove their cases. "As-
sumption" is the word t3 use and the mem-
her for Middle Swan is definiteip full of
assumption.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: And presumption.
Mr. TRIAT: He has nothing with which

to back up his statements except a lot of
hot air. I really thought that the Supply
Bill was to be spoken on as a Supply Bill,
and therefore I had no desire to speak on
it tonight. Consequently I have no figures
in my possession. However, I know some-
thing about the Labour Party and I know,
that the statements by the member for
Middle Swan are without foundation and, in
my opinion, a fabrication to suit his own
ends.

Mr. Grayden: You cannot dtispute one
point.

Mr. TRIAT: He was probably making a
maiden speech before he stands for the Com-
monwealth Parliament. That is about what
it is, but there is no truth behind it. I have
belonged to the Labour Party for more years
than the hon. member is of age, and I can
say definitely that its members have had no
associations with the communist party and
there is no man more opposed to communism
than is Jack Triat, an ex-secretary of the
Australian Workers' Union. The member
for Middle Swan is not truthful nor depend-
able. I looked for some reason for his re-
marks, and I found in an article in a news-
paper grounds for surmising~that he is one
of the new school. We have a school for
members of the Liberal and Country League,
or I should say, the "Loosely Constructed
League,'"and it is very loosely constructed,
too. I am not suggesting that tbe members
of the front bench are loosely constructed
but the man who makes those remarks is.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: I thought you were
going to say something else.

Mr. TRIAT: The Chairman would not
permit me. In the newspaper I have before
me, the following remarks appear:-

A stock C.D.L. argument is that country
electors will have to be educated to a taste
for Liberalism..

Is that the taste they have to he educated
to acquire? This is the young men! This is
the coming generation; not the elderly men!
This is not thA member for Beverley, who
is bad enough. This is a new taste for
Liberalism. Let us take the word "taste,"
which means, as far as I am concerned,
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something one tastes with the tongue, and
when one tries to acquire a taste for some-
thing, it takes a long time to do so, especi-
ally if it is something unpleasant like castot
oil, When one goes into strange restaurants
the peculiar flavour of the food is quite un-
pleasant, but if one eats it often enough
one acquires a taste for it.

Mr. Hoar: You get a bad smell.

Mr. TRIAT: That is an acquired taste;
it is an acquired bad taste.

Mr. Gray~en: It is personal abuse.
Mr. TREAT: It is not personal ab~se, bunt

it is telling the hon. member something he
started. I am giving him facts which his
taste has been educated to acquire. To ac-
quire a taste for Liberalism one has to e~u-
cate oneself. Picture the first man who tried
to swallow an oyster! I bet it was a long
time before he got his tribe to follow his
example? One has to acquire a taste for
table delicacies such as asparagus and
pickled onions. Then often a doctor comes
along, when one is suffering from anaemia,
and he tells one to eat raw liver. I have
never met anyone who likes raw liver, but
the member for Middle Swan has a taste for
raw liver and raw meat. Savage! I wai
present at an anti-communistic rally on the
Esplanade. An anti-communist was talking
and he said, "I am the man who grinds their
faces in the dirt, hut when the communists
took to me, they round my face in the
mud." They must have been savage like the
member for Mfiddle Swan. Another peculiar
taste i4 that of the people in the Old Coun-
try for game which they hang until it is
rotten. I know of all these tastes, but the
most peculiar taste is the one we have now.
I sincerely hope, Mr. Premier, that the school
for the Liberal Party will not run much
longer if that is the type of taste you are
turning out.

Mir, Fox:- Did you say, "tripe" I
Mr. TRIAT:- No, I said, "(type," tot

"tripe." "Tripe" is a valuable food.

Mr. Hoar: Did you suggest the member
for Middle Swan should he hanged?'

Mr. TRIAT: I did not say that: I was
referring to the practice in England of
banging meat until it wras putrid. One would
not think that in this year of Our Lord, 1949,
this could occur, when we wotiad see men
getting down to this sort of thing in order

to attack those belonging to another Party.
Is this what we must expect when this school
is formed to cultivate a taste for Liberalism?
The gentlemen who represent country dis-
tricts apparently have niot cultivated that
taste.

Hon. A. A. M. Coverley: One of them
has.

Mr. TRIAT: Apart from the member for
Beverley, they have not done so.

Hon. A. H. Panton:- He must have been
the man who swallowed the first oyster.

Mr. TRIAT: The member for Beverley
is an old Western Australian and met in
that category had peculiar tastes. They
lived on bardies and marron and white ants.
That is quite correct. The oldest of tha
Western #uastralians lived on white ants.

Hon. A. R., G. Hawke: The mermber for
Middle Swan lives on red ants,

Mr. TRIAT: Has Parliament reached such
a stage when its younger members are con-
tent to attack and vilify those of the
opposing Party? I think that when anyone
like our young friend the member for Middle
Swan gets up and makes such an attack
and suggests that members opposite to him
are associates of. communists, this Parlia-
ment should take some very strong steps.
Someone in control on the Government side
should take this young gentleman aside and
say that such things are not done in these
days. As a matter of fact, I felt hurt when
I heard the member for Middle Swan niake
his statement. I have found him quite aL
nice young chap to talk to in the corridor
but, when he gets up, something goes all
wrong. He froths at the mouth and that
is a very bad sign. When it occurs in four-
legged animals, it is generally said that
they ire insane.

MR. MAY (Collie) [12.2]: As one who
has lived on the Collie coalfields for the
last 30 years, I can oni3 say that I was
rather astounded at some of the statements
the Minister for Housing made tonight with
regard to the coal industry.

Mr. Triat: Put it down to the late hour!

Mr. MAY: It does not matter how many
times the Minister attempts to justify what
has occurred with regard to the working
of the Black Diamond leases, ha will never
he able to do so from a -practical point of
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view. He cannot justify the disaster that
has occurred in that regard. From the very
inception when the open-cut was operated,
it was discovered that the original work had
been done in the wrong place. That is the
reason why subsequently the logging bores
put down by the Stat. Eleetricity Commis-
sion were sent for by Amalgamated Col-
lieries, Ltd. One has only to view the opera-
tions that have proceeded over the past 12
months to realise the blunder that was made.
I well remember the Minister for Mines
making bis famous speech at a public meet-
ing at Colie -when he said the present Gov-
erment must have~eoal and must have it
quickly, that being the reason for the open-
ing up of the Black Diamond leases.

Hon. A. It. G. Hawke: The Minister for
Railways was there too.

The Minister for Railways: He was.

Mr. MAY: But the Minister for Mines
made the statement. On the 22nd April,
1948, Bell Bros. commenced operations for
the removal of the overburden on the Black
Diamond leases. Two days before Christ-
mas, 103 tons of coal had been won from
the cut. Everyone concerned, including the
Mines Department, knew-I do not think
the Minister knew; he could-not have known
about it-that at Stockton, adjacent to the
existing railway siding, were 40 acres of
country, with only 2Sft. of overburden,
where there was coal waiting to be developed
by -means of 4n open-out. No attempt what-
ever was made to work that area. If the
Minister was justified in his statement that
the Government wanted coal and wanted it
quickly, he could have got it there.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That is correct.

Mr. MAY: From the time work on the
Black Diamond leases was started on the
22nd April, 1948, until the present day,
coal was got only two days before Christ-
mat. Now at the present stage it takes
those concerned all their time to secure an
output of 300 tons a day. If the open-cut
at Stockton with its average of 25 ft. of
overburden, had been developed, they could
be producing over 1,000 tons a day now,
and, as I mentioned earlier, the site is ad-
jacent to the railway. I ask the Committee
if any Minister for Mines could justify
the action of the Government in opening up
the Black Diamond leases in preference to
working No. 2 Stockton-if the State really

wanted coal and wanted it quicklyI There
can be -no argument about it. I do not know
why the Minister for Housing attempts to
answer the charge. He cannot justify the
proposition, nor could anyone else, in view
of what can be seen at either open-cut

References were made by the member for
Northern and the Minister for Housing to
the guarantee of £90,000 by the Govern-
ment for Amalgamated Collieries in order
that the company could purchase machinery
to assist in removing the overburden. Every
one of the 17-ton trucks, purchased by
Amalgamated Collicries out of the £90,000
guarantee, was unnecessary and the expen-
diture could have been avoided. As I said
18 months ago in this Chamber, had the
railways decided to use the siding at Allan-
son, the carting of the coal from the open-
cut to the Co-operative mine would have
been avoided. That involved unnecessary
cartege over a distance of approximately
four miles. In addition, the coat of the
trucks would have been unnecessary. The
report submitted by Mr. James Johnstone
confirms that statement. In any event, the
point is unanswerable. The fact that the
Black Diamond lease has been opened up
adjacent to the road does not cut any ice
with me. All the coal should be loaded into
the trucks at the Allanson Siding. Long be-
fore James Johnstone came over to make
his report, I mentioned that when speaking
on this subject.

There is one other aspect of this open-
cut mining that has not been dealt with and
that is, what is being done by Amalgamated
Collieries to develop the deep mines? If the
deep mines were being developed-and this
work will have to be reverted to eventually
-I should have no quarrel 'with the operat-
ing of the open-cut, but if we allow the
compajiy to work the open-cuts, develop-
mental work should be carried on in the
deep mines simultaneously. I challenge any-
body to show where any underground devel-
opment at all is being undertaken and, that
being so, what will be the position later
on?

Hion. A. H.L Panton: Another open-cut.

Mr. MAY: That is all Amalgamated Col-
lieries can think of.

Iron. A. R. G. Hawke: They get paid for
the dirt as well as for the coal.
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Mr. MAY: Unless the Government is
Prepared to Lace the situation and compel
the company to develop the deep 1mines,8
the cool industry in this State will in a few
Years reach a state of chaos. At present,
the company is groping in every corner of
the deep mines to find enough places at
which to keep the men employed. If one
studied the reports of the Inspector of
M1ines from month to month, one would find
statements that if something were not done
to this mine or to that mine, very shortly
there would not he a mine. That is the posi-
tion. I repeat my challenge to any mining
engineer to find any development work go-
ing on in the deep mines.

Where are present methods leading us
Eventually we shall find ourselves in the
position of being dependent upon coal from
open-cuts because there will be no develop-
mnent in the deep mines where coal can be
produced. The only place on the field where
there has 'been any development in recent
years is at the Wyvern Mine. There an
honest attempt has been made to develop the
mine according to the latest methods, and
prerautions have been taken to obtain the
requisite machinery so that a deep mine
may be operated on the most approved
lines. If Amalgamated Collieries were spend-
ing some of the, money that the Government. is
providing for Similar work in its mines, 1
-would say it wa~s money well spent, but if
State money is to be used for the removal of
unnecessary overburden for open-cut mining,
all I can say is that it is a crying shame.
When the State finds itself in such a mess
that it has no deep mines where coal can be
produced1 it will be too late to call some-
body to account. This is the time to take
action; otherwise we shall reach the stage
when -we shall have no deep mines at all.

Despite what the Minister has stated,
the Black Diamond open-cut was developed
in the wrong place. Since that cut has
been opened by the removal of the over-
burden, it has been left because it was
found that the seams struck were tipping
one in three, and there is no machine that
can work on such a dip for the simple rea-
son that every shovel or excavator workc-
ing on such a steep line "does in"' all the
big ends. Not a ton of coal has been taken
out of that part and a serious mistake was
made in starting operations there.'

Hon. A. II. . Hawks: Bat the Govern-
ment paid for the removal of all the dirt.

Mr. MAY: No, the taxpayers paid for
it. I1 realise that it is useless to flog a
dead horse, but unless action is taken to
bring the deep mines into development, we
shall reach a critical state of affairs. It
was very difficult to listen patiently to the
Minister's trying to justify the action taken
regarding the open-cut. We know that
there is coal adjacent to the Allanson sid-
ing without going to the Black Diamond
leases, and there is much less overburden
at that point. If coal is wanted, and
quickly, that is the place to get it. Imagine
spending eight months on the removal of
overburden before a ton of coal was ob-
tained! Where is the justification for the
Minister's statement that he 'wanted coal,
and wanted it quickly?'

I hope action will be taken by the Gov-
ernment to ensure that a reliable engineer
-not one controlled by Amalgamated Cob-
lieries-will be appointed to the field, a
man equal in capacity to, or even more
highly qualified than, any now employed
there, in order to make sure that the State'Is
interests and not merely vested interests
are protected. Let us do something about
this position and do it quickly; hand in
hand with the working of the open-cuts let
us do some development work. We passed
legislation last year giving power to en-
force development of the deep coalmines,
but so far I have seen no effort made to
give effect to it.

The fact that no engineer has been
secured by the Government to date does
not mean that the Government has escaped
its responsibility, because members wrill re-
call that provislon was made for the ap-
pointment of a temporary engineer pend-
ing the finding of an engineer for whom the
Government -was looking. So far as I am
aware, neither the State Mining Engineer
nor any engineer from the Mines Depart-
ment has been sent to Collie to report od
the situation since the Act was passed. I
implore the Government to take action to
ensure that the development of the deep
coalmines at Collie will proceed hand in
hand with the open-cuts, so as to catch up
the leeway that has taken place in connec-
tion with the development of the deep
mines.
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Hon, 3. B. SLEEMAN: I moves-
That progress be reported.
Motion put and negatived.

EON. 3. R. SLEEMAN (Fremantle)
[12.23]: 1 was hoping a little while ago
that we might have been able to withhold
Supply from the Government before the
clock struck 12, but unfortuAately we could
not do so before that time. What a glorions
beginning it would be for the 13th -July,
1049, if we could withhold Supply anid send
the Government and its supporters back to
their master;, and by masters I maean the
electors of the State, a small majority of
whom returned them to power. I am not,
of course, referring to the masters of the
Parties in power. That reminds me of a
recent A.B.C. hroadcast of a speech made
by the member for Irwin-Moore, in which
he said that Mr. Downing-shout whom we
have heard so much-had demanded from
the Premier that all Government legislation
should first be sent along to the Party for
perusal before it was introduced in the
House. At the time I thought that was a
bit far-fetched.

The Premier: I say it is very far-fetched-

Hon. J. B. SLERZMAN: I am beginning-
to believe that the mnember for Irwin-Moore
is right. I did not think so when I heard
the broadcast. We find 'Mr. Downing is
popping up everywhere. He seems to be
the man behind the guns of the Amalga-
mated Collieries. Hle demanded the
£90,000 about which we heard so much to-
night. The Government should be sent
hack to its masters because it has done
the things it ought not to have done and
has left undone so many things it should
have done.

The Minister for Lands: You would get
a hell of a shock if the Government was.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: If the Minister
would only speak up--

The Minister for Lands: I did speak up.
I cannot help it if you are hard of hearing.

Hon. 3. 1B. SLEEMAN:- I am not. The
Minister should not mumble in his whiskers1
but speak up like a man. We have heard
much about the trouble at Collie and about
the Government giving its friends quite a
large amount of money for mining
coal. We have also heard of other things
that the Government has done. We have

heard how it has helped the pastoralists in
the North-West. The member for Kimnber-
ley the other night told us how the Govern-
meat bad sold to its friends in the North-
West sheep at a ridiculously low price.
The member for Kimberley also told us how
those gentlemen in the North-West wired
to the Government telling it to hurry up
and make a' decision, because they wanted
to get the sheep before the wool was off
their~ backs. The Government-or the de-
partment, which is part of the Government
-of course came to heel and said, "Yes,
we will sell the sheep for the amount men-
tioned by the member for Kimnberley." The
result was that someone got a good rake-
off. Then we heard about the reduction in
freight on cattle shipped from the North.
Again the Governiment's friends got a good
rake-off. We find, however, as I told the
House last year-and it is worth repeating
-that when it came to considering the
working man, the men who trapped the
dingoes, the Government said, "We will
reduce the price for the scalps."

The Premier: What a paragon of virtue
you are, to be talking like that, by God!
Go on!I

'Mr. 'Marshall: Do not get annoyed with
his accusations. They are all true.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: 'If the Premier
thinks they are not true he can get up and
repudiate them. I know the Premier knows
they are true.

The Premier: He does not know they are
true.

Hon. 3. B. SLEEMAN: The Premier
knows they are true and I defy him to say
that he did not reduce the freight on cattle
from the North-West to 12s. 6d. per head.
Unfortunately, since the Premier has so
much to say, he is ank interested party.

The Premier: That is what I would ex-
pect from yen!

Hon. J. R. SLEEMAN: And that is what
I expect from the Premier, too!

The CHAIRMAN: Order!

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: The Premier
brought this on himself. While the cattl4
owners in the North-West had the freight
on cattle redneed to 12s. 6d. per head, the
dingo trappers suffered a reduction in the
price for scalps. The Government is help-
ing its friends; it is good to its friends.
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The Minister for Lands: Some dingoes
have not been Caught.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: The Minister is
one that needs exterminating. I say it is
time the Government was sent back to its
masters, who should reach a decision on
whether it has done the things it should
have done or whether it has left them un-
done. The electors are the people to decide.
The members of the Government made all
sorts of promises to the people about what
they would do if returned to power. They
said they would appoint a woman Ito the
Housing Commission and provide homes
for two, three and four-unit families. But
not even four-unit families arc getting
homes. I rang up the Housing Commission
yesterday and made a complaint about a
person who had been evicted from his home.
The officer replied, "That is nothing. I
have 56 eases on my table now and it-will
be two months before we can do anything
for sny of them."

That is the way the Government is pro-
viding homes for the people! The officer
said it would be two months b 'efore any
of those evicted people could hope to re-
ceive attention, There is now a now scheme,
We have not only priority of houses, but
priority of evictions. So clearly the Gov-
ernment has fallen down on its job. The
Government said that it would clear away
the cobwebs. Cobwebs are merely traps
for flies, but it would appear ihere are
some cobwebs that catch more than flies.
The Government said that the housing posi-
tion was entanrgled with cobwebs; yet we
find today that there is less accommodation
than ever before.

The people of Fremantle approached the.
Minister for Health requesting that a ma-
ternity hospital be provided at Fremantle.
The Minister was not concerned. He said,
"Let the -women go to the 'King Edward
Hospital." Fancy telling the Fremantle
women that, instead, of providing Fremnantle
with a maternity hospital of its own! When
the members of the Government went to
the electors they pictured hospitals covered
with cobwebs. I think it high time the Gov-
ernment gave an account of itself to the
electors.

Mr. Yates: Did they have a maternity
hospital in Fremnantle before the war?

Hon. I B. SLEEMVAN: 'Yes.

Mr. Yates: was it closed downI

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAM: Yes, and the
hon. member's party put cobwebs round it,
and more have been closed since and no-
thing'bas been done to open any.

The Minister for Landt: Who closed it
down?

Mr. Yates: Why was it closed down?
Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: In connection

with prices, the parties opposite advised
the people to vote "No" -at the referendum
and they would see that prices were fixed.
They saw that prices were fixed all right!
The people selling goods are making a welter
of prices. Price-fixing is a good thing for
them and they are deriving huge profits
from it, I am sure -that lao-ono in
this State, not even the followers of the
Country and Democratic League or the
Liberal and Country League, is satisfied
with the way the problem of prices is being
dealt with. I hope Supply. will be withheld
from the Government so that its members
can be sent whence they cam e and see how
they fare with their electors.

MRt. MeCULLOGH (Hannans) [12.31]: 1
have been looking through the Bill and it
seenms to mue that the discussion has been
what might be termed a "free-for-all.' There
is no socialism or communism and there
are no Black Diamonds or anything of that
kind that I can see mentioned in the Bill
What I do see is a reference to £4,700,000.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That is the reason
for it!

Mr. McCULLOCH: I feel that the people
will be singing that old ditty, "Deep in the
Heart of Taxes," for some time to come.

Mr. Boydl: This is a new act!I
Mr. McCULLOCH: 'The member for

Middle Swan made reference to communism.
I wish to tell the hon, member that I am
not a communist. For his information I
wvill read the pledge I did sign. This is it:-

I hereby pledge myself to adhere to and
uphold and support the principles of the Aus-
tralian Labour Party and to support candi-
dates selected by the Australiani Labour Party
for public offices, and I also declare I am not
a member of any other political party, includ-
ing the communist party.

Mr. Grayden:- That is the firat paragraph.
Give us the second!
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Mr. MoCULLOCH: I wonder whether the
hon. member could tell me whether that
appears in the platform of his party: that
nobody can belong to the Liberal Party if
he is a member of the communist party.

Mr. Fox: Or any other party.

Mr. MeCULLO CR: Last night in Boulder
I spent a few hours on the question of com-
munism. I saw a threat in the paper the
other day from the Premier and I want to
tell -him that if it is desired to make com-
mutnists, that is how to do it-by threaten-
ing men. Coatniners. throughout the world
have been drifting towards communism for
many years. I was a coshniner myself, but
fortunately I was not driven to communism.
I woke up a hit quicker than some did and
left the coalmines. I consider that what is
causing a stir in the coalmines today is the
heritage of what the capitalist class has
done to the coalminers in -years gone by.

Xr. Grayden: That is what the communists
say.

Mr. MeCULLOCH: They have made these
men serfs and slaves. They have exploited
them. That is how communists are made;
and if the Premier puts out more threats
be will certainly get more communism in
this State and throughout the Common-
wealth. I do not think he_ really meant it
that way, but that is how he will get comn-
munismn. I give him that word of advice.

Mr. Grayaen: What about Chifley's
threats?

Mr. MeCULLOCH: Let us go back to the
communisit leaders in the Commonwealth
today. Who made them? When were they
made, and why?

Mr. Grayden: God knows!

Mr. MoCULLO CR: I think it wil1 be
found that Thornton, Sharkey, McPhillips,
King, Williams and several others, were
made communists and put into office while
the Government of the Commonwealth was
in the hands of the U.A.P. or some other
party opposed to Labour. I recall a Gov-
ermnent of the Commonwealth which had
what was called a secret fund, and it sup-
plied at that time from that secret fund
money to communists. There is no doubt
about that. That secret fund was policed
by the Ron. William Morris Hughes. When
anyone here lays communism at the door
of the Labour Party I would advise him

to be a little more careful about putting
such accusations across all members on this
side of the House. We have been told that
the Hon. Robert Gordon Menzies will 'ban
the communist party.

Mr. Bovell:- He did it before and he will
do it again.

Mr. McCTJLLOCH: But the same gentle-
man today is and for months past has been
calling the Commonwealth Labour Govern-
mxent all sorts of names because it will not
admit Indonesians to this country. Where
is the hotbed of communism in this world
todayI I am certain we all know it is in
South-East Asia. The present Common-
wealth Government has said, "We will not
admit these people." As far back as 1888
the British Government gave an order that
Chinese were to he admitted to Australia.
One of its own political colour, the great
Sir Henry Parkes, said :-"-Never mind what
the British Government says, there will be
no Chinese coming to this country."

The Commonwealth Government today says
there will be no Indonesians and no Southern
Asians coming to this country, because we
realise that Southern Asia. is where com-
munismn is bred; and if we admit any of
them to this land the country will be over-
run by communists. I agree that the Gov-
ernmuent should not ban the communist
party. If it did, we would have budget
protest committees or sheepskins for Russia
organisations, or a C.R.A., or some body with
another name. What is the good of banning
a name? We should put these people where
Williams and King have been put. But the
Liberal Party in this State is more con-
cerned about banning the Country Party.
Its members have been running throughout
the whole State trying to ban that party
and have succeeded to a certain extent;
though I am pleased to see there are some
Country Party members who have stood on
their dignity and have said, "We are going
to remain a separate party."

Mr. Fox: They got the member for Bev-
erley.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: They would be
happier without him.

Mr. MeCULLOCH: If instead of giving
£90,000 to Amalgamated Collieries Ltd., the
Government were to take the bull by the
horns and nationalise the coalmines, it would
get coal. That is something the member for
Middle Swan did not mention. He talked
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of communism and socialism, but he did not Mr. MeCULLOCH: What do we get in
say anything about conservatism or nation-
alism.

Mr. Grayden: That is what they do in
Russia.

Mr. MeCULLOCH: They are getting
more coal in Britain today than ever before.
I remember after the first world war that
I was unfortunate enough to go back to the
coalmines, but happily not for long. When
I went back I found there had been a form
of nationalisation in operation. It was
called then, Government control. fluxing the
short term of four years, while the mines
were so controlled, they got coils of rope,
coal-cutting machines, conveyors and mech-
anical boggers at the expense of the Govern-
ment. In 1919 the control was off. All that
stuff then became the property of the coal
owner. That is why nationalisation at that
period did not pay. There were millions of
tons of machinery and props, worth millions
of pounds, on the surface of each colliery.

If we want to get coal in this country the
only way to do it, in my opinion, is to
nationalise the mines and make sure they
are properly looked after. I did see, a while
ago, whore the Collie mines were held up for
a couple of days owing to a deficient haul-
age rope. They bad to wait until one camne
from the Eastern States. The Honorary
Minister for Supply and Shipping was try-
ing to hurry the business, as usual. I could
have put the Government on to about half
a dozen coils of 100 fathoms of half inch or
threequarter inch wire rope not 30 miles
from this Chamber, but of course it did not
want it. It might be part of the Govern-
ment's policy to aggravate the men and get
them out on strike.

The Premier: You are talking a lot of
rubbish.

Mr. MeCULLOCH: The present strike
may suit the members of the Government,
but it certainly does not suit the Opposition.
Last night in Boulder we sat for a long
while talking over the question of com-
munism. When I came along here 24 hours
later and heard an individual accusing all
members of the Opposition of being com-
munists, or allied to communists, it was just
too much for me to stand.

Mr. Grayden: You are advocating their
policy now-the nationalisation of the coal-
mines.

the Old Country? Is that communism, with
a Labour Government there? The hion. m~em-
ber does not know the difference between
socialism and nationalization. It is time the
Liberal Party came out in the open and told
the people that it is financing the communist
party. The communist party does not get
its finance from -the working class. I have
for many years seen the communists trying
to take control of the Labour Party on the
Eastern' Goldfields, but they have not been
successful yet and I do not think they ever
will be.

The Minister for Lands: Do you think
they get-their finance from Russia?

Mr. McCULLOCH: Never mind about
Russia. I have been there, too. I feel that
the coalminer is the most loyal worker with
whom I have bad contact. Unfortunately
today he is, I think, being led by this fac-
tion of communists. But we cannot ban
them, because, as a party, they will come
up again as something else. The coalmniner
has for many years been an exploited
worker, but in the last seven years his nieni-
ties have been greatly improved. I for one
would not like to see the Premier carry out
the threat he made, namely, that he is go-
ing to ask Mr. Waliwork to take one day's
holiday pay from these men for each day
they have been on strike. I feel that would
not do very much good for the production
of coal in this State. I can remember that
the great coal barons in Scotland used to
put on the board, when an adjustment of
wages took place, "Fifty per cent. increase
on the 1888 basis." The basis in that year
was four shillings a day, so the 50 per cent.
increase made a total of six silflings.

The Minister for Lands: Have you been
in Scotlandi

Mr. MeCTILLOCH: That went on for a
long while. I still say that the coalminers
should be treated with the greatest respect
and be given the best possible amenities. I
think it would he better, instead of throwing
away £90,000 by giving it to Amalgamated
Collieries, or any other body of coal barons,
to spend it on the provision of amenities for
the men. I noticed in the Press mention of
a man by the name of Sharpley. rt is in-
teresting to note that Sharpley is being spon-
sored by the big Press to give information
of what has taken place in the inner cfrctes
of the communist party.
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Mr. Grayden: He is a follower of the
Labour Party now.

Mr. MoCULLO CH: He will be like one
or two others who have been in the Labour
Party before. He never was in the Labour
Party and never will be. He will be like
McPhillips, who tried to get into the A.W.U.
about eight years ago. They would not have
him, and they tossed him out because he
was not fit to be a memher of the A.W.U.
It will be found that Sharpley is being given
great kudos by the Press and that indicates
to me where the finance of the conmmunist

, party comes from. I have always had my
suspicions that it is derived from those
opposed to Labour, and I am now convinced
of that. The money does not come from the

*workers. When any supporter of the Gov-
ernment accuses members on this side of
the House of being sympathetic towards the
communists -he should first stop to think
bow communism was brought into this or
any other country. It was brought in
through the exploitation of the workers. I
tell the member for Middle Swan that I am
no communist and I am certain that no
member on this side of the House has ever
had any idea of being a communist. W9e are
a opposed to the communist technique and
to anything that communists fancy.

THE PRENMIR (Hon . D). R. McLarty-
Murray-Wellington-in reply) ,[12.521:- I
do not intend to cover all the round dealt
with by members during the course of this
debate. I understand that the purpose of
a Supply Bill is to tide the Government over
the period until the Budget is introduced
njnd the Estimates considered. We know
there have been occasions-comparatively
few-on which many hours have been taken
zip in order to get Supply through. I realise
that members can cover a very wide field
on this debate, if they so wish, and evidently
they decided to do so this evening. However,
I will keep, for a few minutes, to the finan-
cial spets of the Bill. These were dealt
with by the Leader of the Opposition and,
to a smaller extent, by- the member for,
Nortb-East Fremantle, whc, gave two indica-
tions of where he considered the Govern-
ment was not looking to the finance of cer-
tain concerns and was therefore to blame.
Apart from the Leader of the Opposition
and the member for North-East Fremantle,
I did not hear any member make reference
to the financial implications of the Bill.

Mr. Kelly: What about the railways?

The PREMIER: I would not say too
much about the railways if I were the mem-
ber for Tilgarn-Coolgardie. I could say a
lot on that question, but for the time being
I will confine mS'self to the budgetary posi-
tion.

Mr. Roar: We do not mind you having a
go.

The PREMIER: I will go -where I like.
The hon. member need not worry about that.
The Leader of the Opposition mentioned
Estimates end how far out they had been,
but I would draw his attention to the fact
that I am by no means the first Treasurer
whose Estimates have been wide of the mark.
I notice that in the year 1945-46 the esti-
mated deficit was £207,090, whereas the
actual deficit was £912,000.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise:- That is quite right,
but the war ended between when the esti-
mate was made and when the deficit -was as-
certaned.

The PREMIER: it was out by £705,000.
Hon. F. J. S. Wise: I was Treasurer, and

did it deliberately.

The PREMIER: I would remind the
Leader of the Opposition also that he was
acting as Treasurer at a time when wage
were pegged. Again, in 1946-47 the esti-
mated deficit was £186,000 and the actual
deficit was £675,000.,

Ran. F. J. S. Wise: And all repaid.

The PREMIER: There was an under-
estimate there of £489,000.I

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That is right.

The PREMI0ER: Again, in times of peg-
ged wages. I do not think there has been
iny time more difficult than the present in
which to arrive at estimates.

OfUon. F. S. S. Wise: That is obvious.

The PREMIER: The Leader of the Op-
position says it is obvious, but we are fac-
ing a period of spiralling Costs over which
the State Government has very little Con-
trot. That being so, I cannot see that there
is any justification for criticism. Since I
last introduced a Supply Bill to this House
wages in Government instrumentalities
have gone up by at least £400,000. Another
factor is the cost of materials, a great num-
ber of which we have to import at well
over 100 per cent. above the cost of similar
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articles manufactured locally. The-Lender
of the Opposition made a forecast of wvhat
the deffeit might be next year, and perhaps
he is right. On present indications, occa-
sioned by this most disastrous strike, WViest-
ern Australia-and Australia as a whole-
will be desperately short of much needed
goods and those goods will have to he im-
ported at an eXtrT 'aCost to Governments, and
particularly this Government, of a tremen-
dous sum of money. Our people must have
these goods if industry is not to be greatly
retarded, but they cannot have them except
at vastly increased costs. -

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: It is a case of what
I said yesterday.

The PREMIER: I do not think so. Even
the Leader of the Opposition -would not ex-
pect, if he were Treasurer at present, to
face a period such as, this -without detri-
imental results. I could go on in many direc-
tions stating 'where there are increased
costs. Mention was made of the greatly
increased costs for hospitals. Drugs -have
gone up enormously and, as I said by way
of interjecti~n, more and more people are
taking advantage of the free hospitalisa-
tion scheme. True, as pointed out by the
member for Leedervile-

Hon. A. H. Panton:- Just call me Alec!

The PREMIER: I almost said the Minis-
ter for Health, but I meant the former Min-
ister for Health. We received payments.
from the Commonwealth Government but
they were not nearly sufficient to meet the
tremendous demand for hospitalisation
generally.

Eon. A. H. Panton: We never did. Our
accounts were only for 5s. 10d. before the
Ss. came in.

The PREMIER: That is so, but the hon.
member will agree that costs have greatly
increased since then.

Ron. A. H1. Panton: I agree.
Mr. Hoar: You will not be able to criti-

cise the next Government, in that case.

The PREMIER: I do not think the
Leader of the Opposition need be fearful
about what will happen because we did not
ask for a supplementary grant. This is
usual, although, as he knows, it is not en-
couraged by the Grants Commission, I was
advised that it was not necessary and I
thought that the advice given to me was
sound. and I do not think there is the

slightest doubt that we will not suffer as.,
a result. There were reasons why both
South Australia and Tasmania should mnake
application. They did Rot have at their dis-
posal the fluid funds such as we have;.
therefore, it was desirable for them to make
application. However, I will explain, when
introducing the Budget, what the new set-np
will be.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: It is in the 12th
report of the Grants Commission,

The PREMIER: Yes. NeverthelessP I
did promise last year that I would try to
obtain the reports of the Disabilities Com-
mission and have them distributed to mem-
bers to enable them to get a better idea of
how the Grants Commission -works. The
member for North-East Fremantle referred
t> the unsatisfactory position of the com-
pensation Lund for cattle-owners in the
wholeiiiilC industry. We know just haw ua!-
satisfactory the fund is and -we have been
considering the position carefully and have
been in consultation with the chairman of
the Milk Board on the matter. The Milk
Act which set up this fund was introduced
by the hon. member and imposed certainj
levies. It was unfortunate that those levies
were proved to be invalid. Later-I think
it was last session-a proposal was accepted
by Parliament that voluntary payments
should be substituted. It is true that the
collections of the voluntary eortributions
have proved dimficult, hut ways mid means
are being investigated to clean up the posi-
tion and put it on a satisfactory basis.

I do not think I need say much more at
this stage. It is unnecessary to go over all
the ground covered by members. I hope
to he able to introduce the Budget at the
end of this month when I will give full
details as regards expenditure.

Question put and passed.
Resolution reported and the report

adopted.

In Committee of 'Ways and Mleans.

The House resolved into Committee of
Ways and Means, Mr. Perkins in thei~air.

The PREMIER: I move-
That towards making good the Supply

granted to His Majesty for the services of the
year ending the 30th June, 1950, a sunm not
exceeding £3,700,000 be granted from the Con-
solidated Revenule Fund, £700,000 from the
General Loan Fund and £300,000 from the
Public Account.
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HON. F. J. S. WISE: I think it neces-
sary to qualify the position as regards what
is traditional ana what is right and proper
in eonnection with debates on Supply Bills.
The Premier almost became testy in his
criticism of members presuming or daring
to speak on the Supply Bill. So did King
Charles.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: They chopped his
head of 

Mr. Boyd:l Shame!
Hon. F. J. S. WISE: This tradition, this

habit, this practice, this right and this neces-
sity have been handed down through the
Parliaments of the ages because of King
Charles in his attitude to Parliament, forc-
ing Parliament to examine the. accounts be-
fore it approved of his spending. For ecu-
tunies it has been recognised as a necessity,
if Parliament and the Committees of Parhia-
imeat so wish, -that debate shall ensue before
Supply is granted. That has been the
acknowledged right, custom and tradition
for centuries. The Committee in debating
the Bll this evening has done no other than'
exercise its right. It has been the right in
every Parliament in Australia-and in
every Parliament in the British Empire
where the mother of Parliaments, the House
of Commons has handed down a constitu-
tion-to ventilate grievances before Supply
is granted.

So, it is not a bit of use taking objection
to) such a procedure. it has been traditional
for centuries, it has been recognised as a
right and it is not 'uncommon practice in
the other Parliaments of Australia. Through-
out all the Houses of Parliament in Aus-
tralia it is recognised that before Supply
is ranted members should have an oppor-
tunity to ventilate their grievances. I want-
ed to make the position clear before the
Bill was passed.

Resolution reported and the report
adopted.

First and Second Readings.

InL accordance with the foregoing resolu-
tions, Bill introduced and read a first and
second time without debate.

As to Committee Stage.

THE PREMIER (Hon. DI. ". McLarty-
Murray-Wellington) [1.12]; 1 move-

That Mr. Speaker do now leave the Chair
for the purpose of considering tbe Bill in
Committee.

HON. J. B. SLEEMAK (Freman tie)
[1.13]:- I think it is too late in the morning
for you, Mr. Speaker, to leave the Chair
and for the House to consider this Bill in
Committee, Why cannot we go home sad
deal with it in reasonable hoursT We have
been here since 4.30 p.m. yesterday and
why the Premier should wish to push on
with the Bill now when we can finish it
this afternoon I do not know. One does
not know what might take place in the
Comnmittee stage this afternoon. As an
amendment, I move-

That the Bill be considered in Committee
this afternoon.

Hon. A. H. Panto~n: You cannot do that;
it is private members' day.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: Seeing that the
member for Leederville has raised that point
and as I am not prepared to jeopardise the
business of private members, f 'will with-
draw the amendment.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
question put and passed.

In Committee, etc,

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment and the
report adopted.

Bill read a third time and transmitted to
the Council.

House adjourned at 1.17 am. (Wednesday).

Wednesday, 13th July, 1949.
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